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Cont. File Subject Date

1 Poll142 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule, interest in Dominion election, interest
in Ontario election, voting pattern:  votes in all/some elections,
preferred provincial candidate, party to handle task best, best future
party, party to win war, best party for foreign policy, party choice in
last prov. election, vote in plebiscite, present preferred political party,
party voted for last federal election, riding last election, resident prov.
of respondent, size of respondent's community, religion of respondent,
family ethnic origins, union membership, phone ownership, relative
wealth, car ownership, sex of respondent, language spoken in home,
occupation of head of house, status of respondent in house, exact age
of respondent.

May 1945

2 Poll143 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule, interest in Dominion election, votes in
all/some elections, vote in provincial election last Monday, vote in 1943
Ontario election, vote in last non-Ontario Prov. election, present
preferred political party, party voted for last federal election, resident
prov. of respondent, size of respondent's community, union
membership-which union, do you  have a phone, relative wealth, do
you have a car, sex of respondent, language of respondent, occupation
of head of house, relationship of resp. to head of house, age of
respondent.

January
1945

3 Poll 186 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; intensity of interest in election; stated
likelihood of voting; absolute certainty of voting; satisfaction with
United Nations progress; reasons for satisfaction with UN progress,
reasons for dissatisfaction with UN progress; prediction of election
outcome; resident prov of respondent; size of respondent's community;
present preferred political party; probable preferred party if undecided;
reason for party preference; reasons for indecision re:  vote; party 
voted for last federal election; union membership in household; have
phone-listed; occupation of head of house; relationship of  resp. to

May 1949
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Cont. File Subject Date

head of house; exact age of respondent; do you own car; education of
respondent; relative wealth; sex of respondent; language of spoken in
home.

4 Poll 187 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; interest in election; stated intention of
voting; voting certainty; steadfastness of vote; party favouring your own
welfare; major post-election gov't job-TransCanada highway; trade
improvements; financing; government promises; social security;
employment; foreign relations; rent controls; freight rates; labour
relations; miscellaneous; dollar value; blanks; farms; housing;
immigration control; communism; provincial matters; St. Lawrence
Seaway; interprovincial relations; Newfoundland; industries; should
government own the banks, the CPR, the iron & steel industry, the
farm implement industry, the meat packing industry; present preferred
political party; political leanings if undecided; reasons for political 
indecision; party voted for last federal election; resident  prov. of
respondent, size of respondent's community, union membership, do
you have phone-listed, occupation of head of house, relationship to
head of household, age of respondent, do you own car, education of
respondent, relative wealth, sex of respondent, language of
respondent.

May 1949

5 Poll188 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; interest in election; intention of
voting; voting certainty; steadfastness of vote; party interest in welfare
of people; after the election, the most important job the government will
have to deal with-Trans Canada highway;  trade; income tax; keeping
promises; social security; employment; foreign relations; rent controls;
freight rates; labour relations; wild code; blanks; dollar value; irrigation;
housing; immigration; communism; provincial matters; St.Lawrence
Seaway; inter-provincial relations; Newfoundland; industries;
miscellaneous; blanks; opinions re. government ownership
of-government should own banks; government should own CPR, the
iron & steel industry; the farm implement industry; the meat packing;
present preferred political party; probable preferred party if undecided;
reasons for voting indecision; party voted for last federal election;
resident province of respondent, size of respondent's community,
union membership, do  you have phone, occupation of head of house,
relationship to head of household, exact age of respondent, do you
own car,  education of respondent, relative wealth, sex of respondent, 
language spoken.

June 1949
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6 Poll189 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; interest in election; stated likelihood
of voting; absolute certainty of voting; party interest in welfare of
people; prediction of election outcome; present preferred political
party; probable preferred poitical party if undecided; party voted for last
federal election; resident prov. of respondent, size of respondent's
community, union membership,  do you have phone-listed, occupation
of head of house,  relationship of resp. of head of household, age of
respondent, do you have car, education of respondent, relative wealth,
sex of  respondent, language spoken.

June 1949

7 Poll191 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; preferred mode of travel; ever travel by
air; ever travel overnight by train; min. income required to marry; min.
income requirement for family of 4; prediction re: price movements;
best thing about Canada; worst thing about life in Canada; Canada
knowledge test; attitude to corporal punishment in schools; meaning of
"Freedom of Speech"; belief in complete "Freedom of Speech"
conditions justifying restrictions  on speech; age left school;
satisfaction with own education; reasons left school; mandatory school
attendance age; most useful subject you took; what was the most
interesting subject to you?; present preferred political party; party
voted for last federal election; resident prov. of respondent; size of
respondent's community; marital status of respondent; number of kids
under 16; family ethnic origins; union membership in household; type
of labour union; do you have phone-listed; occupation of head of
house; relationship of respondent to hea of house; age of respondent;
do you own car; education of respondent; relative wealth; sex of
respondent; language of respondent.

July 1949
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8 Poll 212 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include:  language on interview schedule; important issues for
government this session attitudes re. old age pensions; what is your
main criticism of old age pensions?  Where do you place the blame for
high prices Canada?  Payment & rate of income tax group too highly
taxed increase in income tax; British Governor General; Governor
General; General Franco; aid to Spain; bedtime of respondent rising
time of respondent alarm clock; methods of
waking up; willingness to try horsemeat personal savings compared to
a year ago likelihood of World War preferred party  for Quebec 
election; preferred party for Ontario election; vote in 1948 Quebec 
election; vote in Ontario election; party voted for in Quebec election;
party voted for in Ontario election; present preferred political party;
voted in last Dominion election; party voted for last federal election;
resident prov. of respondent; size of respondent's community; do you
have phone; language of respondent; occupation of respondent;
relationship of  resp. to head of  house; relative wealth; sex of 
respondent.

August
1951

9 Poll 213 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
 include:  language on interview schedule; attitude towards wage and
price freeze; government-owned telephone services; 
government-owned CPR; government-owned meat packing;
government-owned banks; present preferred political party; voted
in last Dominion election; party voted for last federal election; resident
prov. of  respondent size of  respondent's community; continued in
school after 16; education of   respondent; marital status of 
respondent; union membership in household; number of  union
members in household; do you have  phone; occupation of  head of 
house; relationship of  resp. to  head of  house; language of 
respondent; relative wealth; sex of  respondent; age of  respondent; do
you own car.

Sept 1951
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10 Poll 214 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include:  language on interview schedule; voting eligibility in
Ontario, Nov. 22; interest in election; intensity of  interest in election;
stated likelihood of  voting; absolute certainty of  voting; voting
preference in Ontario election; probable preferred party if undecided;
vote in Ontario election of  June '48; party voted for in Ontario election;
saw Royal couple during visit; satisfaction with handling of  Royal visit;
in what  way dissatisfied with Royal tour.  Knowledge of  Russian
control  of  Germany; attitude re. German soldiers in allied war;
prediction of  prices in 3 months; would we win war with Russia;
Russian desire for war; current cigarette smoking; past cigarette
smoking; reasons for quitting smoking; who gains more  from
marriage; how husband or wife gains from marriage opinion on Korean
war meaning of  inflation to respondent who gains from rising prices
why this group gains from rising prices who's hit hardest by rising
prices; present preferred political party; voted in '49 Dominion election;
party voted for last Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size
of  respondent's community; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; number of  union members in household;
marital status of  respondent; do you have phone; exact age of 
respondent; do you have car; occupation of  head of  house;
relationship of  resp. to head of  house; language of  respondent;
relative wealth.

Oct 1951

11 Poll
214A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include:  voting eligibility Nov. 22 Ont. election; interested in election -
yes, no; intensity of  interest in election; stated likelihood of  voting;
absolute certainty of  voting; preferred party next Ontario election;
probable preferred party if undecided; voted in June 1948 Ontario
election; party voted for last Ontario election; present preferred Fed.
political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last
Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; education of  respondent; union membership in
household; number of  union members in household; marital status
 of  respondent; do you have phone; exact age of  respondent; do  you
have car; occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head
of  house; language of  respondent; relative wealth; sex  of 
respondent.

Nov 1951
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12 Poll 227 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; New Canadian flag issue; reasons for
Canadian flag choice; allow duke & duchess of  Windsor to return;
reasons duke and duchess of  Windsor should or should not be
allowed to take up residence in England; high school homework; high
school students; what would you say is meant by the  phrase "mercy
killing"?; approve legalization of  mercy killing; reasons  for approval or
disaproval of  mercy killings; present preferred  political party; political
party for people; voted in last federal election; party voted for last
federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; education of  respondent; language spoken in home;
family ethnic  origins; age group of  respondent; religion of 
respondent;  marital status of  respondent; type of  employment of 
head of   house; occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to 
head of  house; union membership in household; number of  union
members in household; do own cat; do you have phone; relative 

wealth; sex of  respondent; type of  community.

May 1953

13 Poll 228 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; Dominion election Aug. 10 eligibility; 
interest in election; intensity of  interest in election; stated
 likelihood of  voting; certainty of  vote; what would you say is  the
main issue to be decided this election? tax cuts; party most likely to
cut taxes; which political party do you think would do the job of  -
preventing unemployment, maintaining defence, and  improving social
security measures?; present preferred political party; probable
preferred party if undecided; voted in last federal election; party voted
for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; language spoken in home; family ethnic
origins; age group of  respondent; religion of  respondent; marital
status of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head of  house;
union   membership in household; do you have car; do you have
phone; relative wealth; sex of  respondent; type of  community.

July 1953
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14 Poll 229 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; voting eligibility Aug. 10 Dominion
election; interest in election--yes: no; intensity of  interest in election;
stated likelihood of  voting; absolute certainty of  voting; what would
you say is the greatest problem facing you or your family at the
present time?; favours political career for son; would you mind telling
me why you feel this way; present preferred political party; probable
preferred party if undecided; voted in last federal election; party voted
for last  federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; education of 
respondent; language spoken in home; family ethnic origins; age group
of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; type of  employment of 
head of  household; occupation of  head of  house;  relationship of 
resp. to head of  house; union membership in household; do you have
car; do you have phone; relative wealth; sex of  respondent; type of 
community.

July 1953

15 Poll 230 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; eligibility to vote Aug. 10; interest in
election - yes; no; intensity of  interest in election; stated  likelihood of 
voting; absolute certainty of  voting; does party governing make a
difference; what influences respondent's vote; major post-election
government job; present preferred political  party; probable preferred
party if undecided; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last
Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; education of  respondent; Language spoken in home; age
group of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; type of 
employment  of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house;
relationship of  resp. to head of  house; union membership in
household; do you  have car; do you have phone; relative wealth; sex
of  respondent; type of  community.

July 1953
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16 Poll 231 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Wedding type preferred; type of  wedding had; things a young man
should  own before getting married?, minimum salary for marriage;
prices  three months from now; Canada's independence of  Great
Britain; read Kinsey report on sex, sex information; recognition of 
name:  Syngman Rhee; acceptance of  United Nations in Korea; heard
of  suggested big 3 meeting, expected effect on world tension,
representation at meeting, in which country do you think such a
meeting should be held?; should Churchill retire, person to
replace Churchill; women's fashions; last book you read, reading
books lately; Russia and war; U.S. and war; resident prov. of 
respondent, education of  respondent, marital status, language 
spoken in home age group of  respondent, type of  employment,
occupation of  head of  household, relationship of  resp. to head
 of  house, union membership, do you own car, do you have phone,
relative wealth, sex of  respondent, type of  community.

August
1953

17 Poll 233 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; approves sweepstakes and lotteries;
qualified approval; approves gov't lotteries; comic books harmful to
children; newspaper comics harmful to children; the first thing in mind
re:  word "Christmas" agrees Christmas losing meaning; wants
particular Christmas gift; Christmas present; New Year's resolutions;
keeping resolutions; living life over again; what would you do differently;
preferred sex of  boss; what is your objection to having a woman as a
boss?; objections to woman boss; what resp. eats in a day; glasses of 
milk drunk in a day by resp.; children between the ages of  3 & 12;
what children ate today; glasses of  milk in a day by children;
Canada's food rules; knowledge of  food rules; best illness for research
funds;  main job of  senate; opinion of  senate; senate reorganization;
parliamentary salaries; what is the main reason why you say that;
present preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party
voted for last Federal election; resident prov. of  resp.; education of 
respondent; language spoken in home; age group of  resp. marital
status of  respondent; have any children under 16; number of  children
under 16; religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of 
house; occupation of  head of   house; relationship of  resp. to head of 
house; union membership in household; number of  union members in
household; do you have car; do you have phone; relative wealth; sex of 
respondent; type of  community.

Nov 1953

18 Poll 235 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

March
1954
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Language of  questionnaire; why average woman lives longer than man
ideal profession for girl encourage girl to be mental hospital nurse; why
mental hospital nursing is (not) good choice; for against
city's worst problem today rental accommodation; present residence;
P.M.'s global tour; opinion of  tour; why do you feel  this way?;
Canadian-Russia relations; Canada-Red China relations; things
husbands and wives quarrel about prices in  three months;
unemployment prospects; why do you feel this way?; will Canada have
another depression; another depression how soon; why do you feel
this way?; bedtime on weekdays; Saturday bedtime; Sunday bedtime;
weekday rising time; Saturday rising time; Sunday rising time;
Communist threat; labour leadership; union troublemakers; views on
management; friendliest province; province of  greatest future; province
with best climate; number of  provinces lived in or visited; Canada Post
Office; what way; it's doing a poor job Postal Rates; Postal increases;
Eisenhower's presidency; another world war; present preferred Political
Party; voted in last Federal Election; party voted for  last Federal
election; resident prov. of  respondent; education of  respondent;
language of  respondent; age group of  respondent; marital status of 

respondent; religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of 
house; occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head of 
house; union membership in
household; number of  union members in household; do you have car;
do you have phone; relative wealth; sex of  respondent; type
of  community.

19 Poll 236 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language on interview schedule; effect of  coffee prices on
consumption; what, if anything, are you substituting? read about
smoking and cancer; believes that cigarettes cause cancer; believes in
equal pay for women; favours an equal pay law; last year's vacation
place - home or away; this year's vacation plans - home or away;
vacation plans - specific activities; h-bomb and war likelihood; type of 
h-bomb manucfacture control favour; should Canada send troops to
Indo-China; approval of  lowering of  voting age; would
you tell me why you feel this way? professions recommended for a
young man; investment in stocks and bonds satisfaction with
investments ever solicited for stocks; knowledge of  investment
dealers favours financial management courses in hi; outside
capital investment good thing for; more foreign capital for preferred
resources increased immigration good thing for Cana; do Canadians  
give immigrants a fair chance; has met new Canadian; biggest mistake
has heard of  senator Joseph McCarthy; in what connection have you
heard of  him? approval of  McCarthy's work; present preferred political
party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal
election; resident prov. of  respondent; education of  respondent;

May 1954
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language spoken in home; age group of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of 
house; occupation  of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head of 
house;  union membership in household; number of  union members in
the household; do you own car; do you have phone; relative wealth;
sex on respondent; type of  community.

20 Poll 237 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; expectations re standard of  living;
expectation re prices; expectations re auto & appliance prices;
expectations re clothes prices; min. acceptable income family of  four;
own family weekly food expenditures; can business provide enough
jobs without; employers and union; biggest problem facing Canada;
biggest problem facing Canada; role of  government re job provision;
expectations re German recovery; what would you do if atom bomb fell
listening to prize-giving radio shows; entering radio contest; anyone in
household listen to contest; like to hear more contest shows; feeling
re:  contest shows; height of  resp.; weight of  resp.; weight of 
respon.; hair colour of   respon.; eye colour of  respon.; qualities of 
character most important; causes of  higher divorce rate; success of 
respon.'s  marriage; success of  parent's marriage; age respon.
married; age spouse married; race discrimination; if you were asked to
criticise the system in this country, what your main criticism be?
going steady; high school age children; have dictionary in home; have
Bible in home; have gardening book in home; have cooking book in
home; read Bible since left school; women's interest in food
preparation; friends who serve better food;like trying new things for
dinner; do you recall when you last tried out something new on your
husband at dinner? husband likes trying new food; present preferred 
political party; party voted for last Federal election; province of 
respon.; size of  respon.'s community; education of  respon.; language
spoken in  home; age group of  respon.; marital status of  respon.;
religion of  respon.; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head of  house;
union membership in household; do you have car; do you have phone;
relative wealth; sex of  respondent; type of  community.

July 1954

21 Poll 238 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Queen of  great Can. on stamps, money;
violations on drivers' licenses; go to war with Russia now;  people's
travel habits and other things know the initials "E.D.C."; effect of 
Germany allowed an army; 1st thing would do if fire; 2nd thing would

Sept 1954
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do if fire; open windows & doors if  fire; allow fire dep't to check home;
heard, read about St.Lawrence seaway plan; seaway plan good for
Canada; reason seaway plan not good for Canada; favor law outlawing
communist group; any organizations you think communist; can you
tell me the names of  them?; school discipline too strict; whose fault
do you think is? one thing most thankful for in last year; present 
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; education of  respondent; language spoken
in home; age group of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; relationship of  resp. to head of  house;
union membership in household; number of   union members in
household; do you have car ; do you have phone relative wealth; sex of 
respondent; type of  community.

22 Poll 239 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; driving convictions marked on licences;
heard of  strikes recently in your prov.; blame for strikes; peace
prospects with Russians; commonwealth membership good for
Canada; why do you feel this way? telling kids about Santa Claus;
why do you feel this way?; prospects for world peace; what would you
say is the chief reason for this change?; sportsman-woman of  year;
which was you favorite radio programme of  the year?; favourite radio
program; would you tell me why you fell this way?; unemployment
prospects in next few years; why do you say that?; which gov't should
run schools; reasons why prov. should run schools; would you tell me
why you fell this way?; reasons why Fed. should run shools; charge
for ecucation past  junior matric; $100 fee for senior matric year;
opinion of  high school teacher salaries; opinion of  pub. school
teacher salaries; most desirable law to be passed; do you happen do
recall the name of  a cabinet in Ottawa?; recall name of  a cabinet
minister; recall name of  a cabinet minister; responsibility of  minister
named; opinion of  power of  cabinet; is mother-in-law living; have you
met mother-in-law; influence of  mother-in-law on marriage; would you
tell me why you feel this way?; mother-in-law lived with respondent;

present preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party
voted for last Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
community; educ. of  respondent; language spoken in home; age
group of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; children of  school
age; religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;

occupation of  head of  house; relationship of resp. to head of  house;
union members in household; number of  union members in
household; do you have a car; do you have a phone; relative wealth;
sex of  respondent; weighting by replication information.

Nov 1954
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23 Poll 241 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include:  language of  questionnaire; are winters getting warmer;
main cause of  climatic changes; opinion on change in summers
what do you think is the main cause of  this?; preference for Canadian
population size; how large Canada's pop. should be country resp.
would like immigrants from University opportunities in Canada; what, if
anything do you think should be done this?; impression of 
Canada-U.S. relations; changes in relationship over years; what do
you think has brought this about?; what would you say are the major
causes of  between Canada and United States?; ever attended
professional theatre; group getting most from prosperity how resp's
group fared in prosperity; U.S. or Can. election more interesting;
opinion of  compulsory military duty; most urgent problem facing your
family; most urgent problem facing Fed. Gov't what PC party stands for
today what Lib party stands for today and the C.C.F. party?; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for in
last Federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; education of  respondent; language spoken
in the home; age group of   respondent; marital status of  respondent;
any sons 18 years or under; religion of  respondent; type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house;
relationship of  resp. to head of  house; union membership in
household; do you have car; do you have phone.

Feb 1955

24 Poll 243 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include:  approval of  legalized lotteries; approval of  gov't  lottery to
fund health; teens' interest in religion today; should arts be supported
through taxes; what is your reason for  thinking that way?; should U.S.
stop atomic bomb tests; why do you say this?; should speed traps be
allowed; favor or oppose hidden speed traps; heard about Dr. Salk's
polio vaccine; criticism of  way polio vaccine handled; any children
under l5 in household; plan for children to have polio vaccine; heard
about cabinet governing Canada; any truth that cabinet is too powerful;
more or less confidence in woman doctor; can you tell  me why you
feel that way?; more confidence; reasons; less confidence; reasons;
more or less confidence in woman lawyer; would you tell me why you
feel that way?; more confidence; reasons; less confidence; reasons;
should women be accepted in the ministry; would you tell me why you
feel that way?; is  Russia sincere re; wants peace; is way sex

July 1955
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offenders handled behind time; what do you think should be done to
improve methods?; can you name six apostles; what is the first book
of  Old Testament; what is the last book of  Old Testament; what is
the first book of  New Testament; what is the last book of  New
Testament; no. of  questions correct re; Q13A,B,C,D,E; present 
preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; language spoken in home; age group of 
respondent.

25 Poll 244 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
include; do atomic explosions affect weather; in what way?; Governor
General appointment; Louis St. Laurent as Governor General; why do
you feel this way?; feelings toward Russia; reasons for Russia's
friendliness opinion of  Eisenhower's defence proposal; why do you feel
this way?; reasons for approval of  proposal; reasons for disapproval of 
proposal;  desire to visit Russia; what would you most like to see in
Russia?; are you married or single?; was word "obey" in marriage
ceremony; would use word "obey" if married today; why do you feel
this way?; heard of  Princess Margaret's romance; approval  if princess
gave up throne; main criticism of  government in Ottawa when last read
any book except bible; how women drivers compare to men; why do
you feel that way?; approval of  Europeans  in neighbourhood; why do
you say that?; know sport associated  with Grey Cup; who will win
Grey Cup; team to represent East;  team to represent West; group
with most influence on gov't in Ottawa which group do you think should
have the most - if any?;  how long before another world war; opinion of 
guaranteed annual wage; what percentage of  regular wage; alcohol
USAge; normally  keep an alcohol supply; present preferred political
party; voted in last election; party voted for last federal election;
resident province of  respondent; would have continued school if able;
education of  respondent; language spoken in home; age  group of 
respondent; do you have phone; religion of  respondent;  type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; union
membership in household; do you own car; relative wealth; sex of 
respondent; type of  community.

Sept 1954

26 Poll 245 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels 
include:  language of  interview; how to interest people into teaching
school raise salaries even if higher taxes; seen a performance of  a
ballet; was this a movie, on television or on the stage?; how much the
ballet was enjoyed; name any  professional Can. ballet company; 

Nov 1955
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greatest problem facing your family; admission of  Red China to the
U.N.; Canada support admission if majority; prices of  things in 5
months; "spelling  bee":  a knowledge spelling test totals of  correct
spellings; best name for Church of  England; influence of  movies on
young people; why do you feel this way?; workability of  arms
reduction  agreements; is liberal gov't favouring a group; what
group(s)?; would PC's favour if elected; what group(s); how to deal with
convicted murderers; hang murderers or adopt other method like to live
to 150 years old; hobbies of  respondent union of   Anglican and
United Church; difference between United and   Anglican Church
present preferred political party; voted in last  federal election; party
voted for last federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; education of  respondent; language spoken
in home; religion of   respondent; age group of  respondent; telephone
in family name; union membership in household; number of  union
members in  household; do you own car; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth; type of  community; weighting by replication information.

27 Poll 247 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; influence of  TV; best thing that can be
said about TV worst thing about TV; TV in home; opinion of  public
hospital plan; opinion of  public medical plan; who to control & regulate
broadcasting; regulation where Gov't company competes; children
between 5 and 20 years old; do you know where children are now;
identifies as capital city of  Australia; estimate of   population of 
Australia; know the principal export from Australia are funerals to
elaborate; why do you feel that way? heard of  Trans-Canada pipeline;
how should pipeline be financed  if Q7B1:1:1 even if causes delay; if
Q7B1:2:1 even if possible U.S. control; if Q7B1:3, even if taxes
increased; what do you  think are the chief faults have?  faults of 
husbands; opinion of  CBC  monopoly; chief criticism of  way hospitals
are run are  prices fixed by monopolies, combines; which industries or
products do you have in mind?  which movie should win oscar which
ones have you, yourself, seen?  eaten meal out in last 7 days; where
was meal eaten dining out frequency in last 7 days; opinion of  30 hour
work week; best length for work week; opinion of  two-party system;
present preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party
voted for last federal election; preferred party in Quebec  election;
voted in last Quebec  election; party voted for last Quebec  election;
resident prov. of  respondent; language spoken in home; age group of 
respondent; do you have phone; marital status of  respondent; country
of  origin; union membership in household; number of  members in
household; do you own car; type of  employment of  head of  house;

occupation of  respondent; relationship of  respondent to head of 
house; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; type of  community;

March
1956
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weighting by replication information.

28 Poll
248K

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  interview; should women have equal job opportunity; will
Canada continue big development; areas to show the greatest change
"North" ask Q2C) do you have any special part of  theNorth in mind?
preferred Canada policy re:  Commonwealth; heard about fluoridation of 
water; opinion of  fluoridation; why do you feel that way? should
farmers support particular party; should labour support particular party;
form of  questionnaire; K or T; preferred Canadian policy re: arms
sales; influence of  USA on Canadian life; can you give me one or two
examples of  this? who's done most to boost living standard; heard of 
trouble between Israel, Arabs; should UN police Israel borders; should
Canadian troops be part of  UN force; who to blame if war breaks out;
East-West talks re: Arabs, Isreal; preferred kind of  holiday would
bilingual education help unity; best political party;.opinion of  US
financing of  Canada; level of  US capital in Canada; present preferred
political party; voted in last federa election; party voted for last federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  community;
education of  respondent; language spoken in home; age group of 
respondent;  marital status of  respondent; country of  origin; union
membership in household; number of  union members in house; type
of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house;
relationship of  resp. to head of  house; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth; type of  community; is water in area fluoridated.

May 1956

29 Poll 250 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; knowledge of  speed limit on open
highways; opinion of  present speed limit; need for express highways
between cities; best way to pay for highways; effect of  Stalin on
USSR policy re: West; opinion re: Russian desire to dominate
preferred ownership of  2nd CBC  station; state of  respondent's 
health; any exercise in previous day; distance respondent walked day
before name country and job of  these people number of  countries
cited correctly; approval of  St. Laurent as P.M.; reasons for
disapproval of  St. Laurent; opinion of  cremation; preference re:
cremation or burial; any children nine years or younger; names of 
respondent's sons; male or female respondent;  do you keep a family
budget; heard of  Trans-Canada pipeline debate; recall closure used to
speed up debate; opinion of  use of  closure; smoking frequency of 
respondent; ever smoke cigarettes regularly; opinion of  hospital costs
paid by taxes;  opinion even if taxes were increased; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal

July 1956
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election; ever voted for any other party; father's usual vote in federal
elections; resident prov. of  respondent;  size of  respondent's
community; education of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; age group of  respondent; do you have
radio; do you have televison; religion of  respondent; do you have car;
do you have driver's license; union membership in household; type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community.

30 Poll
251K

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; presidential candidates; why do you feel
this way? Heard of  Suez Canal dispute; risk war or give Egypt control
of  Suez; Canada's population in ten years; obese people inclined  to
heart attacks; life span of  overweight people; heard of  Duke of 
Windsor; approve Duke as Governor-General; opinion of  Federal
Income Tax rate; consider yourself average Canadian; how do you feel
you are different from the average? are kids today too pampered; why
do you feel this way? any recent traffic violations in family; did you pay
ticket or go to court; if in  right, would pay or fight; why do you feel this
way? would contribute $5 to preferred party; why do you feel this way?
where are olympic games being held; will olympics improve int'l 
relations; what happiness means to respondent; respondents opinion
of  level of  happiness form of  questionnaire; T or K; would run as fed.
candidate if nominated; would you tell me why you fell this way?
opinion of  mandatory military service; know sport associated with
Grey Cup; who will win Grey Cup this year; which team do you think
will represent the East? which team do you think will represent the
West? Greatest single problem  facing Federal Gov't present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; education of  respondent; language spoken in home; age
group of  respondent; country of  origin; religion of  respondent; do you
have car; do you have driver's license; union membership in 
household; number of  union members in household; type of  
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; sex of  
respondent; relative wealth.

Sept 1956

31 Poll 252 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Will prices go up or down next 6 months; choices of  career if chance
of  being famous name of  premiers and province each heads chance
of  another serious business depression which political party in
Canada corresponds with your own ideas? what is there about this
party that appeals to you? attended church or synagogue last 7 days;
frequency of  church attendence is US foreign policy losing friendship;

Oct 1956
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have you anything particular in mind? is U.K. foreign policy losing
friendship; have you anything particular  in mind? number of  people in
full-time service; whatever the figure is, do you feel that our strength is
adequate, or inadequate? which of  the three-navy, army or airforce, do
think should be given priority in manpower? are income tax authorities
air; in what way do you feel they are unfair? farmers: will this year be
better, worse; what do you think is the main reason for this? have
labour unions been a good thing for Canada most important issue for
labour unions are there any things on this list you feel unions should
not press for at the present time? approval of  Duke of  Windsor as
Gov. Gen.; who would you nominate for next Gov. Gen. anyone in
mind as Governor General; whom? nominee to succeed Drew as PC
leader; second choice for PC leader; education of  respondent; present
preferred political party voted in last federal election; which party did
the candidate for whom you represent? resident prov. of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; language of  childhood; age of  
respondent; country of  origin; religion of  respondent; do you  own a

car; do you have a driver's license; union membership in  household;
number of  union members in household; type of  employment of  head
of  house; occupation of  head of  house; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

32 Poll 255 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; plan to take winter vacation; where would
you go for the ideal winter vacation make new year's resolutions; would
you tell me what they are? keeping new year's resolutions; what
headline would you most like to see heard about Canada Arts Council;
what is Canada Arts Council; Government support of  the arts; why do
you feel that way? temperament of  respondent; last  time lost temper;
can you tell me who or what caused your anger- relative - a friend - or
what? what will happen in 1957 war  predictions for 1957; prosperity
predictions for 1957; income  tax predictions for 1957; family financial
predictions for 1957;  which of  the following do you ever have occasion
drink? allow   beer sales in grocery stores; would you tell me why?
prohibition good idea; heard about railway strike; main issue in strike;
who  was right in strike; immigration policy; will you tell me why  you
feel that way? interesting things people sometimes do; pub.  utilities
workers allowed to strike; utility workers strike reasons; present
preferred political party; voted in last federal election;  party voted for
last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; education of  respondent; language spoken
in home; age group of   respondent; family ethnic origins; do you have
a TV; marital  status of  respondent; union membership in household;
number of  union members in household; type of  employment of  head
of  house; occupation of  head of  house; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

Jan 1957
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33 Poll 256 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; ideal marital age for men; ideal marital age
for women; ideal number of  children; would you mind telling me
 whether you did any of  these things last Sunday? organized sports
allowed on Sunday; opinion of  theatres open on Sunday; opinion of 
newspapers on Sunday; opinion of  old age pension rate; why do you
feel this way? physical exams for drivers; why are physical exams
poor idea; changing influence of  United Nations; favourable comments
on United Nations; unfavourable comments on United Nations; best
federal party for family; heard  about coming federal election; date of 
next election; you were asked to criticize labour unions, what your
main criticism be? opinion of  labour leadership; influence of  religion
on Canadian life; can christian not believe new testament; should
religion  be in public schools; can you locate these famous buildings;
present preferred political party; voted in last federal  election; party
voted for last federal election; resident prov.  of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community education of   respondent; language spoken
in home; age group of  respondent;  are you member of  church;
church denomination; religious pref. if not a church member; family
ethnic origin; do you have driver's license; union membership in
household; number of  union members in household; type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth.

March
1957

34 Poll 257 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  interview; eligibility for election June 10; interested in
June 10 election; intensity of  interest in election; stated  likelihood of 
voting; absolute certainty of  voting; possibility of  tax cuts after
election; party most likely to cut taxes; Canada being too influenced
by U.S.A.; can you give me one or  two examples of  this? should
work week be reduced to 35 hrs.; same pay for 35 as for 40 hours;
views on church refUSAl to wed  divorcees; have been away for 3 or 4
days recently; approximate date of  most recent trip; number of 
persons in immediate party; would you tell me what the purpose of 
this last was - holidays, business,  convention, or what? would you
mind telling me where you went? or country)and what was the means
of  transportation used? ball park cost of  trip; where did you stay? at a
friend's, a motel, or where? what would be your complaints or
criticisms your whole trip? present preferred political party; probable
preferred party if undecided; voted in last federal election; party voted
for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community education of  respondent; language is spoken
in the home? happen to be member of  a church; religion of 
respondent; age group of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;

May 1957
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family ethnic origins; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; union  membership in household;
number of  union members in household; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

35 Poll 258 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote in federal elect., June;
interested in coming election; intensity of  interest in election; stated
likelihood of  voting; absolute certainty of  voting; do you listen to
religious services; did you go to Sunday school as a child; Canada
more of  less dependent on U.S.;  in what way? are people working
harder today; present preferred political party; probable preferred party
if undecided; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; education of  respondent; language spoken in home; religion
of  respondent; union membership in household; number of  union 
members in household; age group of  respondent; marital status of  
respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of  
head of  house; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
respondent's community; resident prov. of  respondent.

May 1957

36 Poll 259 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

How did you feel about the federal election results? and what is your
opinion, is the reason the under John Diefenbaker, won the election?
like another election soon; why do you feel that way?  predict time of 
next election; can you tell me why you feel that way? how do you feel
this affected your vote? St. Laurent's  future; comment on St. Laurent's
future party to prevent unemployment; party to maintain defence; party
to improve social security; party to unify Canada; what do you think is
the first problem to be by the new government? feelings about Queen
learn to swim; swimming ability; in small boat last 2 years; aware of  
Dr. Salk's vaccine; children <15 in house; children vaccinated; 
willingness to be vaccinated; adult vaccination reasons smoke
regularly; ever smoke regularly; why stopped smoking when stopped
smoking; present preferred political party; voted in last federal election;
party voted for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size
of  respondent's community; age group of  respondent; language
spoken in home; education of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of 
head of  house; do you own car; union membership in household;
number of  union members in household; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

July 1957

37 Poll 260 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files:cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sept 1957
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Language of  questionnaire; have you heard Queen speak; opinion of
Queen's speeches; opinion of  performance of  Queen's advrs.; why do
you feel that way? income kept pace with inflation; main cause of  high
prices; opinion of  Diefenbaker's job as P.M.; reasons for disapproval of 
Diefenbaker; should Gov't call election or carry on; reasons for opinion
on Q5A preference for  St. Laurent's successor; can you recall the
names of  any Cabinet Ministers by Mr. Diefenbaker. should buy from
Commonwealth, not U.S.; why do you feel that way? prefer secure of 
better paying job; what is Russia's main object in policies prefer
Canadian or U.S. TV shows; why do you feel that way? do you own a
TV; should west agree to nuclear ban; have you read about nuclear
fallout; is there real danger from fallout; preferred Governor General 
appointment; present preferred political party; voted in last  election;
party voted for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size
of  respondent's community; age group of  respondent; language
spoken in home; education of  respondent;   marital status of 
respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of 
head of  house; do you own car; union membership in household;
number of  union members in household; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

38 Poll 262 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Should Queen Mother be invited to be next Gov. Gen. why do you feel
that  way? when will man reach the moon; have you heard or read
anything about the earth "Sputik"? why do you think Russia was  able
to launch the satellite before the U.S. did? you think the  earth satellite
is more likely to be for good or bad purpose? opinion on U.S.
investment in Canada; generally speaking, do you  think labor is
entitled, not entitled to the higher wages they are demanding? there
any particular occupations or industries  you think the workers have
more reason to an increase that  others? which? how long will it be
before another world war  preferred way for exploration and
development opinion or prosperity in Canada within next year will you
tell me why you  think that? main things each political party stands for
what about the conservative party? now the C.C.F.? Social Credit? 
party to get most votes in next elect.; best leader for Canada at
present is foreign investment in resources a good thing into which
resources would you like to see more capital invested?  heard of  free
trade area bet. Br. & Can.; what is your opinion  of  this idea -- do you
or disapprove? why do you think that?  present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
resident prov.  of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; age
group of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent;  marital status of  respondent; type of  employment of 
head of   house; occupation of  head of  house; do you own car; union
membership in household; number of  union members in household;

Oct 1957
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sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

39 Poll 263 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

What did you do last evening; is respondent working at two jobs;
nature of  main job; nature of  secondary job; nature of  secondary job; 
advertising generally believable or not; opinion of  performance of 
Diefenbaker; which government should run school system;  prefer work
for federal government or private firm; what do you
feel is the greatest single problem facing Canada today; level
of  government that should be responsible for unemployment;
Diefenbaker's record at keeping election promises; preferred
party in case of  hard times; opinion of  present defence policy;
prices going up or down; take a side in Arab-Israeli conflict;
present preferred political party, open or secret ballot for
nowparty, voted in last federal election, party voted for last
federal election.

Dec 1957

40 Poll 266 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in Federal election Mar. 31; interested in coming 
election; intensity of  interest in election; stated likelihood of  voting;
absolute certainty of  voting; greatest problem facing Canada; party to
best handle the problem; made up mind for coming election; certainty
of  voting decision; party of  choice if vote pivotal; vote if preferred party
not represented; vote  if dislike chosen party candidate; best leader -
Diefenbaker or Pearson; parties with candidates in your riding:  P.C., 
Liberals, C.C.F., Social Credit, Independent, other; names of  any of 
these candidates:  P.C., Liberals, C.C.F., Social Credit,   Independent,
other; man best representative for riding; present preferred political
party; probable preferred party if undecided; voted in last federal
election; party voted for last  federal election; resident prov. of 
respondent; size of   respondent's community; age group of 
respondent; language spoken  in home; education of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent;  type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; do you own car; union membership in
household; number of  union members in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth.

March
1958

41 Poll 267 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote Mar. 31 Red. election;
 interested in election; how interested; will you vote; certainty of 
voting; could Russia wipe out Canada in hours; would you  volunteer to
go in a satellite; why do you feel that way? should father be family
boss; U.N. chances for peacekeeping; fewest $  family of  four needs

March
1958
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per week; average weekly family food bill;  greatest problem facing
family ever help with housework - male answer; frequency of  helping -
male answer; men ever help - female answer; frequency of  men
helping - female answer; opinion of  Russia saying wants peace;
present preferred political party  probable preferred party if undecided;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
resident prov.  of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; age
group of   respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; type of  employment of 
head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; do you own car; union
membership in household; number of  union members in household;
sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

42 Poll 268 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; was respondent born locally; does
respondent expect to stay local; savings compared to last year;
factors affecting savings level; position on capital punishment;
strongest country 10 years hence; most influential country 10 years
hence; if you were asked to criticise labor unions, what your main
criticism be? union's most important activity at present things unions
should not press presently is U.S. losing western friends; have you
anything particular in mind? how worried about a nuclear war;
performance of  Diefenbaker as P.M.; opinion of  distrib. of  parties in
house; why do you feel this way? is Canada returning to 2-party
system; will PCS gain, lose seats in next elect.; will Lib gain, lose
seats in next elect.  will CCF gain, lose seats in next elect.; will
socreads regain federal position; should U.S. stop testing a-Bombs;
why do you say this? present preferred political party; voted in last
federal election; party voted for last federal election; resident prov. of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; age group of 
respondent; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; marital
status of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; do you own a car; union membership in
household; number of  union members in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; weighting by  replication information.

June 1958

43 Poll 270 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; minister's right to refuse to testify; why?
 opinion of  mixed & prot. marriages; why? church dealings with world
problems; should Canada have a National Flag; nuclear solution is
peace with Russia; opinion of  lower voting age; would you tell me why
you feel this way.  If Khruschev were to make a tour of  Canada what
you think would impress him most? Opinion of  Eisenhower's job;
opinion of  John Foster Dulles' job; opinion of  MacMillan's job; opinion

August
1958
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of  Diefenbaker's job; favority party if prov. election held; does China
have seat in U.N.; should China be given seat in U.N.; has U.N.
justified existence; what would you say is the greatest good thing the
nations has down up to now? do labor leaders take outside orders;
from what country? Princes Margaret as Governor General; present
preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; religion of  respondent; family ethnic origins;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; age group of  respondent; do you own car; type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; union
membership in household; number of  union members in household;
sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

44 Poll 273 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Name of  Canada's National Anthem; best song for National Anthem;
health of  the human race; intelligence of  human race; moral conduct
of  human race; inward happiness of  human race; opinion of  four-day
work week; same pay rate for four, five day week; had pay increase in
last year; opinion on public utilities strikes;  would you tell me your
reason? main criticisms of  present conservative government and what
would your main criticism be of  the opposition at Ottawa? putting your
own politics on one side, what do you most admire about the
conservative government at Ottawa? and what do you admire most
about the liberal at Ottawa? more or less religious than parents; why
do you think this is so? teenagers more or less religious; why do you
think this is do? of  to collect U.I. if not seeking work; why do you feel
that  way? why community chest campaign objectives not met opinion
on  titles for Canadians  ; done any work on the house over past 12
months reasons for doing own home repairs; housework done alone or
with help; employ someone to help in the house; do family  members
help with housework; length of  respondent's avg. work week; does
avg. week include paid overtime; would you like more overtime work;
present preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party
voted for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; type of  employment of 
head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; age group of 
respondent; do you have car; do you have children; are you (or is any
member of  your family) a labor union? sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

Jan 1959

45 Poll 274 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Severity of  discipline in public schools; should teachers be allowed to

March
1959
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punish; opinion of  curfew for kids under 16; best weekend curfew time;
would you want to go to a gold rush; would you really go to a gold
rush; heard about Pope's plan for unity; think christians would unite;
what do you think would be the main difficulties their being united?
feelings about German people; feelings about French people; feelings
about Japanese people; feelings about Italian people; bought anything
in these countries; from which countries? was it a good buy or not
good buy? preferred make of  camera; should Canada & Russia
increase trade; Western vs Russian power; prices in next six months;
opinion of  Diefenbaker's performance; would you tell me why you feel
that way? opinion of  Canadian defense policies; why do you  feel that
way? do you think the dew line bases should be developed paid for the
U.S., by Canada, or by both together? why do you fell that way? do
you have spring fever; what form does it take with you? resident prov.
of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election;  religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; marital
status of  respondent; age group of  respondent; do you own car; have
children at home or away; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth.

46 Poll 275 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Should women be accepted into Ministry; would you tell me why you
feel that way? are women getting better looking; do you pay income
tax; are income taxes too high; do you think they are too high in all
income or just certain groups? which income groups? think about any
disease a lot; which one? what disease do you think  kills most people
in country? group best follows christian principles; consider becoming
Catholic or Protestant; object child marrying R.C. or Protestant; what
practices or beliefs (in Catholicism) (in would you find hardest to
accept? bought anything made in the 4 countries; from which
countries? was it a  good buy or not a good buy (Germany)? was it a
good buy or not a good buy (Japan)? was it a good buy or not a good
buy (Italy)? why do you say that (Germany)? why do you say that
(France)? why do you say that (Japan)? why do you say that (Italy)?
opinion if  Can. stopped trade with these countries good if Canada
stops  trade with Germany; good if Canada stops trade with France;
good   if Canada stops trade with Japan; good if Canada stops trade
with Italy; why do you say the (Germany)? why do you say that
(France)? why do you say that (Japan)? why do you say that (Italy)?
let's talk about just one of  these countries, you tell me some of  the
products that we buy from Japan? bought anything  made in Japan
recently; was Japanese product good buy; do you know what they like
(dislike) about it? does Canada sell anything to Japan; What? anything
else? can you think of  any goods we buy from Japan are putting
Canadians   out of  work, or do you this happens? which type of 

May 1959
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goods are you thinking of? Gov't handling of  economic affairs; Gov't
handling of  foreign affairs; Gov't handling of  unemployment; Gov't
handling of  social services; should Canada officially recognize China;
is Chinese Gov't recognized by U.S.; is Chinese Gov't recognized by
Britain; Canada give wheat or sell cheap to Asia; did you attend
church last Sunday; opinion of  Can. Devel. financed by U.S.;  enough
U.S. capital in Canada; resident Prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; present preferred political party; voted in last
federal election; party voted for last  federal election; preferred party in
Quebec  or Ontario; religion of  respondent; type of  employment of 
head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; family ethnic origins;
education of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; age group of  
respondent; do you own car; have children at home or away; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

47 Poll 276 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

When you think "I am a Canadian" what comes to your mind? have
C.B.C. TV programs improved; where do you think the C.B.C. is
making its greatest; where do you think it is failing most? favorite
British king or Queen; views on lottery for welfare funds; how has your
standard of  living changed; why do you think this is?  what would you
say is the most urgent problem the government at  the present time?
should federal government run deficits; effect of  gov't deficit on nation;
gov't should cut budget or raise taxes; what things would you like to
see cut back? who's to blame for higher prices; opinion of  U.S.A.
lately; what caused  this? opinion of  handling of  Germany; reasons
for dissatisfaction re:  Germany; does Canada need immigrants now;
have you any particular occupational groups in mind? associate  words
and phrases with political party present preferred  political party; voted
in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; preferred provincial party; type of  
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; family
ethnic origin; education of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
age group of  respondent; do you own car; children at home or away;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

July 1959

48 Poll 278 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Should give Royal Baby Canadian Title; why do you feel that way?
opinion  on fines for jay walking; which of  these statements expresses
your feelings rockets, satellites and space travel? opinion on  living in
scientific age; should railway employees get raise; is  strike justified if
no raise; heard about new compact cars; are compact cars as good
as European; why do you feel that way? did  Khrushchev come with

Sept 1959
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good intentions; are you reading books now
or recently; was it fiction or non-fiction? fatal drug for dying  person not
in pain; fatal drug for dying person in pain; mercy killing for deformed
kids; do you get grocery store stamps; are  those stamps a good idea;
why do you feel that way? is anyone in  family saving stamps; should
workers have right to unionize; are big unions too powerful; which
one(s) do you have in mind? should unions engage in political action;
how long before  another world war; present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; 
religion of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  house; family ethnic origins; education of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; age group of  respondent;
do you own car; do you have driver's License; children at home or
away; union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth.

49 Poll 279 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Most outstanding world event in 1959; most urgent personal or family
problem; will prices rise or fall this year; full employment or rising
unemployment; peaceful or troubled year; Russia's power  increase or
decline; America power increase or decline;  Britain's power increase
or decline; year of  strikes or industrial peace; taxes rise or fall; most
outstanding world  figure in decade; country that achieved most in
decade; will world be better, worse in 10 years; how happy is
marriage; +5 to -5; personal happiness; +5 to -5; looking ahead to
1980, that is  20 years' time, which these things do you think will have
happened by then? life expectancy to 100 years; man landing on 
moon; a cure for cancer; Russian & West living peacefully;  travel
anywhere without passport; standard of  living doubled;  working three
day week; atomic war between USSR & US; communism will have
collapsed; civilization in ruins; manufacture of  H-Bomb ceased;
capitalism collapsed; most important wish for  next decade; possibility
of  peace with Russia; importance of  U.N. success; opinion of  U.N.
performance record; Q131 Canadian better or worse re:  health,
intelligence... Canadian health better or worse; Canadian intelligence
better or worse; Canadian  honesty better or worse; Canadian
happiness better or worse; Canadian attitude to sex better or worse;
Canadian attitude to  religion better or worse; like to settle in another
country;  country like to settle in; present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal  election;
resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent; size   of 
respondent's community; religion of  respondent; type of   employment
of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  house; family  ethnic origin;
education of  respondent; age group of  respondent;  do you own car;
do you have driver's license; children at   or away; union membership

Nov 1959
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in household; sex of  respondent;  relative wealth; weighting by
replicate information.

50 Poll 280 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  Diefenbaker as PM; reason for disapproving of 
Diefenbaker; weekly $ needed by family of  four; ideal family size; life
after death; explanation of  life after death; attended religious service in
last week; last read bible; pay comparison for non-operating RR
worker; non-operating RR workers should get raise; business or labour
more influence on laws; business or  labour should influence laws;
abolish capital punishment; TV commercials true; all TV commercials
same re: truthfulness; satisfied with defence policies; why satisfied
with defence policies; why unsatisfied with defence policies;
pensioners outside country collect pension; why pensioners outside
can  should collect; why pensioners outside can shouldn't collect; 
heard or read about TB refugees; approve or letting in TB refugees;
Canada should relax immigration rules; heard or read about NATO;
purpose of  NATO; approve of  Canada in NATO; newspaper ads
increase interest in paper; radio ads increase interest in radio;
magazine ads increase interest in magazine; TV ads increase interest
in TV; present preferred political  party; voted in last federal election;
party voted for last  federal election; religion of  respondent; type of 
employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of  household;
education of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; age of 
respondent; do you own car; do you have a licence; number of  living
children; union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

Jan 1960

51 Poll 281 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Womens hats better or worse; how old when married; best country for;
buy  on credit; types of  credit cards; most important problem facing
country; if Prime Minister of  Canada; legal grounds for divorce; should
women get equal job opportunity; gov't lotteries to pay educ. & health;
frequency of  quarrels; opinion of  parents strictness; should married
women work if no children; U.N. supplying birth control info.; heard of 
pop.explosion; believe in a fiery hell; canned laughter; present
preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; religion  of 
respondent; education of  respondent; age group of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth.

March
1960

52 Poll 282 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

May 1960
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Wife's chief faults; husbands' chief faults; U.S. losing friends, allies
 with foreign po; why U.S. losing friends; how to protect family if
nuclear war; made preparations for nuclear war; type of   preparations
for nuclear war; favour law to build community bom shelter; build
shelter at home if >$500; anti-jewish fellings  increasing; Nazi's
become powerful again in Germany; best way to prevent Nazis
regaining power; Liberals doing well in opposition; who benefitting most
from prosperity; state of  U.S.-Canadian relations; causes of 
U.S.-Canadian friction;  better off if no provincial Gov't; best thing done
by Conservative; satisfied with conservatives' record; use of   alcoholic
beverages; proximity of  World War III; conservatives gain seats in next
election; liberals gain seats in next election; CCF gain seats in next
election; socreds regain any seats in next election; present preferred
political party; voted  in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election;  religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
education of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; type of 
community; resident prov. of  respondent.

53 Poll 283 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Most important problem facing country; party most capable of 
handling country's; Canada continue in Commonwealth; approve of 
Diefenbaker as PM; best opposition leader, Diefenbaker or PE; best
party to keep prosperity for next 5; strategy for handling
unemployment; provinces have too much power; which province too
powerful; prefer Kennedy or Nixon for US president; why prefer
Kennedy; why prefer Nixon; Kennedy or Nixon to win US election;
possibility of  war with Russia; most critical trouble sport in
 world; can individuals prevent war; how can individuals prevent  war;
Canada should be neutral in nuclear war; why Canada should  be
neutral in nuclear war; why Canada shouldn't be neutral in nuclear;
more savings now than last year; more-less savings due to personal
situation; approve increase in immigration next year; what progressive
conservative stands for; what liberal stands for; what CCF stands for;
alcohol use; keep alcohol at  home; present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
religion of   respondent; marital status of  respondent; education of 
respondent; type of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in
household; sex of  respondent; relative  wealth; type of  community;
resident province of  respondent.

July 1960

54 Poll 285 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes), Nov 1960
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dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  Diefenbaker as PM; why disapprove of  Diefenbaker as
PM; know  who won US presidential election; US-Canadian relations
better with Kennedy; respect for US increased in last year; Canada
more dependent on US than 10 years; prices for most things higher in
6 months; more unemployed here in next 6 months; Canada becoming
Socialist; views on birth control; approve of  Sunday movies; present
preferred political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; education of  respondent; type of  employment of  head of 
house; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; type of 
community; resident province of  respondent.

55 Poll 286 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Irritated by price for which thing or ser; wages or profits reason for high
prices; Government should own telephone companies; Government
should own CPR; government should own meat packers; government
should own banks; Canadians   should buy more from Commonwealth;
reasons Canadians   should buy less from US; reasons Canadians  
should buy more from US: is Communist China a UN member; should
Communist China be admitted to UN; If PRC admitted UN should
Canada reside; more US capital investment in Canada; higher wages
unions most important issue; working conditions unions most
important; shorter hours unions most important issue; issue security
unions most important job; pensions unions most important issue;
profit-sharing unions most important issue; other things unions most
important issue; unions shouldn't press for higher wages; unions
shouldn't press for better condition; unions shouldn't press for shorter
hours; unions shouldn't press for job security; unions shouldn't press
for pensions; unions shouldn't press for profit sharing; unions shouldn't
press for other; main criticism of  labour unions; conservatives or
liberals best at improvement; income taxes too high; income taxes too
high for all groups; income taxes too high for which group; heard about
new Canadian political party; new party to become force in the
Country; new party to get more votes from PC's or; election call in
1961; know about  non-operating RR strike threat; approve of  Gov'ts
bill  postponing strike; shy approve of  Gov'ts bill postponing STR; shy
not like Gov'ts bill postponing strike; most serious problem after
unemployment; best party to handle problem; which product
associated with brand name; present preferred political party; voted in
last federal election; a party voted for last federal election; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent;  education of  respondent;
type of  employment of  head of  house; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 

Jan 1961
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respondent; relative wealth;  size of  community; resident prov. of 
respondent.

56 Poll 287 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Pet peeve; present business situation affected house; how business
situation affected household; how spend extra month's pay; favour
increasing hours in class-public school; favour increasing hours in
class-high school; favour increasing home work-public school; favour
increasing home work-high school;  favour longer school year-public
school; favour longer school year-high school; post war immigration
good for Canada; Canadians   giving immigrants fair chance; met any
post war  immigrants; approve of  Diefenbaker as PM; why approve of
Diefenbaker; why disapprove of  Diefenbaker; favour four-day  week;
same pay for 4-day week as now with 5; married women have equal
opportunity for; political party closest to your ideas;  appeal of  liberal
party; appeal of  conservative party; appeal of  CCF; appeal of  other
party; know South Africa out of  Commonwealth; view of  apartheid;
know about water fluoridation; opinion of  fluoridated water; should
Canada and Red China trade; need new appliances, furniture; province
has sales tax; tax good  idea; present preferred political party; voted in
last federal election; party voted for last federal election; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; education of   respondent;
country of  birth; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; type of  community; resident province of  respondent.

March
1961

57 Poll 288 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Worried about nuclear war; US stop nuclear tests if USSR agrees to
S;  most friendly, those from Prairies, BC or; public schools should 
offer religion; why schools should offer religion; why schools shouldn't
offer religion; prop of  seats PC's have in house; satisfactory to have
such large majority; french should be compulsory subject for E;
english should be compulsory subject for; friendly towards Germans;
friendly towards Japanese; Kennedy doing job well; why disappointed
in Kennedy; heard of  Kennedy's peace corps;; Canada should have a
peace corps; why Canada shouldn't have a peace corps; like to see
son in  politics; why like to see son in politics; why not like to see son
in politics; heard about Eichmann's trial in Israel; good  thing to
remember concentration camp; Israelis right to try Eichmann;
Eichmann getting fair trial; federal Gov't doing enough for
unemployment; what else Federal Gov't should do for unemployment;
how important unemployment problem; how important  old age pension
problem; why important medicare problem; how  important defence
problem; how important assistance for Univ. problem; how important

May 1961
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education problem; how important US-Canada relations problem; how
important immigration problem;  how important taxation problem; how
important farm prices  problem; how important trade with NATO
problem; how important  labour unions problem; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election;  religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent; 
relative wealth; size of  community; resident prov. of  respondent.

58 Poll 290 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Public opinion survey on diverse topics; variables/variable labels
 include:  unemployment prediction, which party best to keep  Canada
prosperous, best person to succeed Diefenbaker & Pearson, election
expenses for party & candidate, law to report election  contributions,
better of  under which party, which party to get most votes in election
& which wins really make a difference, diff. between Conservatives &
Liberals, Canada's attitude to South African relations, main job of 
Senate, approve or disapprove of  Diefenbaker as PM, approve or
disapprove of   Pearson as OPP leader, European common market,
UK joining ECM, fewer restrictions on immigration of  non-whites.

July 1961

59 Poll 291 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Heard about dispute over Berlin; allies should fight if Berlin closed; why
allies should fight if Berlin closed; why allies shouldn't  fight if Berlin
closed; will USSR control of  Berlin lead to war; chances of  surviving
all-out nuclear war; US or USSR ahead in  long-range missiles; UN
doing good job; USSR or West winning cold war; heard about Canada
getting nuclear weapon; should Canada get nuclear weapons; why
should Canada get nuclear  weapons; why shouldn't Canada get
nuclear weapons; approve of  labour unions; laws regulating unions too
strict; heard about  labour giving support to one; approve of  labour
giving support to one P; Canadian life influenced too much by US; why
canadian  life influenced so much by UN; advise son to be policeman;
why advise son to be policeman; why not advise son to be policeman;
main issue in next election; how to describe free enterprise; how to
describe socialism; favour free enterprise or socialism; conservatives
keeping election promises; Canada becoming more dependent on US
for; approve of  merging US-Canada defence; heard of  NDP: think
NDP make heaway in political life; party NDP to  take most votes
from; present preferred political party; voted in last federal election;
party voted for last federal election; religion of  respondent; marital
status of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 

Sept 1961
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respondent; relative wealth; type of  community; language of 
questionnaire; resident prov. of  respondent.

60 Poll 292 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Weekly income family of  four requires; household income above or
below  required; housing situation satisfactory; prices to rise in next
 6 months; unemployment to rise in next 6 months; standard of   living
improving; self-reported social class; alcoholism a disease or lack of 
control; USA and West giving Third World enough AI; prefer
communism or all-out nuclear war; written to MP or senator in last
year; plan to vacation away this winter; took vacation away last
summer; transportation used on summer vacation; USSR wants to end
cold war just propaganda possible to  peacefully settle differences;
federal MP doing good job; approve of  federal gov't's record; gov't
handling nuclear civil defence well; have washing machine in home;
have refrigerator in home; have TV in home; have cars in home; have
radio set in home; which appliances in home in 1967; heard about
unemployment  insurance; unemployment insurance good thing; why
unemployment insurance good thing; why unemployment insurance
not good thing; coverage adequate at only $125 a week or; much
danger of  world war; US or USSR likely to start world war; present
preferred  political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex 
of  respondent; relative wealth; type of  community; resident province
of  respondent.

Nov 1961

61 Poll 295 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Voting eligibility; interest in coming election; how interested in coming
election; plan to vote in coming election; certainty of   voting in coming
election; present preferred political party; marked ballot to show how
leaning; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; greatest problem facing Canada; party to best handle
problem; ever voted in this riding; where neighbours go to voted;
checked to see if name on voters' list; plan to check if name on voters'
list;  frequency of  voting in federal election; Diefenbaker or Pearson
best PM; any difference which party governs; which party best for
people like you; TV debates between leaders good; why should
leaders debate on TV; why shouldn't leaders debate on TV; number of 
adults in household; do you own car; religion of  respondent; marital
status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 

May 1962
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respondent; relative wealth; day of  week interviewed; when at home

during week; size of  community; resident prov. of  respondent.

62 Poll 296 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Voter eligibility; interested in coming election; how interested in
coming election; plan to vote in coming election; how certain to vote in
coming election; present preferred political party; checked ballot to
indicate direction leaning; voted in last federal election; party voted for
last federal election; checked to see if name on voters' list; plan to
check if name on voters' list; frequency voting in federal elections;
Diefenbaker or Pearson best PM; work week reduced from 40 to 35
hours; law  against unions hiring too many worker; federal income tax
too high; more unemployment here in next 6 months; self-reported
happiness; greatest problem facing Canada; which party best to
handle problem; how often home weekdays about this time; number of 
adults 21+ in household; do you own car; religion of
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in
home; education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in
household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; day of  week of 
interview; size of  respondent's community; Montreal or Toronto 
interview; resident prov. of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

 June 1962

63 Poll 297 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files:  cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

In coming election; of  interest in election; likelihood of  voting;
certainty of  voting; with Canadian Defence policies; U.S. stop atomic
bombs tests; religion increasing its influence; been up in aeroplane;
about devaluation of  dollar; dollar devaluation good thing; television
good influence on children; hospital  rates too high; teenage behavior
better than it was; canadian women dominate husbands; preferred
political party; reaction  toward marking ballot; in last federal election;
voted for last  federal election; prov. of  respondent; of  respondent's
respondent; status of  respondent; of  childhood; of  respondent; of 
head of  house; group of  respondent; membership in household; of 
respondent; wealth; or Toronto cases; by replicate information.

June 1962

64 Poll 298 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Economic conditions improve in next 6 months; business conditions
good here; city people or farm people better off; approve of 
Diefenbaker as PM; why approve of  Diefenbaker as PM; why 
disapprove of  Diefenbaker as PM; main problem facing government;

Sept 1962
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which party to get most votes in next election; will party have big lead
in # of  votes; head about real Caouette favourable; why Caouette
favourable; why attitude to Caouette favourable; why attitude to
Caouette unfavourable; employable man on relief should take any;
heard about thalidomide; allow abortions if mother took thalidomide;
life generally to get better in future;  favour wage and price freeze; say
grace at family meals; heard  of  gov'ts austerity programme; approve
of  gov'ts austerity programme; main reason for austerity programme;
gov't right to  postpone civil servants RA; expect federal election in
next 18  months; present preferred political party; voted in last federal
election; party voted for last federal election; do you own car; religion
of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in
home; education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; type of  community; resident province of 
respondent. 

65 Poll 299 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Believes ecumenism will succeed; opinion of  Diefenbaker change in
last ; opinion of  Pearson change in last 6 months; US/Russia first  to
send man to moon; heard about commonmarket; Britain joining 
common market good for Canada; approves sale of  nonwar material   
to comm; reasons for approving sales to communist; reasons for
disapproving sales to commun; peace with Russia possible; degree of 
worry re nuclear world war; believes arms reduction agreement  would;
canadian military should have nuclear weapon; sentiments re British
Commonwealth; watches CBC  news; believes CBC  news if fair to all
politic; party favoured by CBC  news; workers should have right to
strike; striking has outlived its usefulness; uses    alcoholic beverages;
present preferred political party; voted in ast federal election; party
voted for last federal election; do you own car; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; dditional schooling; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  
respondent; weighting by replication information.

Nov 1962

66 Poll 300 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Canada's development as a nation is sound; why Canada's
development as a  nation not; Russia or China greatest threat to world;
which party associated with unifying Canada; which associated with 
representing region; which associated with support of  business; which
associated with honest leaders; which associated with party unity;

Jan 1963
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which associated with prosperity; which associated with fairness;
which associated with good foreign policy; which associated with
concern for you; which associated with good domestic policy; which
associated with support of  labour; best  PM, Diefenbaker or Pearson;
know anyone to succeed Diefenbaker;
who should succeed Diefenbaker; know anyone to succeed Pearson; 
who should succeed Pearson; opinion of  Douglas changed in last  
months; opinion of  Thompson changed in last 6 months; prestige of 
US increased in Canada in Last; US or USSR winning the propaganda
war; heard or read about medicare; satisfactory medicare plan
feasible; best Ontario Premier, Robarts or
Winterme; present preferred political party; voted in last federal
election; party voted for last federal election; do you own car; religion
of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;  language spoken in
home; education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in
household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of  community;
resident province of  respondent;  weighting by replication information.

67 Poll 301 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in federal election; interested in coming election; how
 interested in coming election; plan to vote in coming election;
certainty of  voting in coming election; present preferred political party;
checked ballot to show way leaning; greatest problem facing Canada
today; which party best to handle problem; ever voted in this riding;
where vote in this neighbourhood; checked to see if name on voters'
list; plan to check if name on voters' list; frequency of  voting in federal
elections; Diefenbaker or Pearson best PM; party best for people like
respondent; approve of  Diefenbaker as PM; approve of  Pearson as
OPP Leader; Canadian forces should have nuclear weapon; party to
get most votes in coming election; winning party to have big lead;
check to see if poll-taker cheating; voted in last federal election; party
voted for last federal election; often home weekdays at this time;
number of  adults 21+ in household; do you own car; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; city of  interview;
resident province of  respondent; language of  questionnaire; weighting
by  replication information.

March
1963

68 Poll 302 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in coming election; interested in coming election; how 
interested in coming election; plan on voting in coming  election;

April 1963
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certainty of  voting in coming election; present  preferred political party;
respondent marked ballot to show how lean; Canada should design
own new flag; what patriotic song best for national ant; english and
french Canadians   relate better than; parents permit boy to leave
school at 16;  communication workers forbidden to strike; transport
workers forbidden to strike; Britain's status as world power ended;
Canada more dependent on US than 10 years ago; Canada's
dependence on US good; Canada's defence policies satisfactory; 
return to prohibition a good idea; voted in last federal  election; party
voted for last federal election; number of  adults 21+ in household; do
you own car; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional
schooling; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth;
size of  community; Montreal or Toronto interview; resident province of 
respondent; language of  questionnaire; weighting by replication
information.

69 Poll 303 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

More unemployment in community in next 6; favour province running
lotteries; gov't allow bingo in churches only; good for US to finance
Canadian development; approve of  Pearson as PM; approve of 
Diefenbaker as OPP leader; Canada returning to two-party system;
Canadian artists no chance to develop in; divorce laws too easy; how
often listen to shortwave radio in LA; heard about cigarettes and lung
cancer; cigarettes cause lung cancer; federal gov't should run anti
smoking camp; Canada better off with free trade with US; high school
students allowed to go  steady; French-Canadians   not given rights;
why French-Canadians   not given rights; why French-Canadians  
given rights; federal gov't handling unemployment well; what gov't
should do to improve unemployment; another federal election within 18
months; off-track betting be legalized; present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
number of  cigarettes smoked; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent;
weighting by replication information.

June 1963

70 Poll 304 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Queen should cancel trip to Quebec ; why Queen should cancel trip to
Quebec ; why Queen shouldn't cancel trip to Quebec ; increasing
automation affect work; gov't should up grants to UI; gov't should cut

August
1963
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benefits to seasonal work; gov't should cut benefits to married women;
gov't should do other about UI; can't say what gov't should do about UI;
approve of  Canadian troops in Cyprus; rating of  US-Canada relations;
parties should publish sources of  funding; vote for woman as PM; why
not woman as PM; portable pensions controlled by Fed. Gov't; La
Marsh doing good job; Gordon doing good job; Favreau doing good job;
Sharpe doing good job; party best serving Labour's interests; party
best serving farm interests; party best serving white collar interests;
party  best serving small business interest; party best serving big
business interests; approve of  higher teacher's salaries; opinion of 
teachers changed in last 5 yrs; teachers required not to smoke in
public; advertising cigarettes should be banned;  rather work for man or
woman; man or woman gains most from marriage; smoker or
non-smoker; number cigarettes smoked per day; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;

education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent;   relative wealth; size of  community; resident prov. of 

respondent; weighting by replication information.

71 Poll 305 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Special ambition for next year; kind of  ambition for next year; more
juvenile delinquency here that 10 yr.; why more juvenile
delinquency now; approve of  person with more than one job; satisfied
with Canada's place in the world; satisfied with income; satisfied with
children's education; satisfied with amount of  leisure time; satisfied
with future; satisfied with future; rating given Liberal government;
churches take stand about nuclear weapons; churches take stand
against nuclear  weapon heard about trusteeship of  SIU; approve of 
trusteeship of   SIU; province's farmers getting square deal; cruelty to
animals  serious crime; burglary serious crime; cruelty to children
serious crime; tax avoidance serious crime; drunk driving serious
crime; US-Canada relations improved since Pearson; heard about B&B
Royal Commission; importance of  B&B Commission; french and
english official in all province; minority gov't do all possible to avoid
English; enough US capital in Canada; present preferred political
party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital  status of  respondent; language
spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional schooling;
occupation of  head of   household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex  of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

Nov 1963
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72 Poll 306 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Man admired most; woman admired most; more prosperity for Canada
next year; organized labour wisely led; Easter on fixed day; rating of 
Pearson as PM; attribute admired most about Pearson; rating of 
Diefenbaker as OPP leader; attribute admired most about Diefenbaker;
PC's wise to vote confidence in Diefenbaker; approve of  open vote for
Diefenbaker; Canada should recognize communist China; US should
be responsible for Canada's defense;  more unemployment here in
next 6 months; prices higher in next 6  months; labour unions most
influence on gov't; suggest to MP what parliament should do; liberals
and NDP should join; approve of  sex education in high school;
preference for next US president; present preferred political party;
voted in last  federal election; party voted for last federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language 
spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional schooling;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by  replication
information.

Feb 1964

73 Poll 307 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Queen should cancel trip to Quebec ; why Queen should cancel trip to 
Quebec ; why Queen shouldn't cancel trip to Quebec ; increasing
automation affect work; gov't should up grants to UI; gov't  should cut
benefits to seasonal work; gov't should cut benefits to married women;
gov't should do other about UI; can't say what gov't should do about UI;
approve of  Canadian troops in Cyprus; rating of  US-Canada relations;
parties should publish sources of  funding; vote for woman as PM; why
not woman as PM; portable pensions controlled by Fed. Gov't; La
Marsh doing good job; Gordon doing good job; Favreau doing good job;
Sharpe doing good job; party best serving Labour's interests; party
best serving  farm interests; party best serving white collar interests;
party best serving small business interest; party best serving big 
business interests; approve of  higher teacher's salaries; opinion of 
teachers changed in last 5 yrs; teachers required not  to smoke in
public; advertising cigarettes should be banned;  rather work for man or
woman; man or woman gains most from marriage; smoker or
non-smoker; number cigarettes smoked per day; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of 
household; age ofrespondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident prov. of  

April 1964
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respondent; weighting by replication information.

74 Poll 308 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Poverty caused by lack of  effort; Pearson good leader of  liberals;
Diefenbaker good leader of  conservatives; Canada join US or stay
independent; seen new flag; good for Canada if Goldwater US
president; why good for Canada if Goldwater US president; why bad for
Canada if Goldwater US president; rating of  liberal Gov't; rating of 
conservative gov't; most important problem facing Canada; most
important problem facing family; US, USSR, PRC greatest threat to
world PE; approve of  Pearson's foreign policies; agree it's who you
know not what you know; feelings about convicted murderers; less
confidence in woman doctor; less confidence in woman lawyer; who to
succeed Pearson as leader of   liberal; who to succeed Diefenbaker as
leader of  PC; Quebec   likely to separate; how serious if Quebec 
separates; present  preferred political party; voted in last federal
election; party  voted for last federal election; respondent smoker or
non-smoker; number of  cigarettes smoked per day; marital status  of 
respondent; language spoken in home; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of   head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident prov. of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

August
1964

75 Poll 309 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Most interesting Canadian in public life; most interesting world event in
last year;; 1965 better than 1964; importance of  monarchy increasing;
major war with USSR inevitable; major war with PRC inevitable;
Canada better off without prov gov'ts; agree with birth control;
parliament done good job this session; why parliament done poor job
this session; best PM - Pearson or Diefenbaker; biggest mistake in
respondent's life; harmful to tell kids no Santa; too many agitators in
union leadership; which national anthem for Canada; ever tried
seriously to lose weight; lose weight by eating less; lose weight by
eating special food; lose weight by dieting; lose weight by exercising;
lose weight by taking diet pills; serious illness should receive Gov't
Supp; take watch in for regular servicing; cost of  watch repairs too
high; satisfied with watch repairs; length of  time to get watch repaired;
get good watch or buy cheap when breaks; present preferred political
party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal election;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of 

Nov 1964
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respondent; weighting by replication information.

76 Poll 310 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Satisfied with provincial gov't; abolish capital punishment; UN good
chance to keep peace in world; parents punished for kids' crimes;
CBC  doing a good job; more needed for education in future; money for
education to come from taxes; money for education taken from other
prog; opinion of  Pearson changed in  last 6 months; opinion of 
Diefenbaker changed last 6 months; Canada needs larger population;
income taxes too high; income tax authorities fair; things better made
today than 10 yrs ago;  too many ads on radio and TV; Khruschev's
successors have better relation; USSR and China closer with no
Khruschev; USSR and US closer with no Khruschev; man should
propose marriage; how long until next world war; present preferred
political party; voted  in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

Jan 1965

77 Poll 312 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  curfew for kids under 16; country Canada's best friend;
approve joining of  anglican and united church; liberals gain seats in
next election; conservatives gain seats in next election; NDP gain
seats in next election; social credit  IBR312:CB6 gain seats in NE;
heard B+B Commission doing good  job; french compulsory in English
Canada; English compulsory in French Canada; most important
freedom; MD's tell licence bureau of  unfit drivers; heard of  U.S.
intervention in Vietnam; approve of  using birth control; approve of 
legalizing abortion; age men should get CPP; age women should get
CPP; interested in Expo '67; attend church in last week; before this,
ever heard of  G. Gallup; ever polled before present preferred political
part; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal
election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional
schooling; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative  wealth;
size of  community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by
replication information.

June 1965

78 Poll 313 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  corporal punishment in schools; approve of  corporal 

Sept 1965
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punishment in public high school; is mother-in-law living; mother-in-law
helped marriage; right person for your job;  (women) employed outside
the home for $$$; keep wages same if prices same; approve of 
immigration of  skilled workers; forbid strikes of  civil servants; heard of 
Federal plan re. medicare; medicare compulsory or voluntary; heard
about countries not paying UN share; U.S. wise to back down on
non-payers vote L; satisfied with Pearson as PM; satisfied with
Diefenbaker as OPP leader; liberal Gov't favouring particular group;
party to get most votes next election; inflation a dangerous thing;
minority Gov'ts good for country; present preferred political party; 
voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;  language
spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional schooling;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;  union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

79 Poll 315 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in Nov 8 Federal election; interest in the coming
election; how interested; will or will not vote; certainty to vote; feelings
between French and English speaking; Canada's relations with U.S.;
main cause of  high prices; political party serves interests of  labor;
political party serves interests of   farmers; party serves interests of 
white collar; party serves interests of  small business; party serves
interests of  large cos.; your economic position compared to 1 year
ago; economic conditions in Canada in next 5 years; best party to
bring unity; workers to join union in unionized firm; Russia sides with
U.S. or China in war; married women should have equal opportunity;
which leader had best personal campaign; present preferred political
party; promp for undecided on political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election;  resident Province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community;  number of  residents in
household; do you own car; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; age group of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

Nov 1965

80 Poll 317 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Province deals too harshly with criminals; minority Gov't should call
election; Pearson should resign as liberal leader; Diefenbaker should
resign as PC leader; strikes settled by Gov't after 1  week; political
corruption in Ottawa increasing; regional differences too great to be
solved; vote to abolish capital punishment; approve of  Pearson as PM;
approve of  Dienfenbaker as OPP leader; two-party system better for

Jan 1966
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Canada; liberals and PC's equally popular next 5; liberals or PC's to
pull ahead in popular; NDP continue to gain in votes; social credit
IBR317:CB6 continue to lose; PRC should be admitted to UN; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; type of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

81 Poll 318 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

U.S. or Canadian T.V. programmes better; felt urge to demonstrate;
RCchurch ever approve birth control; Pearson should resign as liberal
leader; Diefenbaker should resign as PC leader; Gov't  should hold
power for 4 years, regard; approve of  liberals' handling Munsinger A;
approve of  PC's handling Munsinger affair; labour laws strict enough
on unions; business laws strict enough; Canadian life influenced too
much by U.S.; approve of  U.S. handling Vietnam situation; more
drunkeness here than 10 years ago; liquor ever caused trouble in
home; best man to succeed Pearson; best man to succeed
Diefenbaker; present  preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head household; age
of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent;
weighting by replication information.

April 1966

82 Poll 319 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Lower voting age to 18; accept women in Ministry; approve sterilization
of  too many children; approve sterilization if mental, phys pro; approve
sterilization if danger to mother; think of  self as ethnic-Canadian;
labour wisely led; labour entitled to higher  wages; Canada should get
nuclear weapons; personal rights in  danger in Canada; bad
taste-women wearing curlers in public; bad taste-women wearing
stretch pants in; bad taste-women smoking in public; bad
taste-women snuggling driver in public; bad taste-women wearing
shorts in public; T.V. good influence on family life; fathers should be
top boss in family; how serious if Quebec  separated; election in
Quebec  result in separation; present preferred political party; voted in
last Federal election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of 
household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size  of  community;

June 1966
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resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication information.

83 Poll 320 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Drivers should have regular physicals; favour new safety measures for
cars; labour wisely led; too many trouble-making labour leaders; too
many trouble-making union members; labour entitled to higher wages;
restrict picketing to strikers; approve of  law to restrict picketing;
opinions of  Pearson changed in last 6  months; opinion of 
Diefenbaker changed in last 6; opinion of  Douglas changed in last 6
months; U.S. should withdraw from Vietnam; church property should
be exempt from tax; favour helping rail continue passenger se; rise in
old-age pensions go  only to needy; like to be on first rocket to moon;
present  preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party
voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of   respondent;
additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent;
weighting by replication information.

August
1966

84 Poll 321 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Prices to rise in next 6 months; unemployment to rise in next 6
months; agree wages kept up to prices; favour wage and price
controls; favour law requiring gun permit; approve of  Canada's
immigration policy; interest in politics changed in last 5 years; best
leader for person like respondent; favour guaranteed annual  income;
most esteemed occupation; favour Queen's visit to Expo '67; Canada
should recognize red China; commonwealth to gain importance in next
1; divorce laws relaxed in Canada; adultery sufficient grounds for
divorce; mental illness grounds for divorce; present preferred political
party; voted in last  Federal eleciton; party voted for last Federal
election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; additional
schooling; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in  household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth;
size of  community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by
replication information.

Oct 1966

85 Poll 322 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Price of  goods or services most irritating; municipal council wasting
money prefer security of  job or high pay; U.S. prestige decreased in
last year; most important problem facing organized labour; compulsory
retirement good idea; heard of  unification of  armed forces; approve of 

Jan 1967
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unification of  armed forces; which party has support of  business;
which party has honest leaders; which party is fair to all classes;
which party best for people like respondent; which party has support of 
labour; which party best for prosperity; which party has best foreign
policy; which party has best domestic policy; satisfied with record of 
Pearson Gov't; PC's doing good job in opposition; NDP get more votes
than PC's in next election; Francophones well treated in public service;
Francophones well treated in business; definitely plan  to attend Expo
'67; might attend Expo '67; interested in Canada's centennial; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

86 Poll 323 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files:cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Better off now than one year ago; approve national lottery for health
and welfare; should not have to join union to work; unions should
engage in political activity; give the pill to women on welfare;
effectiveness of  birth control pills; safety of  birth  control pills;
recommend pill to woman who wants no more; Pearson hardworking;
Pearson intelligent; Pearson radical; Pearson conceited; Pearson
arrogant; Pearson honest; Pearson quick-tempered; Pearson dull;
Pearson progressive; Diefenbaker hardworking; Diefenbaker intelligent;
Diefenbaker radical; Diefenbaker conceited; Diefenbaker arrogant;
Diefenbaker honest;  Diefenbaker quick-tempered; Diefenbaker dull;
Diefenbaker progressive; Douglas hardworking; Douglas intelligent;
Douglas  radical; Douglas conceited; Douglas arrogant; Douglas
honest; Douglas quick-tempered; Douglas dull; Douglas progressive;
opinion of  LB Johnson changed in last 6 months; Canada's
development as nation sound; Canada heading toward socialism;
Good for U.S. to finance Canadian development; enough U.S. capital
in Canada now; present preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; additional schooling; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent; union  membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; type of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

March
1967

87 Poll 325 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Prices risen more than expected in last year; Gov't should have done 
more to control PR: Catholic priests permitted to marry; labour 

Sept 1967
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leaders take orders from out of  CO; opinion of  Pearson changed in
last 6 months; PC's make good choice in Stanfield as leader; Stanfield
able to unite party; Stanfield able to win more votes for PC's; Pearson
should resign as liberal leader; heard of  2-nation policy for Canada;
how to describe 2-nation policy; 2-nation policy good for Canada's
future; U.S. should withdraw from Vietnam; know what U.S. fighting for
in Vietnam; change in English-French relations in past; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last  Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

88 Poll 326 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Prices to rise or fall in 1968; strikes or industrial peace in 1968; taxes
to rise or fall in 1968; unions more powerful in next 10  years; USSR or
China greatest threat to world PE; USSR support U.S. or China in
dispute; wish for separation strong in Quebec ; who best to succeed
Pearson; opinion of  La Marsh changed in last 6 months; opinion of 
Sharpe changed in last 6 months; law to forbid drinking and driving;
grateful for what U.S. doing in Vietnam; medicare should go ahead
despite tax rise; want Johnson re-elected as U.S. President; Pearson
should appoint Diefenbaker  to Senate; present preferred political
party; voted in last  Federal election; party voted for last Federal
election;  religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in
household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of  community;
resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication information.

Nov 1967

89 Poll 327 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Price rise changed shopping habits; federal or Prov. Gov't spends more
wisely; willing to donate organs for transplant; approve of   bilingual
traffic signs; best choice for liberal leader, French or English-Canadian
best PM; older or younger man best PM; cautious or daring man best
PM; man with good TV presence best PM; man with business
background best PM; PM should encourage U.S. investment; PM
should encourage Quebec 's equality; now covered by medical
insurance; office of  PM alternating English and French; wages or
profits cause of  high prices; Canada better off with free trade with
U.S.; taxation in Canada fair; good for Canada if Quebec  closer to
France; native Indians well-treated by Gov't; present preferred political

Feb 1968
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party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal
election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

90 Poll 328 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Lower voting age to 18; liberals made good choice in Trudeau ;
Trudeau  to win votes for liberals; interested in coming election; morals
improving or deteriorating; health improving or deteriorating; knowledge
improving or deteriorating; honesty improving or  deteriorating; religion
improving or deteriorating; happiness improving or deteriorating;
intelligence improving or deteriorating; peace of  mind improving or
deteriorating; approve marriage between RC's and protest; approve
marriage between Jews and Gentile; approve marriage between whites
and non-whites;  today's youth brilliant; today's youth well-educated;
today's youth interested in politics; today's youth like to study; today's
youth study hard; today's youth mindful of  future; today's youth agree
with parents; adults understand and help today's youth; hard for
today's youth to get along; today's youth active; today's youth know
how to defend rights; today's youth need help and understanding;
Trudeau  right to call election so quickly; rating of  Stanfield as PC
leader; rating of  Douglas as NDP leader; agree with Euthenasia in
terminal illness; Trudeau  or Stanfield best PM; party to get most votes
in next election; winning party to have big lead; interested in  Canadian
politics changed in; party best for people like respondent; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of   household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

May 1968

91 Poll 329 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in coming election; interested in coming election; how
interested in coming election; intend to vote in coming election;
certainty of  voting in coming election; present preferred political party;
marked ballot to show how leaning; voted in last Federal election;
party voted for last Federal election; checked to see if name on voters'
list; plan to check if name on voters' list; frequency of  voting in Federal 
elections; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  household; age of  respondent; union membership in

May 1968
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household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of  community;
resident province of  respondent; weighting by  replication information.

92 Poll 330 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in coming election; interested in coming election; how 
interested in coming election; intend to vote in coming election;
certainty of  voting in coming election; present preferred political party;
checked ballot to show how leaning; voted in last Federal election;
party voted for last Federal  election; see T.V. debate between party
leaders; Trudeau ,  Stanfield, or Douglas best in debate; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent;
weighting by replication information.

May 1968

93 Poll 331 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Religion losing influence on Canadian life; labour unions getting too
strong in Canada; workers must join union to work unionized; labour
entitled to higher wages; Canada keep Queen or become Republic; in
favour Quebec  separating; Quebec  should have  special status; agree
U.S. a sick society; favour a limit on  individual campaign spe; believe
in life after death; believe in devil; believe in hell; believe in heaven;
believe in God;  believe in reincarnation; good to pay more tax to help
3rd  world; Trudeau  doing good job as PM; private homosexual acts
should be legal; present preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth;
size of  community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by
replication information.

August
1968

94 Poll 332 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sympathize with U.S. draft dodgers; Gov't should accept draft
dodgers; big business or labour most threat to future; churches keep
out of  social-political issues; opinion of  Trudeau  changed in last 6
months; heard of  Pope's position on birth control; give birth control
info to anyone who wants; students should have more say in University
aff; students have more say in courses, exams; best U.S.
President-Nixon or Humphrey; satisfied with housing situation; real
difference between liberals and PC's; heard of  NATO; Canada
continue to send NATO troops to EU; present preferred political party;

Oct 1968
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voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken
in home; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent;  union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

95 Poll 333 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  beer sold in grocery stores; savings lower or higher than 
last year; savings different due to general or personal c; satisfied with
family's future; U.S. or USSR winning propaganda war; Canada better
if women more say political; Canada returning to two-party system;
like to see larger Canadian population; satisfied with Federal Gov't;
discipline in public schools too strict; parents to blame; teachers to
blame; board of  education to blame; others to blame; Canada's
development as nation sound; heard of  Gov't time limit on debate;
approve of  Gov'ts time limit on debate; Canada should have 5
provinces; present preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth;
size of  community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by
replication information.

Jan 1969

96 Poll 334 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Utility workers allowed to strike; approve more lax abortion laws;
Canada  better off if Prov Gov'ts abolished; should prov without
medicare get tax money; agree with Trudeau 's right to private  life;
approve of  legalization of  sweepstakes; approve of  provinces;
approve of  Gov'ts handling finances; who to blame for student unrest;
regional differences will break up country; Canada should recognize
republic of  China; approve of  bill on language rights; criminals dealt
with too harshly; Canada help  nations to higher living standard; foreign
aid lower during living standard; interested in knowing more about
development;  present preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of   respondent; relative wealth;
size of  community; resident  province of  respondent; weighting by
replication information.

March
1969

97 Poll 335 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes), May 1969
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dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Interest in politics; ever worked for party or candidate; approve of
Trudeau  as PM; Trudeau  should go more to right or left; Trudeau  will
go more to right or left; Americans efficient; Americans friendly;
Americans hardworking; Americans intolerant; Americans intelligent;
Americans insincere; Americans humourless; Americans poor;
Americans other; Canadians   efficient; Canadians   friendly;
Canadians   hardworking; Canadians   intolerant; Canadians  
intelligent; Canadians   insincere; Canadians   humourless; Canadians 
 poor; Canadians   other; family income adequate to meet needs; fairer
to tax income than tax spending; Canada getting closer to U.S.; move
if coloureds moved next door; move if many couloureds moved into
area; agree Quebec  to separate within 5 years; Nixon make good
U.S. President; Quebec  likely to separate within 5 years; unions use
strike power irresponsibly; public  interest be considered in strikes;
management stronger about union demands; Quebec  only know who
Levesque is; favourable  opinion of  Levesque; present preferred
political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted last Federal
election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  households; age of  respondent; union membership in
household sex of  respondent; weighting by replication information.

98 Poll 336 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Meat prices up-farmers getting most; meat prices up-packers getting
most; meat prices up-wholesalers getting most; meat prices
up-retailers getting most; meat prices up-others getting most; meat
prices up-don't know; vegetable prices up-farmers getting most
vegetable prices up-wholesalers getting most; vegetable prices
up-retailers getting most; vegetable prices up-others getting most;
vegetable prices up-don't know; any province most powerful in running
cou; approve of  reducing military strength in; save something each
month; husband or wife makes financial decisions; no one receives
pocket money for personal; wife receives pocket money for personal;
husband receives pocket  money for personal expenses kids receive
pocket money for  personal expenses others receive pocket money for
personal;  rating of  Stanfield as OPP leader; use alcohol; people
drinking more than 3 years ago; side with Arabs or Jews in Palestine
dispute; Gov't spent too much on Expo '67; best party to handle
strikes; see nor read objectionable [sex] in media; seen objectionable
material on T.V.; seen objectionable material at movies; read
objectionable material in magazines; find magazine movies; read
objectionable material in magazines; find magazine pictures of  nudes
objectionable; find topless waitresses objectionable; approve of 
schools teaching sex education; approve of  schools discussing birth

July 1969
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control; [Ont] opinion of  Robarts changed in last; present preferred
political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last
Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

99 Poll 337 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  local police; police have right to form union; police have
right to strike; NDP gain support in next 5 years; NDP get more than
PC's in 2-3 years; inflation dangerous; enough being done to prevent
inflation; approve of  changing family allowance rule; approve of  PM
making parliament more efficent; work week should go down to 35
hours; war biggest worry; ill health biggest worry; money biggest
worry; insecurity biggest worry; future business conditions biggest
worry; family unhappiness biggest worry; unemployment biggest
worry; other biggest worry; rating of  MP; rating of  MPP, MLA; opinion
of  Trudeau  changed in last 6 months; present preferred political party;
voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken
in home; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household;
age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; relative wealth; size of  community; resident  province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

Sept 1969

100 Poll 338 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

World better place to live in 10 years; 1970 better or worse than 1969;
standard of  living changing; 1969 good year for respondent; approve of 
lowering voting age; 1970 to be year of  rising prices; 1970 to be year
of  full employment; 1970 to be year of   industrial disputes; 1970 to be
year of  rising taxes; 1970 to be year of  economic prosperity; 1970 to
be year of  international dischord; USSR to grow in world power in
1970; USA to grow in world power in 1970; China to grow in world
power in 1970;  student demonstrations to increase in 1970; Canada
or USSR right to claim north pole; who right to claim south pole; cure
for cancer by 1990; man living on moon by 1990; USSR and west at
peace by 1990; nuclear freeze by 1990; standard of  living doubled by
1990; travel without passport by 1990; life expectancy at 100 by 1990;
Russian communism vanished by 1990; 3-day week by 1990; atomic
war between US and USSR by 1990; capitalism collapsed by 1990;
USSR will have only civilization by 1990; favour doctors performing
transplants; call a halt to space programmes; life exciting, routine or
dull; present preferred political party; voted in last Federal election,

Oct 1969
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party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital

status of  respondent; language spoke in home; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of

respondent; weighting by replication information.

101 Poll 339 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Who gaining most from rising prices; wage and price freeze good idea;
sex before marriage wrong; watch both Canadian and U.S. T.V.
programmes; Canadian or U.S. T.V. programmes better; Canadian
culture influenced too much by U.S.; get good value from police;  get
good value from medicare; get good value from garbage collection; get
good value from baby bonus; get good value from old age pension; get
good value from unemployment insurance; ever try marijuana; heard of 
Benson's planned tax reforms; approve of  Benson's planned tax
reforms; approve legalizing  abortion in 1st trimes; heard of  dangers of 
pollution; dangers of  pollution serious; pollution problem in
respondent's area; get most reliable news from which medium; news
presented with newsman's bias; biased news most likely from which
medium; big cities should have more rights; Canada more dependent
on U.S.  than 10 years ago; French-English relations better than 5 yrs;
present preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party
voted for last Federal election; religion of respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in  home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent; weighting by replication
information.

Jan 1970

102 Poll 341 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Prefer to live in city or small town; taxes too high; approve of  removing
Queen from stamps; approve of  MP's getting raise; old age pensions
too high; birth control pills safe; recommend pill to woman wanting no
more k; effectiveness of  pill; PM influence Canada's future; cabinet
ministers influence Canada's future; average MP influence Canada's
future; big business influence Canada's future; labour unions influence
Canada's future; people  like resp influence Canada's future; serious if
Quebec  separates; farmers of  prov getting Finance Minister; rating of 
Labour Minister; rating of  Cons-Corp Affairs Minister; agree with law
requiring breathalizer; receive both Canadian and U.S. T.V. stations;
approve of  Canadian  content laws; approve of  labour union; agree
tight money continue despite unemployment; heard of  planned tax

May 1970
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reforms; approve of  planned tax reforms; most people approve of 
planned tax reform; personal taxes increase tax reforms in; approve of  
capital gains tax; approve of  capital gains on assets - $500; approve
of  tax on stocks if not sold; capital gains cause withdrawing $ from
ca; capital gains cause brain drain to U.S.; capital gains cause slow
development; capital gains hurt small business; capital gains reduce
personal savings; taxes higher in Canada or U.S.; fill out income tax
yourself; find tax forms difficult; tax reforms make tax returns
easier;wear dentures;  present preferred political party; voted in last
Federal election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; number of  union
members in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; resident province of  respondent; resident prov. of  respondent.

103 Poll 342 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Become Republic when Queen's reign ends; high divorce rates due to
ease of  divorce; T.V. commercials untruthful; how many T.V.
commercials untruthful; more unemployment here in next few months;
heard of  Govt's 6% ceiling on wages; approve of  6% ceiling on
wages; laws regulating labour unions too strict; fine instead of  jail for
marijuana possession; wages kept up to inflation; rating of 
post-master general; rating of  justice Minister; rating of  Energy
Minister; winning battle against inflation; Maritimes should become
one province; Western provinces should unite; Bourassa's election
effect separation of; present preferred political party; voted in last
Federal election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home;
education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; size of  community; resident province of 
respondent; weighting by replication information.

July 1970

104 Poll 343 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Parents doing good job raising kids; schools doing good job training
kids; Canada and U.S. getting closer; economy in Canada better in
next 5 years; reducing pollution most pressing issue; improving
education most pressing issue; helping poor most pressing issue;
finding cures most pressing issue; improving   housing most pressing
issue; reducing discrimination most  pressing issue; reducing
unemployment most pressing issue;  improving highway safety most
pressing issue; reducing crime most pressing issue; other issue most
pressing issue; employment status; how long could survive if lost job;

Sept 1970
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party to win next  Federal election; anywhere in area afraid to walk at
night; PM  paying too much attention to Quebec ; Gov't doing good job
handling unemployment; satisfied with family's future; satisfied  with
job; satisfied with housing; satisfied with Canada's world position;
should be more U.S. capital in Canada; approve of  buying back
control of  U.S. company; rating of  Nixon; Winnipeg  should be
Canada's capital; agree with feminists-women 2nd class; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in  home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income, size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

105 Poll 344 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sunday-closing law should be relaxed; which nation is "great country";
does Canada stand on threshold of  greatness; agree with War
Measures Act; country heading for depression; feelings toward
French-Canadians   changed; how important increasing Canadian
ownership; hear of  $2 billion gas sale to U.S.; approve of  gas sale to
U.S.; death penalty for kidnapping public figure; abortion law should be
relaxed; like to see midi's popular; concern about Canadian
nationalism; like to see stronger UN;  favour UN peacekeeping army;
opinion of  PMS conduct in FLQ crisis; opinion of  Stanfield's conduct
in FLQ crisis; opinion of  Douglas' conduct in FLQ crisis; opinion of 
Caouette’s conduct in FLQ crisis; opinion of  Bourassa's conduct in
FLQ crisis; opinion of  Robarts’ conduct in FLQ crisis; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

Nov 1970

106 Poll 345 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Gov't should give in to political kidnappers; approve of  ID cards with
 fingerprints; concerned about US textbooks in our school; costs for
education too high in prov; kids better educated today than you were;
kids have more chance of  happy life than; approve stopping baby
bonus for high income; individual or society to blame for crime; heard
of  voluntary male sterilization program; approve of  voluntary male
sterilization; rating of  Trudeau  as PM; rating of  Stanfield as OPP
leader; rating of  Douglas as NDP leader; 1971 better personally than
1970; 1971 better for Canada  than 1970; approve of  equal pay for

Jan 1971
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women; approve of  maternity leave; approve minimum age for marriage
to be 18; approve $500  per kid be paid to mothers; respondents
newspaper does good job; voluntary press council good idea; prices
rise quickly when unemployment down; price rise caused by
producers' profits;  price rise caused by high wages; price rise caused
by U.S. prices; price rise caused by gov't spending; price rise caused
by Bank of  Canada; price rise caused by moral decline; price rise
caused by other factor; gov't to slow inflation and up unemployment;
effect of  3-4% inflation on economy; effect of  5% unemployment on
economy; present preferred political party; voted in last Federal

Election; party voted for last Federal election; religion of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language spoken in home; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent,
union membership in  household; sex of  respondent; total annual

family income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

107 Poll 346 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Canadian women get good breaks as men; woman same chance to be
executive; women run businesses as well as men; Canada needs
immigrants; take 10% pay cut or go on strike; agree to wage  freeze or
go on strike; employees have right to see comp's  books; which party
corresponds with own ideas; War Measures Act should be withdrawn;
liberals should call election in 1972;  party to get most votes in next
election; NDP to get more votes in next election; too easy for young to
go to university; peace between Arabs and Israelis possible; Israelis
should withdraw to original bord; approve of  subsidized daycare;
inflation now under control; unemployment now under control; keep
Quebec  in Canada by force; (Ontario) Davis best to replace Robarts;
party to get most votes in prov election; present preferred political
party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal
election; religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent;
language spoken in home; education of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  household; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; size of  community; resident prov. of  respondent.

March
1971

108 Poll 348 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Approve of  youth hostels; satisfied with standard of  living; Federal
budget affect family; good to broadcast parliament on TV; people not
watch parliament on TV; agree cigarettes cause cancer; respondent's
religious beliefs; relation between Quebec  and rest better; serious if
British Commonwealth broke up; Commonwealth should combine all
colours; liberals win next election with majority; opinion of  Finance
Minister changed recently; opinion  of  Quebec  Premier changed

July 1971
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recently; Trudeau 's economic policies sound; generation 18-21 better
than yours; chances of  atomic war  greater now than 10; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status or
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

109 Poll 349 This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Admire Trudeau ; approve of  90-day wage and price freeze; liberals
get more votes in next election; PC's get more votes in next  election;
NDP get more votes in next election; illegal use of  drugs in Canada
major problem; higher wages most important union job; better
conditions most important union job; shorter hours most important
union job; job security most important union job; better pensions most
important union job; profit sharing most important union job; other
most important union job; heard about Fed-Prov constitutional
conference; important to repatriate constitution; big union and
business have too much power; party best to maintain prosperity;
party best to handle inflation; party best to improve unemployment;
heard of  opportunities for youth; opportunities for youth successful;
automation a good thing; automation affected employment; Liberal
Cabinet doing good job; favourable impression of  Red Cross; ever had
personal contact with Red Cross; Red Cross most useful in time of 
war; Red Cross most useful in outpost hospital; Red Cross most
useful in transfusion service; Red Cross most useful in youth work;
Red Cross most useful serving veterans; Red Cross most useful in 
major disasters; Red Cross most useful in safety programme; Red
Cross most useful in other ways; ever given money to animal welfare
organization; give money if attention drawn by what  media; heard of 
seal hunt; gov't should pass law to stop seal hunt; why seal hunt
should continue; candidates stand on seal hunt influence V; not vote
for candidate supporting seal hunt;  present preferred political party;
voted in last Federal  election; party voted for last Federal election;
religion of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language spoken
in home; education;

Sept 1971

110 Poll
350

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Welfare costs to high; middle income bearing high welfare costs;
Trudeau   asset to liberal party; Stanfield asset to conservative party;
Lewis asset to NDP; ever married; success of  marriage; good thing for
Canada and USSR; to be closer; hear of  Nixon's economic policies;

Nov 1971
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effect of  Nixon's economic policies onCanada; what to do if exports to
USA drop; bring back death penalty; U.S. wrong to do if exports to USA
drop; bring back death penalty; U.S. wrong to send troops to Vietnam;
heard of  action Canada; action Canada become political party; Gov't tell 
public all about economic policies; Gov't tell public all about 
unemployment; 1972 to be better than 1971; world population  increase
serious problem; good idea to give tax credit IBR350:CB6 T; present
preferred political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for
last Federal election;  religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

111 Poll
351

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Respect for UN increasing; enough U.S. capital in Canada now; good
idea to set up foreign investment re; serious if Quebec  separates;
strength of  separatist feeling in Quebec ; approve of  guaranteed annual
income; people like you better off than one year; under  which party
better off; more friendly to U.S. today than one year ago; policies or
candidate influences vote; Canadian laws  favour particular social
climate rating of  welfare system; leaks of  cabinet documents serious;
opinion of  Trudeau  changed in last  6 months; opinion of  Stanfield
changed in last 6 months; opinion of  Lewis changed in last 6 months;
present preferred political  party; voted in last Federal election; party
voted for last  Federal election; religion of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language spoke in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family 
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

Jan 1972

112 Poll
352

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Like to live in another country; interest in Canadian politics increased;
Trudeau  or Stanfield best PM; strikes serious problem for Canadian
economy; workers should have right to strike; essential service workers
should have strike; labour should agree to voluntary arbitration; approve
of  giving more to have not provinces; U.S. thinks of  Canada as partner
or colony; party to get most votes in next election; party to have large
lead in  next election; parties should publish details of  funding; should
be a limit on election spending; best party to handle strikes; best party
to handle trade with US; best party to handle  unemployment; best
party to handle inflation; concerned about  pollution; present preferred
political party; probable preferred political party; voted in last Federal
election; party voted for last Federal election; language spoken in home;

March
1972
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education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of 
respondent;  union membership in household; sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; size of  community; resident province of 
respondent.

113 Poll
353

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Canadian workers not productive enough; could produce more if
respondent  tried; more important-unemployment or inflation; increasing 
population and automation keep unemployment; Nixon sincere in
recognizing Canada as NA; hockey fan; opinion of  expansion of  NHL;
critical of  Trudeau 's conduct in Parliament good idea to  provide
services in both languages; big business greatest threat to Canada; big
labour greatest threat to Canada; big Government greatest threat to
Canada; other greatest threat to Canada; undecided greatest threat to
Canada; most important basic human  right; chances of  US-Canada
cleaning Great Lakes; approve of  Fed. Gov't's record; agree
unemployed not be forced to work; radical or reactionary; interested in
next election; present preferred political party; probable preferred
political party; voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal 
election; language spoken in home; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent; union
membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family 
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

May 1972

114 Poll
355

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in Federal election; interested in Federal election; how
interested in Federal election; intend to vote in Federal election; certain
to vote in Federal election; present preferred political party; mark ballot
to show whom leaning toward; voted in last Federal election; party voted
for last Federal election;  inflation most important problem facing
country; unemployment most important problem facing country; unions
most important problem facing country; U.S. domination most important
problem facing country; Quebec  most important problem facing
country; pollution most important problem facing country; Gov/Trudeau  
most important problem facing country; other - most important problem
facing country; can't say - most important problem  facing country; best
party to handle problem; abortion should be  between a woman and Dr.;
abortion allowed if woman's health in danger; birth control available to
teenagers; agree with compulsory wage and price control; should MP
vote his own or constituents VI:  confident that U.S. can deal wisely
with  woman; which party has best policies; which party has best 
leaders; approve accepting Ugandan refugees; party record or 
leadership influences VDT; should provincial gov't have more power;
language spoken in home; religion of  respondent;  education of 

Sept 1972
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respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of   respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent;  total annual family
income; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

115 Poll
356

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in Federal election; interested in Federal election; how
interested in Federal election; intention to vote in Federal election;
certainty of  voting in Federal election; present preferred political party;
mark ballot to show whom leaning toward; voted in last Federal election;
party voted for last  Federal election; checked if name on voters' list;
regularity of  voting in Federal election; which leader had best
campaign; which leader most sincere; approve of  increase in UI
benefits; government strict enough checking UI applicants; favour
corporate tax relief to promote gr; big corporations pay enough taxes;
heard Lewis on corporate taxation; economy improving; unemployment
improving; inflation improving; language spoken in home; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
household; age of  respondent; union membership in household; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; size of  community; resident
province of  respondent; weighting by replication information.

Oct 1972

116 Poll
357

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Ever watch Archie Bunker; a little of  Archie Bunker in all of  us; Queen
should step down in favour of  Charles; family income average;  for
women only; attitude toward women's liberation; for men only; attitude
toward women's liberation; country harmed by immigrants; satisfied with
way country is going; how long parliament likely to last; if government
falls, call election; Trudeau  changed attitude since election; expansion
of  the CFL; should Olympics be cancelled; husband declining in
importance; decline in husbands importance good; working married
women harmful to family liberation; present preferred political party; 
voted in last Federal election; party voted for last Federal election;
language spoken in home; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  household; age of  respondent;
union membership in household; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; actual response vs interviewees; size of  community; resident
province of  respondent.

Jan 1973

117 Pol
358

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

When last went to movies; movies more interesting today; theatres
required to show Canadian films; interested in seeing Canadian
 films; get the respect you deserve; attitudes towards  illegitimacy
changed; approve of  wage and price controls; minority governments

March
1973
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good; should white collar workers unionize; opinion of  Trudeau 
changed in past 3 months opinion of  Stanfield changed in past 3
months; opinion of  Lewis changed in past 3  months; nationalization of 
Canadian energy resources; prisoners  be allowed parole; opinion of 
last Federal budget; budget affect family directly; know about
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline; Mackenzie Valley Pipeline good for
Canada; Canada should send peace troops to Vietnam; should woman
be completely honest in marriage;  present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; party voted for last Federal election;
language spoken  in home; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; union membership in household; sex of  respondent;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

118 Poll
360

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sex of  respondent; heard about Watergate; Nixon new about
Watergate; PM resign if Watergate in Canada; least amount of  money
needed for a week; government handling economy well; multinational
exert  undue influence; liberals do too much for the wealthy; liberals  do
too much for the middle class; liberals do too much for the  poor;
liberals do too much for pensioners; heard of  term "Ms"; approve of 
use of  "Ms"; opinion of  John Turner, Finance Ministers; opinion of 
Mitchell Sharp, External Affairs; reason  for U.S. gas shortage; gas
shortage due to waste; gas shortage due to poor management; gas
shortage  due to OPEC; gas shortage due to environmental protect; gas
shortage due to other; don't know why gas shortage; gas shortage in
Canada next year; prefer  rationing if gas shortage; approve of  Canada's
withdrawal from  Vietnam; Insurance should cover routine medicals;
when had last general checkup; advertising more truthful now; satisfied
with  Canada's world position; satisfied with children's education;
satisfied with amount of  leisure time; present preferred  political party;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

July 1973

119 Poll
361

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sex of  respondent; heard about Watergate; Nixon new about
Watergate; PM resign if Watergate in Canada; least amount of  money
needed for a week; government handling economy well; multinational
exert undue influence; liberals do too much for the wealthy; liberals do
too much for the middle class; liberals do too much for the poor; liberals
do too much for pensioners; heard of  term "Ms";  approve of  use of 
"Ms"; opinion of  John Turner, Finance Minister; opinion of  Mitchell
Sharp, External Affairs; reason for U.S. gas shortage due to waste; gas
shortage due to poor management; gas shortage due to OPEC; gas
shortage due to environmental protection; gas shortage due to other;
don't know  why gas shortage; gas shortage in Canada next year; prefer
rationing if gas shortage; approve of  Canada's withdrawal from Vietnam;

Sept 1973
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insurance should cover routine medicals; when had last  general
checkup; advertising more truthful now; satisfied with Canada's world
position; satisfied with children's education;  satisfied with amount of 
leisure time; present preferred  political party; relative wealth; size of 
community; resident province of  respondent.

120 Poll
362

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Sex of  respondent; heard about watergate; Nixon new about
Watergate; PM resign if Watergate in Canada; least amount of  money
needed for a week; government handling economy well; multinational
exert undue influence; liberals do too much for the wealthy; liberals do
too much for the middle class; liberals do too much for the poor; liberals
do too much for pensioners; heard of  term "Ms";  approve of  use of 
"Ms"; opinion of  John Turner, Finance  Minister; opinion of  Mitchell
Sharp, External Affairs; reason for U.S. gas shortage; gas shortage due
to waste; gas shortage due to poor management; gas shortage due to
OPEC; gas shortage  due to environmental protect; gas shortage due to
other reasons; don't know why gas shortage; gas shortage in Canada
next year; prefer rationing if gas shortage; approve of  Canada's
withdrawal from Vietnam; insurance should cover routine medicals;
when had last general checkup; advertising more truthful now; satisfied
with Canada's world position; satisfied with children's education;
satisfied with amount of  leisure time; present preferred political party;
relative wealth; size of  community; resident province of  respondent.

Nov 1973

121 Poll
363

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Legislation to limit foreign investment; should gov't set up land banks;
approval of  some things in the fuel policy; largest single problem facing
province, party voted for last Federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community,  language; religion
education occupation; age group of  respondent; union membership in
household; sex of  respondent;  total annual family income; type of 
community.

Jan 1974

122 Poll
364

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

What do you think is the most important problem facing this country
today; who or what do you think is the main cause of  energy problems;
how do you explain the recent concern expressed by  many about
energy supply; Canadian life influences too much by the U.S.; which
leader makes best PM and why; prices to rise in next 6 months; what
price increase has concerned you most --that is what one type of 
goods or service- how; opinion of  teaching profession better; public
schools too strict; are Canada-U.S.  relations good.

March
1974
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123 Poll
365

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Plan to grow vegetables this summer; should French be compulsory;
money family spent on food each week; causes of  inflation; Canadian
federal gov't control inflation; price-wage control; heard about UFO's; are
there people like us in other planets; world football; did you attend
church synagogue in last week; opinion of  own weight; should union
executives prosecute illegal strikers; should Nixon resign; has U.S. or
Nixon image suffered; do you own a car; heard about decline, fall of 
Roman Empire; will authoritarianism happen; present preferred political
party; voted in last federal election; type of  employment, language,
religion, age, sex.

May 1974

124 Poll
366

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in federal election; present preferred political party;
voted in last federal election; situation warranted election call; party
expected to get most votes; satisfied with honesty/expectations/family
income; favour compulsory military service for men; have confidence in
churches, school, labour  unions, supreme court, large corporations;
House of  Commons, newspapers; how long get by UI benefit stop;
heard about India's  Nuclear test; prefer urban or rural living; planning
any holidays; phobias; play sports; marital status, number of  children;
language, religion, occupation, age, sex and relative wealth.

June 1974

125 Poll
367

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; voting eligibility on July 1974; intend on
voting; resident province of  respondent; size of  community;  present
preferred political party; probable preferred party; party voted for in last
federal election; things done during 1974 election campaign; read home
delivered campaign material; attended local campaign meeting;
canvassed for candidate;  difference between Liberal, Conservative,
NDP; language, religion, education, age; union membership; sex,
family, income; type of  community.

July 1974

126 Poll
368

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  interview; favours setting max speed limit of  55 m.p.h.;
approves way police are performing their duties; old age pension level;
self-judgement; knowledge of  metric system; does abortion decision
belong solely to women; knowledge of  Bill 22; opinion of  government
run lotteries; opinions of  gambling; has U. S. prestige been affected by
Watergate; male/female gains more from  marriage; favours federally
imposed wage and price control;  present preferred political party; voted

Sept 1974
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in last federal election; had best representation in this riding; too much
violence in minor hockey; language, religion, education, occupation;
age; union membership; sex; province.

127 Poll
369

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Resident province of  respondent; language of  interview; wage controls;
opinions of  Trudeau , Turner, Whelan; too much attention being paid to
participation in year of  women; approve of  government
protection; more acts of  violence committed; opinion of  Gerald Ford for
President; opinion of  depression within next year; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; party voted for last federal
election; marital status; language; religion; education; year of  birth;
sex; relative wealth; type of  community.

Oct 1974

128 Poll
370

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Urban persons vs. persons on farm better off financially; foods eaten
during proceeding 24 hrs; evaluation of  past office performance;  fears
walking at night; will women in RCMP prove beneficial  willing to donate
organs; should admit immigrants only with pre-arranged jobs; family
saves regularly from income; planning to attend 1976 Olympics in
Montreal; evaluation of  salaries paid  to MP's; expectations for year to
come; present preferred political party; voted in last Ontario provincial
election; voted in last federal election; party voted for in last federal
election; marital status; language; religion; income.

Nov 1974

129 Poll
371

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Province; size of  community; language of  interview; what group suffers 
from high prices; which conservative replacement leader heard  about;
NDP replacement leader; ever tried marijuana; favour
weekend leaves for serious conviction; prefer male or female boss in
new job; favour gov't protection of  Canadian magazine  publication;
underdeveloped countries own or share responsibility; favoured
provincial party's candidate; present preferred political party; voted in
last federal election; marital status; language; education; occupation;
year of  birth; sex of  respondent; relative wealth.

Dec 1974

130 Poll
372

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Perceived value for money for gov't services; type of  TV program; CBC 
produces best; type of  T.V. program CBC  does poorest; most
important problem facing respondent and family; read about dangers of 
pollution; perceived seriousness of  dangers of   pollution; liberalization

Jan 1975
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of  drinking laws; current federal voting preference; party choice in last
federal election; marital status; language; education; number of  people;
union membership; sex of  respondent; income of  head of  household;
type of  community.

131 Poll
373

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Resident province of  respondent; size of  community; language of
questionnaire; approval of  labour unions; are laws regulating unions
strict; parents do well preparing children for future; is pre-marital sex
between couple wrong; approval of  gov'ts record to date; opinion of 
Trudeau ; are farmers getting a square deal from gov't; do women make
better drivers than men; gives up something during Lent present
preferred political party; voted in last federal election; type of 
community.

Feb 1975

132 Poll
374

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Resident province of  respondent; size of  community; language of 
interview; heard of  syncrude project; secret ballot for labour union strike
vote; least amount of  money needed for family of  four; bail for sexual
offenders; community business conditions 6 months hence; gov't
attention, curb inflation, reduce unemployment; favour teacher use of 
corporal punishment; do  courts deal harshly with criminals; favour
capital punishment;  increase in racial intolerance; present preferred
political party; voted in last federal election; language, religion, type of 
community.

March
1975

133 Poll
375

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Reaction to commons TV coverage; essential services permitted to
strike;  personally affected by strike past 3 months; personal and
familial financial condition; children's TV violence produce aggression;
favour gov't wage to housewives from taxes; favours Arab investment in
Canada; probability of  depression next year.

April 1975

134 Poll
376

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Born in present location/elsewhere; heard about conviction of 
Morgantaler; illegal abortion; communism a threat to Canadian form of 
government; use alcohol; number of  correct responses on Canadian
geography; attitude toward the Commonwealth; attended church or
synagogue last seven days; thinks Canadian life influenced too much
by U.S.; heard about salary increases for M.P.'s; current federal voting
preference; voted in last federal election; marital status; language of 

May 1976
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childhood; religion; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
household; number of  people in household; year of  birth; see family
income.

135 Poll
377

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Enough U.S. capital investment in Canada; approve of  Canada buy
back of  U.S. subsidiary; approve of  shorter work week; would move if
coloured people moved in next door; harshness of  courts; approves
parole for prisoner with record; average weekly food  expenditures for
family; recognize Charles III as King VS  becoming a favours curfew for
children under 16; morality of  birth control; inflation battle successful;
preferred historical period to live in; favours increase/decrease in
immigration; rating of  Great Britain, U.S., Russia, Mainland China,
France, Japan, India, Chile on "Like and respect".

June 1975

136 Poll
378

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Teachers should have right to strike; cashless society in respondents
lifetime; confidence in U.S. ability; to deal with world  problems; change
in opinion of  Turner past 6 months; evaluation of  Canadian population
size; most important problem facing country; government economic
policies proper handling; favour  registration of  all firearms; favour for
bidding small arms possession; absolute conditional approval of  legal
abortion.

July 1975

137 Poll
379

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Agrees Canadian workers not producing as they should; perception of 
relations between Canada and U.S.A.; plans to attend night/part-time
school fall; type of  courses planning to take; biggest threat to Canadian
business; type of  employment - fall time/part-time/could suggest
specific government spending reduction; well known woman which
respondent admires; change in chances of  atomic war from 10 years;
student-teacher relationship currently close; satisfaction with own
present  housing situation; biggest mistake respondent has made so far
in life; profession recommended for a young man today.

August
1975

138 Poll
380

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Will metric conversion be difficult; will food prices continue to rise in
next 6 months; approval of  maple leaf flag; causes for increase of 
crime; age respondent and spouse plans to retire; any plans as to what
to do when retired; believe in devil,  heaven, God, reincarnation; spelling
test; any plans to attend Olympic events; best Canadian alternative to

Sept 1975
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fossil fuels.

139 Poll
381

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Most important problem facing country today; has found Women's
Liberation has changed men's attitudes; favours "Voluntary arbitration"
prior to strike; approves of  no fault divorce expectations of  Canada's
economy in next 6 months; favours  reducing highway maximum speed
to 55 mph; government impose compulsory wage restraint; thinks all
companies should set gas  prices; satisfied with honesty of  Canadians 
; satisfied with  future facing family; satisfied with family income.

Oct 1975

140 Poll
382

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

First thing that comes to mind with the word Christmas; name of 
declared candidates in PC convention; confidence in government
handling inflation; read about anti-inflation review board; A.I.R.B. stricter
on wages than on price; could government avoid wage and price control;
support for federal party of  women leader; will
1976 be better or worse than 1975; economic and other  expectations re
coming year; who produces the best T.V.  programs.

Nov 1975

141 Poll
383

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; main criticism of  liberal government; what 
would your main criticism of  the opposition in Ottawa be; should
husbands share in general housework; frequency husband helps -
women frequency husband helps - husband opinion of  union leaders;
will unions be more powerful in 10 years; opinion of  Canadian
development financed by U.S.; is Canada becoming socialistic; what
purchase irritates because of  high prices; are there services that
shouldn't strike; which services are you thinking of; any others; are
there any services on this list which, believe should not be allowed to be
disrupted; who is  (was) responsible for postal strike; U.N. doing a good
job solving problems; is Zionism a form of  racism; approval of Canada's
stand on Zionism; present preferred political party; party voted for last
Federal election; resident province of   respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

Dec 1975

142 Poll
384

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Jan 1976
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Language of  questionnaire; main criticism of  Liberal government; what 
would your main criticism of  the opposition in Ottawa be; should
husbands share in general housework; frequency husband helps -
women frequency husband helps - husband opinion of  union leaders;
will union be more powerful in 10 years; opinion of  Canada development
financed by U.S.; is Canada becoming socialistic; what purchase
irritates because of  high prices; are there services that shouldn't strike;
which services are you thinking of; any others; are there any services on
this list which, believe should not be allowed to be disrupted; who is
(was) responsible for postal strike; U.N. doing a good job solving
problems; is Zionism a form of  racism; approval of  Canada's stand on
Zionism; present preferred political party; party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent; language spoken in
childhood; religion of   respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union  membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  

respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent.

143 Poll
385

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Province; community size, city; language; cost for education too much;
education better or worse; union & corporations have too much power;
favour Queen's visit to Olympics; favour re-election of  President Ford;
knowledge of  party affiliation of  President  Ford; favour abolition of 
death penalty; thing unions do for their members; PM's statements on
Canada; need for change in Canada; think children have better chance
for happiness; voting preference; voted in last federal election; party
choice in last Federal election; marital status; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
household; people in household; year of  birth; sex of  respondent;
income of  head of  household; type of  community.

Feb 1976

144 Poll
386

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  compulsory retirement at 65; are
French well treated in civil service; are French well treated in business;
ever been in a public opinion survey; result if  leaders followed public
opinion; will general Franco go down in history; will Franco be
remembered favourably; will Spain be  more or less democratic; has
Liberal party kept election promises; opinion of  Gov't anti-inflation
program; will anti-inflation program be a success; is gov't policy on
prices fair to all; is the gov't policy on incomes fair; are unions fair to
price; income policy; did you use seat belt last time in
car; favour, oppose seat belt legislation; is USSR content with power of 

March
1976
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influence; how interested are you in U.S. election; preference for
President Ford or Reagan; preference for Democratic party leader;
present preferred political party;  party voted for last Federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
household; number of  residents in household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household, union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual; family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent.

145 Poll
388

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; any plans to grow vegetables this summer;
is gardening for economic reasons or pleasure; did you have a 
vegetable garden last year; approve learning English or French in
school; opinion of  success in curbing inflation; organized  religion a
part of  your life; attended church synagogue in last  7 days; will
olympic games help international relationship; opinion of  continuing
olympic lottery; should all cigarette ads  be banned; should all liquor
ads be banned; community opinion of  teaching profession; opinion of 
strictness of  business laws; should M.P. vote according to personal
view; present preferred political party; party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10
in house; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; relative
wealth; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

May 1976

146 Poll
389

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; had traffic ticket in the last 6 months; did
you pay ticket or go to court; would you go to court if you were right; are
children too pampered today; does it matter which party runs gov't; best
policy for sale of  nuclear reactors;  opinion of  influence of  TV on
family; would you tell me why;  opinion of  Federal gov't since last
election; freq. of  dinner out during 7 days; where did you eat out;
licensed driver take  physical regularly; should couple live together
before marriage; employable man on welfare take any work; prices or
family income will rise most; which Federal party better for family;
opinion of  who will win next election; present preferred political party;
party voted for last Federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; marital status of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 

June 1976
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respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of   residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenager in household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

147 Poll
390

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; are things better made than 10 years ago;
should fathers be top brass of  family; weekly expenditure on  food; is
teen drinking a problem in community; what do you think should be
done about it; best legal minimum age for drinking; is  battle against
inflation succesful; how strong is separatism among Quebec ers; right
to give pupils a licking; opinion of  Canada's relations with U.S.; do
farmers get a square deal from gov't; what is the chief reason for auto
accidents, your opinion; heard of  harp seal hunt off east coast; should
gov't pass law stopping the hunt; would pro-hunt candidate lose your
vote; present preferred political party; party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent language of   childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of  head
of  house; number of  residents in house household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

July 1976

148 Poll
391

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; interested in discount for cash purchase;
would cash discount reduce credit use; are you more, less in debt than
last year; rate honesty and ethical standard; honesty, ethics of  ad.
executives; honesty, ethics of  building. contractors; honesty, ethics of 
business executives; honesty, ethics of  doctors; honesty, ethics, of 
engineers; honesty, ethics of  journalists; honesty, ethics of  labour
union leaders; honesty, ethics of  lawyers; honesty, ethics of  member
of   parliament; honesty, ethics of  police officers; honesty, ethics of 
policy office-holders; honesty, ethics of  psychiatrists; honesty, ethics
of  university teachers; have confidence in gov't  re inflation; do you
know the name of  the PC leader; opinion of
Joe Clark as Prime Minister; opinion of  business conditions in
community; how business conditions will be in 6 months; heard about
vote against capital punishment; know how your MP voted on capital
punishment; opinion of  MP's stand on capital punishment;  three most
urgent problems of  country; most urgent problem of  country; do
multi-nationals influence Canadian policy; how  should gov't provide
English and French ser.; should Air Canada fly to cou. shel. hijackers;
did you, or did you not happen to see any of  the Olympic events; did

August
1976
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Olympics increase goodwill to Canada; would you tell me why in your
opinion, is the Canadian government too much, not enough or about
right, in affairs of; level of  gov't interference in private affairs; level of 
gov't  interference in farming ind.; level of  gov't interference in labour
unions; level of  gov't interference in small business; level of  gov't
interference in large corporation; present preferred political party; party
voted for last Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of   head of  house; number of  resident in household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent.

149 Poll
392

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing this country; 
2nd most important problem; do you get good value for police; do you
get good value for medicare; do you get good value for  garbage
collection; do you get good value for postal service; do you get good
value for education; do you get good value for fire protection; preferred
option for nuclear power; opinion if nuclear station built in your area;
opinion of  gov't's anti-inflation program.; opinion of  unions re prices and
incomes; approval of  son, daughter in politics; why have events
changed your view of  police; what has made you fell uneasy; where
have you seen objectionable sex; is distribution of  pornography a
problem; how serious if British Commonwealth broke up; preferred
criteria to join Commonwealth; who would make the  best PM for
Canada; would you tell me why you chose Pierre Trudeau ; chose Joe
Clark; should CLC be calling work stoppage;  will non-union groups
sympathize with CLC; preference for work in gov't or private; will there be
oil, gas energy shortage 5 years hence; is Federal Gov't taking energy
seriously; do oil, gas firms take energy seriously; does average
consumer take energy seriously; do industrial users take energy
seriously; present preferred political party; party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of   children under 10
in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

Sept 1976

150 Poll
393

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; heard about Trudeau 's cabinet changes;

Oct 1976
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will  these changes strengthen cabinet; how successful is family life
today; how would you travel for a 500-mile trip; have you ever
travelled by air; ever taken an overnight train trip; opinion of
discovery of  atomic energy; will Canadian economy get better or worse;
should Quebec  have right to separate; are labour unions good or bad for
Canada; have you seen any Canada Cup Hockey; is international
hockey more interesting than NHL; are French-English relationships
better than 5 years ago; why do you think this is; present preferred
political party; party voted for last Federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent;  language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

151 Poll
394

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; do you plan to get swine flu vaccination;
should Canada accept white Rhodesians; do courts deal harshly
with criminals; is newspaper sensationalism growing; should gov't cut
spending in some areas; for what specific program; should spending be
cut; should direct comparison ads be allowed;  have ideas for improving
broadcasting; what will be the biggest  threat in the future; are you
interested in pay TV; opinion of  harshness of  penal institute which
concern Canadian society; should put effort into which of  these do you
think is likely to be true; present preferred political party; party voted for
last  Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language
 of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

Nov 1976
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152 Poll
395

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files:cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  Nov. 15 Quebec  election
results; why opinion of  U.S.-Canada reside under Carter; opinion of
Trudeau  handling PM's job; is Joe Clark proving a good leader of
 PC; is Broadbent proving a good leader of  NDP; should gov't
 focus on inflation or unemployment; main cause of  present
unemployment; are current unemployment benefits too high; should
workers elect company directors; should workers see company
finances; importance of  Canadian ownership; present preferred political
party; party voted for last Federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

Dec 1976

153 Poll
396

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Should gov't share child care responsib.;
Heard, read about dangers of  pollution; Seriousness of  the dangers of 
pollution; Is pollution a problem in your area; Opinion of  fed. Gov't
handling of  econ.; Can.'s relative success against inflat'n; Is there a
separatist move in your prov. ; Should workers have the right to strike;
Do you know if fed. Budget is balanced; How important is it to balance
budget; Any increase re: interest in politics; Heard or read about Rene
Levesque ; What is your opinion of  Rene Levesque; How is your
standard of  living changing; Nowparty present preferred political party; 
Party voted for last federal election  prov of   respondent;  Size of 
respondent's community; Marital status of  respondent; Language of 
childhood; Religion of  respondent; Education of  respondent;
Occupation of  head of  house; Number of  residents in household ;
Number of  children under 10 in household; Number of  teenagers in
household; Union membership in household; Year of  birth of 
respondent; Sex of  respondent.

Jan 1977
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154 Poll
397

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; party present preferred political party ;  
party voted for last federal election; prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood ; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent ;
occupation of  head of  house ; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10; number of  teenagers ; union union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent;  annual family income ; type of  community; age group of 
respondent  /

Feb 1977

155 Poll
398

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country;
Opinion of  success of  family life today; High cost of  living; Will prices
be higher, lower in 6 months; Preferred sugges. Re: restaurant smoking;
Least amount of  $ family of  4 needs;  Should church properties be
taxed; Do courts deal harshly with criminals; Do you read astrology
column regularly; Do you know your horoscope sign;  Do you believe in
astrology or not;  Opinion on gov't anti-inflation program;  Is there
increase of  racial intolerance;  present preferred political party; party
voted for last federal election; Resident prov. of  respondent; size of 

respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; Mother tong;
Religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; Occupation of  head
of  house; number of  residents in household ; Number of  children under
10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership
in household; 
Year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

March
1977

156 Poll
399

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Should assets be equally div. In divorce 
How are business conditions in community;     how will bus. conditions
be in 6 months; have wages risen as high as cost of  liv.;  In favour or
oppose Quebec  separation; how interesting is respondent's  work;  will
tv violence make kids aggressive; will fed. budget affect family finance;
should possess of  marijuana be criminal;  should anti-inflation controls
be cont'd; present preferred political party   Party voted for last federal
election; prov. of  respondent; Size of  respondent's community;  marital
status of  respondent; Language of  childhood; Religion of  respondent ;
Education of  respondent ; Employment of  respondent; Occupation of 
head of  house; Number of  residents in household; Number of  children
under 10 in household; Number of  teenagers in household;  union
membership in household; Year of  birth of  respondent; Sex of 

April 1977
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respondent; Total annual family income; Type of  community.

157 Poll
400

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; any plan to take vacation away from home;
do you plan to stay within this province, go to some other Canadian
province, or go elsewhere? Opinion of  Queen extending her visit;  how
would you handle unemployment;  opinion of  deposit on drink bottle,
cans; Did you fill out your own tax return, did you find the tax return
difficult; Is Trudeau  an asset to the Lib party; is Joe Clark an asset to
the PC party; is Broadbent an asset to the NDP party; Is organized
religion part of  your life; did you attend church, synago. Recently; 
Wish you had learned fr., eng. In school;  would biling. Study help
eng.-fr. Relat. Should human rights act protect homosex.; Present
preferred political party; Party voted for last federal election; resident 
Prov. of  respondent; Size of  respondent's community; Marital status of 
respondent;  Language of  childhood; Religion of  respondent; Education
of  respondent; Occupation of  head of  house; Number of  residents in
household; Number of  children under 10 in household; Number of 
teenagers in household; Union membership in household; Year of  birth
of  respondent;  Sex of  respondent.

May 1977

158 Poll
401

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Approval of  gov't's record since elec.;
Will prices or income rise most next yr.; Average $ on food each week
for family; A most important human right to respondent; which party
family better off under circumstances; Best thing about living in Canada;
Worst thing about living in Canada; Should worker join union if bus.
Union. ; What do you think is the most important problem this country
is facing today; Heard about Berger report on pipeline; Should pipeline
be postponed for 10 yrs; Read about $1 increase per barrel of  oil; who
will get the increase in oil price; How much of  increase will go for
explor.; should oil price rise to world level; Should Canada increase gas
export to U.S.;  present preferred political party; Party voted for last
federal election; Resident prov. of  respondent;   Size of  respondent's
community;   Marital status of  respondent; Language of  childhood;
Religion of  respondent; Education of  respondent; Occupation of  head
of  house; Number of  residents in household ; Number of  children
under 10 in household; Number of  teenagers in household; Union
membership in household;   Year of  birth of  respondent; Sex of 
respondent; Total annual family income; Type of  community; Age group
of  respondent.

June 1977
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158 Poll
402

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Opinion of  gov't price, income controls;
More inflation if no wage control ; Rising unemployment if no wage
control Preferred policy re: wage, price control; Opinion of  cap. punish.
If police killed; Opinion of  cap. punish. if anyone killed; Opinion of  cap.
punish. for terrorists;  Would you give work to strangers; Confidence in
U.S. dealing with problems; Approval of  more power for provinces; Can
you tell me why you fell that way;  Favour, oppose Quebec  separation ;
Should Quebec  have more powers than others ; Is there enough U.S.
investment in Can.; Should Canada buy control of  U.S. firms; Have you
smoked any cigarettes past week; Is your smoking harmful to your
health; Will you give up smoking; When will you give up smoking; Is
your health affected by other’s smoke;  Present preferred political party;
Party voted for last federal election; Resident prov. of  respondent; Size
of  respondent's community; Marital status of  respondent; Language of 
childhood; Religion of  respondent; Education of  respondent;
Occupation of  head of  house; Number of  residents in household ;
Number of  children under 10 in household; Number of  teenagers in
household; Union membership in household; Year of  birth of 
respondent; Sex of  respondent;  Total annual family income; Type of 
community;  Age group of  respondent.

July 1977

160 Poll
403

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Opinion of  gov't influence on Can. Life;
Must worker join union if co. Unionized; Ideal number of  children for
family; Do courts deal harshly with criminals;     Agree, disagree with
metric conversion; Difficulty of  metric for respondent; Opinion of 
extramarital sex; Opinion of  homosexual relations; Should elect. Be
called before year end; Are gov't employees paid more than priv.; Do
gov't employees work harder than pri.; Do gov't employees have more
benefits; Opinion of  the number of  fed. Employees; Do you believe in
faith healing; Should faith healers be forbidden by law; Present preferred
political party; Party voted for last federal election; Resident prov. of 
respondent; Size of  respondent's community; Marital status of 
respondent; Language of  childhood; Religion of  respondent; Education
of  respondent; Occupation of  head of  house; Number of  residents in
household; Number of  children under 10 in household; Number of 
teenagers in household; Union membership in household; Year of  birth
of  respondent; Sex of  respondent; Total annual family income; Type of 
community; Age group of  respondent.

August
1977
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161 Poll
404

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Will economy get better, worse in 6 mon.;
Is it reasonable time to save re: econ.; Are morals improving or
deteriorating: honesty, happiness, peace of  mind ;  Which group
biggest threat to Canada;  Degree of  difficulty with metric convers;
Opinion of  value of  services provided: Do you get good value for: police
service,  medicare, garbage collt, postal service, fire protect; What is
value of  canadian $ to U.S. $; Opinion of  what caused decline of  Can
$ What effect if any;  Should workers have right to strike : essential
services; whici , if any of  these would you consuder to essential
services; where disruption of  such; would seriously inconvenience the
public ;  What will be energy situation in 5 years; Opinion of  religious
influence on life;  Present preferred political party;  Party voted for last
federal election; Resident prov. of  respondent; Size of  respondent's
community; Marital status of  respondent; Language of  childhood; 
Religion of  respondent;  Education of  respondent; Occupation of  head
of  house;  Number of  residents in household;  Number of  children
under 10 in household;  Number of  teenagers in household;  Union
membership in household;  Year of  birth of  respondent;  Sex of 
respondent;  Total annual family income; Type of  community; Age
group of  respondent.

Sept 1977

162 Poll
405

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; What will be the big issue next election;  
Should Canada have Queen or be republic; should binding arbitration be
mandatory;  Enough emphasis in h.s. on basic subjs.;  Should gov't
guarantee job or opportun.; Do you worry re: making both ends meet,
enough money in old age,  your health, having good housing, keeping
your job, getting proper food ; Opinion of  self-protective laws; Opinion of 
right to fr., eng. Education; Predicted unemployment level in next yr.;  
is gov't doing enough to stop unemployment .;  are current
unemployment benefits high; is your present job secure;  Chances of 
new job if unemployed; Number of  adults over 18 in household; 
Number of  adults at home at present;  Number of  teenagers 13-19 in
household;  Number of  teenagers at home at present;  Should nuclear
generation of  power incr.; Opinion of  nuclear station in your area; 
Should polls be banned before election; Is news reporting biased ;
Which media report news most accurately; present preferred political
party;  Party voted for last federal election; Resident  prov.  of 
respondent;  Size of  respondent's community; Marital status of 
respondent;  Language of  childhood;  Religion of  respondent; 
Education of  respondent;  Employment of  respondent;  Occupation of 
head of  house;  Number of  residents in household;  Number of 
children under 10 in household;  Number of  teenagers in household;  

Oct 1977
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union union membership in household;  Year of  birth of  respondent;
Sex of  respondent; Total annual family income; Type of  community;
Age group of  respondent.

163 Poll
406

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Are Canadian workers unproductive;
Favour, oppose Quebec  separation; Approval of  Trudeau  handling p.m.
job; Approval of  Clark as opposition leader; Approval of  Broadbent as
N.D.P. leader; Did you use seat belt last time in car; Should seat belts
be compulsory; Respect for U.N. organization over time; Are you better,
worse off than year ago;  Political position of  respondent; The federal
government, the p.m.; Which group responsible for inflation; Country
preference to be citizen of; Opinion on compulsory retirement ; Heard,
read about bill 101; Opinion of  bill 101 for Quebec ; Approval of  gov't
handling nat'l unity; Airline boycott of  country re: hijacker; Can
strengthened security prevent hijack ; Airline boycott re: no strict
security; Is there a place for Women in active service so far as you are
concerned; Do you think that will be better or worse than 1977? Which
of  these do you think is likely to be true 1978? 1978: year of  rising or
falling prices; 1978 year of  full or rising unemployment; 1978 : year of 
industrial disputes, Peace: 1978: year of  rising or falling taxes; 1978
year of  prosperity or difficulty; 1978 : year of  international discord,
peace; 1978: USSR, will increase or decrease power; 1978: U.S. will
increase or decrease power; 1978: China will increase or decrease
power; Which best describes Russia’s power; Which best describes
America’s power; Which best describes China’s power; Present
preferred political party; Party voted for last federal election; Resident
prov. of  respondent; Size of  respondent's community; Marital status of 
respondent; Language of  childhood; Religion of  respondent;  
Education of  respondent; Occupation of  head of  house; Number of 
residents in household; Number of  children under 10 in household;
Number of  teenagers in household; Union membership in household;
Year of  birth of  respondent; Sex of  respondent; Total annual family
income ; Type of  community; Age group of  respondent.

Nov 1977

164 Poll
407

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Is discipline in schools strict enough;
Whose fault do you think this is? Any children in household attending
school; Should church properties be taxed; Will authoritarian gov't
happen ; Does R.C.M.P. have enough power; Should R.C.M.P. act re:
national security; Best body to authorize R.C.M.P. action;   Have you
watched house of  commons on tv;  How likely Quebec  will separate in
5 yrs;  Should Israel return land from 1967 war;  should independent
palestine be establi.;  Policy you would like Trudeau  to follow; How
important to remove Br. Constit. Tie; Could improve Nat’l unity if const.

Dec 1977
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here; Should Constitution include bill of  rights; Should Constit. Protect
language rights;  Present preferred political paryt; Party voted for last
federal election ;  Resident prov. of  respondent ;  Size of  respondent's
community;  Marital status of  respondent;  Language of  childhood; 
Religion of  respondent ;  Education of  respondent;  Occupation of 
head of  house;  Number of  residents in household ;  Number of 
children under 10 in household;  Number of  teenagers in household ; 
Union membership in household; Year of  birth of  respondent;  Sex of 
respondent;  Total annual family income;  Type of  community ; Age
group of  respondent.

165 Poll
408

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; if you could live anywhere in Canada you
wished, you would prefer the city, a suburban area, or a small farm;
what do you think is the most important problem in this country today;
best party to solve country's problem; is Federal Gov't handling
economy properly; Canada's relative success re  inflation; are people
working harder than before; is respondent or spouse employed; how
long could respondent get by without earnings; in your opinion, which of 
these phrases apply to the  Prime Minister - Mr. Trudeau ; and in your
opinion, which of  these phrases would apply to Mr. Clark, the leader of 
the Conservatives; and in your opinion, which of  these phrases apply 
to Mr. Broadbent, the NDP leader; should criminals be allowed on 
parole; should workers have the right to strike; what do you  think is the
chief argument in favour of  labour unions; and what
do you think is the chief argument in labour unions; present  preferred
political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident province
of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of   head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

Jan 1978

166 Poll
409

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should election be called within 6 months; 
party to get most votes in next election; opinion of  banning political
contribution; would economy be better under PC's; would economy be
better under NDP; would you donate organ when  you die; have you
signed form for organ donation; would  respondent do same work over
again; should tax decline with school enrolment; will school taxes
increase, decrease; money  left after payments new vs year ago; most
important union activity today; should firms leave Quebec  language

Feb 1978
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law; heard,  read about UFO's; ever seen thing thought was UFO; is
UFO real or imagined; are there people on other planets; present
preferred political party; party voted for last Federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status
of  respondent; language of  childhood;  religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; employment of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; exact age of  respondent.

167 Poll
411

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  difficulty of  metric conversion;
do multinationals influence internal policy; is religion part of  your life at
present; efficiency of  Air Canada if private co.; efficiency of  CBC  if
private co.; believe in equal division of  assets in divorce; should reporter
have to reveal sources; did you use seat belt last time in car; should
seat belts be mandatory; what age do you, spouse plan to retire; any
plans as to what to do at retirement; satisfaction with education of 
children; preference for population of  Canada; approval of 
protestant-Catholic intermarriage; approval of  Jews and non-Jews
intermarriage; approval of  white black intermarriage; is IRA terrorists or
freedom fighters; is PLO terrorists or freedom fighters; is OPP. in
Rhodesia terrorist fighters; present preferred political party; party voted
for in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's  community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent.

April 1978

168 Poll
412

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; interest in the coming Federal election; who
would make the best P.M. for Canada; extent of  Fed. Gov't influence on
life; is Federal Gov't influence too great; approval of  Trudeau  as Liberal
leader; approval of  Joe Clark as leader of  PC; approval of  Broadbent
as leader of  NDP; will a party get majority next election; prefer majority
or minority government; should medicare cover routine exams; what do
you  think is the most important problem in this country today;
employment of  respondent wage demand with no anti-infl. controls; will
prices rise with no controls; did you fill out tax return yourself; was tax
return unnecessarily difficult; type of  help received for tax return; did

May 1978
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you, yourself, happen  to attend church in the last seven days; is
religion increasing  it's influence on Canadian life; present preferred
political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident province
of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital  status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of   respondent; education
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

169 Poll
413

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; interest in the coming Federal election; who
would make the best P.M. for Canada; extent of  Fed. Gov't influence on
life; is Federal Gov't influence too great; approval of  Trudeau  as Liberal
leader; approval of  Joe Clark as leader of  PC; approval of  Broadbent
as leader of  NDP; will a party get majority next election; prefer majority
or minority government; should medicare cover routine exams; what do
you think is the most important problem in this country today;
employment of  respondent wage demand with no anti-infl.  controls; will
prices rise with no controls; did you fill out tax return yourself; was tax
return unnecessarily difficult; type of  help received for tax return; did
you, yourself, happen  to attend church in the last seven days; is
religion increasing  it's influence on Canadian life; present preferred
political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident  province
of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of   respondent; education
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

June 1978

170 Poll
414

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; are personal rights protected in Canada; 
approval of  full 4 years term for government; party best serves small
business' inter.; should U.N. conduct nuclear referenda; do you favor
total nuclear disarmament; do you favor vote on U.N. peace force; do
you favor increase U.N. power; occupation held in greatest esteem;
opinion on child traffic violations; is there enough U.S. investment in
Canada; opinion of  buying control of  U.S. firms; which will be biggest
threat to Canada employment position if not working; reason why not
looking for a job; should R.C.M.P. legally open suspicious mail; present
preferred political party; party voted for last federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status

July 1978
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of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; employment of  respondent; occupation of 
head of  house; number of  residents in  household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number teenagers in household; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent.

171 Poll
415

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; when did you last go to the movies; are
movies today more interesting; did you smoke cigarettes in past week;
ever drink alcoholic beverages; do you happen to recall the name of  a
cabinet in Ottawa; incidentally, can you tell me what this is; ever
attended live play in theatre; opinion of  Jean Chretien   in past 3
months; opinion of  Marc Lalonde in past 3 months; how much liberal
gov't does for well-to-do; how much liberal gov't does for middle class;
how much liberal gov't does for low incomes; how much liberal gov't
does for pensioners; interest in various sports over past 5 years; interest
in NHL hockey over past 5 years; interest, MJ. league baseball over 5
years; interest in professional tennis over 5 years; interested  in
Canadian football league over 5 years; will unemployment be high for
years; satisfaction with future facing family changes; would like to see
in way welfare handled; satisfaction regarding Canada's position in
world; present preferred political party;  party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10
in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community.

August
1978

172 Poll
416A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; what do you think is the most important
problem in this country today; opinion of  energy shortage in 5 years;
should workers have right to strike; allow strikes in essential services;
prefer Queen or G. Gen. as head of  state; approval of  more power to
Provincial Gov't; amount of  leisure  time spent on TV; amount of  leisure
reading newspapers; amount of  Canadian $ relative to U.S. $ decline
relative to Japanese Yen and Mark; Canadian, U.S. $ decline due to
productivity; what do you think is the main cause of  this productivity
among North American workers; should re-assess Trudeau . liberal
leader; why should re-assess Joe Clark, PC leader; why should
re-assess Broadbent, NDP leader; why should welfare taken off if work
refused; opinion of  the main job of  the senate policy would like

Sept 1978
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adopted regarding senate; is Federal Gov't not attending to economy;
opinion of  maximum 4 years for Federal Gov't; present  preferred
political party; party voted for last Federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent's; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

173 Poll
417A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; do courts deal harshly with criminals; what 
will be the big issue at the next election; are labour unions good or bad
for Canada; do you favour arbitration before strikes; are strikes due to
labour or management; best policy regarding nuclear generation;
response if nuclear plant built in area; favour, oppose vote on capital
punishment; any other issue might be settled by referendum; favor,
oppose gov't wage, price controls; should French be compulsory in
English school; should English be compulsory in French school; heard
of  Camp David peace negotiations; is peace between Israel, Egypt
possible; do you sympathize with Arabs or Israelis; will economic
situation get better, worse; here some other questions on strikes;
should postal workers be allowed to strike; should policemen be
permitted to strike; should firemen be permitted to strike; should
sanitation workers be allowed to strike; should teachers be permitted to
strike; present preferred political party; party voted for last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of   respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10
in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

Oct 1978

174 Poll
418

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; who shops for groceries with you each
week; satisfied or not with housing situation; in what way should church
be in political social matters; have you heard, seen of  proposition 13,
opinion of  vote to restrict gov't tax; why do you say that; would you vote
to restrict taxation; who would make best Prime Minister; opinion of 
mortgage deductible from tax; opinion of  statements on deductible
mortgage; strain on Federal and Provincial governments; benefit high at
expense of  low income; Canadian would buy homes beyond their
means; owners would keep mortgages at high level; mortgage free;

Nov 1978
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would take out mortgage; respondent's rating of  own happiness; should
gov't restrict income rises; should gov't restrict price rises; in your
opinion, which of  these phrases apply to the Prime Minister - Mr.
Trudeau ; and in your opinion, which of  these phrases would  apply to
Mr. Joe Clark, the leader of  the Conservatives; and, in your opinion,
which of  these phrases apply to Mr. Broadbent, the N.D.P. leader
should lighter offenders be free to work; will1979 be better, worse than
1978; which of  these do you think is likely to be of  1979; 1979 a year
of  rising, falling prices; 1979 full employment or rising unemployment;
1979 strikes or industrial peace; 1979 taxes will rise or fall; 1979
economic prosperity or difficulty; 1979 international peace or
international discord; 1979 USSR power increase or decline; 1979 U.S.
power increase or decline; 1979 China's power increase or decline;
should arms be control; talks be speeded up; level of  arms; sales to
developing countries; do you feel safe if forces have new arms; would
feel safe if atomic weapons limited; present preferred political party;
party voted for last Federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; marital status of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

175 Poll
419

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; yourself, anyone in the home have a cold;
what do you think is the best thing to take for cold; do you happen to
play any musical instrument, any kind; yes - what instrument; do you
play musical instrument seriously; do union-called strikes benefit
members; why do you say that; whose benefit are politicians out for;
topic politicians should concentrate on; should Quebec  have special
status; should MP vote differ from constituents'; how close are you to a
particular party; rate country as capitalist or socialist  Russia; United
States; Britain; Italy; France; Japan; Canada; present preferred political
party; party voted for last federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

Dec 1978

176 Poll
420

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Jan 1979
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Language of  questionnaire; biggest threat to Canada in the future;
opinion of  credit investigation by firms; opinion of  gov't handling of 
economy; Canada's relationship success against inflation; how would
you vote on Quebec  separation; how would you vote on Quebec 
sovereignty; what do you think is the major problem facing the schools
of  this province; rating of  public school in community; desired degree
of  gov't control of  cults; which of  the following do you believe in; in the
past twelve months, which of  these have you, yourself done; present
preferred political party; party voted for last Federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status
of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; occupation of   head of  house; number of 
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership in household;
year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family

income; type of  community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

177 Poll
421A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  Ed Schreyer as Governor
General; opinion of  admitting Indo-China refugees; did you use seat
belt  last time in car; amount in pocket after payment of  bills; should
unions be in political activity; want larger Canadian population level; any
one province have more say running Canada;  which one; why do you
think (name Province) has more to say; present preferred political party;
party voted for last Federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; marital status of  respondent;
language of  childhood;  religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type  of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

Feb 1979

178 Poll
421B

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should women doctor decide on abortion;
women doctor decide if health in danger; would economy be better
under PC; would economy be better under NDP; opinion of  future facing
family; who is Rene Levesque and opinion of  him; want larger or same
Canadian population; present preferred political party,
socio-demographic data.

Feb 1979

179 Poll
422

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  direction country is going; why

March
1979
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is job guarantee to some groups justified; what group or groups are you
thinking of; least amount of  $ family of  four needs; will cashless
society happen in lifetime; will be better, worse off if cashless; why
importance of  constitution repatriation; reasonable to expect
Fed-Provincial agreement; should Federal  government act alone re: 
constitution; opinion of  job opportunity for married women; do you take
cancer reports seriously; heard about any food causing cancer;
proportion on welfare are chiselers; should welfare mothers of  older
kids  work; should welfare mothers work part-time; would liberal get
more votes than 1974; would PC get more votes today than 1974; would
NDP get more votes today than 1974; chance of  nuclear war greater or
less; why direction of  prices in next 6 months; opinion of  resuming
wage, price controls; attractiveness of  two language to visitors; will use
of  English internationally growing; will use of  French in Quebec  hinder
business; present preferred province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent; weights used.

180 Poll
423A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; level of  interest in next Federal election;
record or leadership influence vote; who would make best Prime
Minister; party to get most votes next election; will there be a  majority
government; opinion of  Joe Clark as leader of  OPP; opinion of 
Broadbent as leader of  NDP; under which party family better off; which
Federal party do you think can best handle strikes, disputes; best party
to handle trade with U.S.; best party to handle unemployment; best
party to handle inflation; community opinion of  teaching profession; is
discipline in public schools strict; is discipline in secondary schools
strict; ideal number of  children to have; did you use seat belt last time
in car; opinion of  fees medicare pays doctors; what do you think is the
most important thing facing this country today; present preferred
political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident province
of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent; weights
used.

April 1979
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181 Poll
424A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote and interest in election;
will you vote, how certain will vote; present preferred political party;
response to new party, leaning ballot; party voted for in last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in  household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age group of  respondent.

May 1979

182 Poll
424B:
23

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; level of  interest in coming election; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's  community; marital
status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of 
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership in household;
year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age group of  respondent.

May 1979

183 Poll
424B:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; level of  interest in the coming election;
smoked any cigarettes in past week; do you use alcoholic  beverages;
country most interested in visiting; is U.S. influence on Canadian life too
much; attended church, synagogue last 7 days; should nuclear
generation be increased; opinion of  nuclear plant within 5 miles;
importance of  more nuclear power plants; present preferred political
party; party voted for last Federal election; resident province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

May 1979
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184 Poll
425

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote and interest in election;
will you vote, how certain will vote; present preferred political party;
response to new party, leaning ballot; party voted for in last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age group of  respondent.

May 1979

185 Poll
426

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; reasons for minority PC gov't; guess how
long new Parliament will last; what do you think will be the most
important thing the new government will have to deal with; reason for
voting particular party; which party leader had best campaign; is religion
increasing influence on life; opinion of  Quebec  separating from
Canada; respect and confidence in these  institutions; respect for
churches, organized religion; respect  for public schools; respect for
labour unions; respect for the supreme court; respect for large
corporations; respect for political parties; respect for House of 
Commons; respect for newspapers; preferred area of  residence in
Canada; who gains  more from marriage man, woman; opinion of 
Gov't--imposed price controls; opinion of  gov't--imposed wage controls;
agree, disagree on statements on pornography; do you agree nudes
same in porno. & art; do you agree sex not be publicly shown; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; do your own
or rent you home; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; typ  of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

June 1979
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186 Poll
427AB

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should PetroCan be sold as private firm;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; do
you own or rent your home; marital status of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of   head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

July 1979

187 Poll
427B

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  air safety precautions; frequency
of  your air travel in future opinion of  major airlines' safety record; are
labour unions a good or bad thing; opinion of  power of  labour unions;
are union leaders views representative of  members'; should Canada
allow more Vietnamese refugees; will salt 2 reduce chance of  nuclear
war; how confident oil firms act  for Canada; will food price rise continue
next 6 months; most important cause of  rising food prices; any change
in grocery, cooking habits; in what way; are gas shortage genuine or
concocted; importance of  Can. Israeli embassy move; should move go
ahead if Arabs retaliate; opinion of  PC during vs before campaign;
opinion of  liberal during vs before campaign; opinion of  NDP during vs
before campaign; opinion of  Petro Can sold to private sector; present
preferred political party; party voted for last Federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; do you own
or rent your home; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

July 1979
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188 Poll
428A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; what do you think is the most important
problem in this country today; is there an energy crisis in Canada; will
have energy shortage 5 years hence; is Canada heading for depression
next year; will it be depression or recession; description of  personal
weight situation; are you active in sports, regular exercises; are you
currently on a diet; should energy be public or private owned; are you
satisfied with family income; do you reach your place of  employment -
that is mode of  transportation; do you use time taken to you to reach
your workplace; seen any objectionable sex in public media; will
regional difference break confederation; what to do to solve regional
differences; importance of  constitution repatriation; is Joe Clark an
asset to the PC; is  Pierre Trudeau  an asset to the Liberal; is Ed
Broadbent an asset to the NDP; present preferred political party; party
voted for in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type  of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

August
1979

189 Poll
429A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  PC not carrying out promises;
should gun law be more restrictive; opinion of  workers on company
boards; opinion of  worker access to company finances; opinion of  tax
deductible mortgages; preferred home ownership plan; should mercy
killing be legally allowed; any plans to attend night school; what do you
plan to take; which task should  PetroCan continue to do; should Petro
Can be in exploration; should PetroCan be in retail sales; will
authoritarian gov't happen; satisfaction with people's honesty, future and
income opinion of  behaviour standards, honesty; opinion of  future
facing you and family; opinion of  your family's income; satisfaction with
direction of  country; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; could we contact you again; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent; weights
used.

Sept 1979
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190 Poll
430B

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; economy better, worse in next 6 months; is
it time to save given economic situation; do you agree with metric
conversion; any increase in racial intolerance; will racial problems
increase in next 5 years; why know if Federal budget  balanced
importance of  balanced Federal budget; is present job safe or chance
of  unemployment; chance of  finding another job if unemployed; should
public schools have religion course; opinion of  news reporting in
Canada; source of  most reliable news coverage; opinion of  police force
performance; do police officers have racial prejudice; are IRA terrorists
or freedom fighters; are PLO terrorists or freedom fighters; should
French be compulsory in English school; do you favour or oppose
capital punishment; opinion of  capital punishment if police killed; 
opinion of  capital punishment if anyone killed; opinion of  capital
punishment for terrorists; present preferred political party; party voted for
in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; could we contact you again; age
group of  respondent; weights used.

Oct 1979

191 Poll
431A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; economy better, worse in next 6 months; is
it time to save given economic situation; do you agree with metric 
conversion; any increase in racial intolerance; will racial problems
increase in next 5 years; why know if Federal budget balanced
importance of  balanced Federal budget; is present job safe or chance
of  unemployment; chance of  finding another job if unemployed; should
public schools have religion course; opinion of  news reporting in
Canada; source of  most reliable news coverage; opinion of  police force
performance; do police officers have racial prejudice; are IRA terrorists
or freedom fighters; are PLO terrorists or freedom fighters; should
French be compulsory in English school; do you favour or oppose
capital  punishment; opinion of  capital punishment if police killed;
opinion of  capital punishment if anyone killed; opinion of  capital
punishment for terrorists; present preferred political party; party voted for
in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;

Nov 1979
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number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; could we contact you again; age
group of  respondent; weights used.

192 Poll
432A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; country with highest standard of  living;
country with most to offer for happiness; opinion of  PC gov't; record in
Ottawa of  political party leader; satisfaction with Clark as P.M.; has
Trudeau  been a good leader of  liberal; has Broadbent been a good
leader of  NDP; suggested next leader of  liberal party; preferred Quebec 
status in confederation; opinion re eliminate baby bonus to rich;
direction of  own standard of  living; heard of  Quebec 
Sovereignty-Association; what was your reaction to it; present preferred
political party; party voted for in last Federal election; resident education
of  respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10
in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; could we contact you again; age
group of  respondent; weights used.

Dec 1979

193 Poll
433A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; what do you think is the most important
problem in this country today; satisfied with Mr. Clark as PM; Mr.
Trudeau  a good liberal leader; Mr. Broadbent a good NDP leader;
irresponsible to defeat conservatives interest in next Federal election;
who would be best Prime Minister; best party to handle energy issue;
best party to keep country together; biggest threat to Canada in the
future; opinion of  Quebec  separation; opinion of  Sovereignty
Association for Quebec ; how  is Canada faring with inflation; should
married women work if have kids; should married women work if no kids;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; year of  birth of  respondent;
sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age
group of  respondent; weights used.

Jan 1980

194 Poll
434B

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Feb 1980
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Language of  questionnaire; most important job of  new government;
confidence in U.S. re world problems; opinion of  mandatory retirement
at 65; is child care responsability of  mother or government; is atomic
war risk greater than before; will coming year be peaceful or troubled; is
USSR content with power influence; heard, read about dangers of 
pollution; opinion of  dangers of  pollution; is pollution a problem in your
area; possible CRTC changes to cable TV service; opinion of  CRTC;
change of  cable service; should Canada have larger population; opinion
of  worker representatives on company boards; opinion of  worker
access to company finances; should Olympics be in Moscow as
planned; do you have cable television; present preferred political party;
party voted for in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; marital status of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household;  number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent; weights
used.

195 Poll
435

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote and interest in election; will
you vote, how certain will vote; present preferred political party;
response to new party; leaning ballot; party voted for in last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age group of  respondent; weights used.

Feb 1980

196 Poll
436A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote and interest in election; will
you vote, how certain will vote; present preferred political party;
response to new party; leaning ballot; party voted for in last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of   childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age group of  respondent; weights used.

March
1980

197 Poll
437A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

April 1980
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Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  more Indo-Chinese refugees;
should social insurance no. use be restricted; degree affected by
interest rate rise; should government assist mortgage holders; should
government assist small business; are you having spring fever; what
form does it take with you; opinion of  level of  U.S. investment; approval
of  buying control of  U.S. firms; type of   information government has;
right to withhold; will T.V. violence made kids aggressive; should
parents, Government, control T.V. viewing; should pre-election polls be
banned; do  you use credit cards; how inconvenient if without credit
card; pay minimum or total on credit statement; effect on country if
credit tightened; present preferred political party; party voted for in last
Federal election; resident province of  respondent;  language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

198 Poll
437AB

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; how Quebec ers should vote re referendum;
should other province negotiate if yes wins; should Federal  government
negotiate if yes wins; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type  of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used

April 1980

199 Poll
437
ABC

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Eligible to vote in Quebec  referendum; level of  interest in coming
 referendum; how will you vote in referendum; resident province
 of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; marital status of
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
 household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type  of 
community; could we contact you again; age group of
 respondent; weights used.

April 1980

200 Poll
438A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

May 1980
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Language of  questionnaire; best policy regarding nuclear generation;
opinion of  nuclear plant within 5 miles; importance of  more nuclear
power plants; respect for U.N. organization over years; why do you feel
this way; should U.N. have solved hostage taking; should Canada have
economic sanctions on Iran; opinion of  Liberal government record since
election; satisfaction with Trudeau  as P.M.; has Joe Clark been a good
leader of  PC; has Broadbent been a good leader of  NDP; does anyone
profit from inflation; who, in your opinion, profits from inflation; attended
church, synagogue in last 7 days; heard about cardio pulmonary
resuscitation; opinion of  required C.P.R. in high school; would you be
interested in C.P.R. course; present preferred political party; party voted
for in last Federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of   respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family  income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent.

201 Poll
439A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; which country produces best T.V.
programs; opinion of  required Canadian content for T.V.; is Federal
government handling economy properly; Canada's rel. success in
inflation control; smoked any cigarettes in the past week; how  many
cigarettes smoked yesterday; smoking fewer, more than 6 months ago;
will you smoke fewer, more 6 months hence; is organized religion part
of  life now; which country is Canada's best friend; which is your biggest
worry; and which one or two other do you find you about quite often;
which gives you most satisfaction; and which one or two other do you
find give satisfaction; is standard of  living going up or down; amount of 
$ family on food each week; do you favour wages for housewives;
preferred candidate for U.S. presidency; satisfaction with  direction of 
country; present preferred political party; voted for in last Federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; marital status of  respondent;  language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head of   household; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weight used.

June 1980

202 Poll
440:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  respondent; what do you think is the most important thing

July 1980
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facing this country today; confidence in U.S. re world problems; rating of 
business conditions in community; prediction of  business conditions in
6 months; should R.C. priests be allowed to marry; how strict is
discipline in homes today; how should Federal government vs Provincial
share power; should these reforms be included in constitution; Canada
should have own constitution; parliamentary system retained Queen
continue as head of  state; guarantee basic human rights to all
Canadians  ; guarantee right to educate in own language; provinces
share economic opportunities; opinion of  liberal government record
since election; satisfaction with Trudeau  as PM; has Clark been a good
leader of  PC party; has Broadbent been a good leader of  NDP;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election;
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age group
of  respondent; weights used.

203 Poll
441:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; leave as is or bring constitution to Canada;
how urgent is repatriation of  constitution; should government act alone
re constitution; best way to resolve constitution issues; preferred
Federal-Provincial power distribution; would some gain
more if provinces have power; which ones would benefit more; want
human rights in constitution; want language rights in constitution; will
food prices rise next 6 months; primary cause of  rising food prices; is
there an energy crisis in Canada; how serious energy shortage in 5
years; heard of  any food that may cause cancer; take seriously
cancer-causing food; is marijuana possession criminal; performance
rating of  people in these fields; rate performance of  telephone
operators; rate performance of  inside postal workers; rate performance
of  firemen; rate performance of  retail employees; rate performance of 
bank clerks; rate performance of  outside postal workers; approval of 
Trudeau  handling job as PM; approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader;
approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader; resident  province of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; present preferred political
party; party voted for in last Federal election; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of   head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of   children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; types of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

August
1980

204 Poll This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes), Sept 1980
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442:1 dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; did you find metric conversion difficult; can
you tell me, in terms of  miles, about how a kilometer is and, in  terms
of  pounds, about how much is a kilogram; recommended profession for
young person; are children taught as well as before; opinion of 
teacher-student relationship; should job access be restricted by
province; heard, read about acid rain problems; what is acid rain;
success of  U.S., Can. Queen,  Governor General as head of  state;
which task should Petro Can  be involved in; should Petro Can be in
exploration; should Petro Can be in international purchases; should
Petro Can be in retail sales; would you increase, decrease immigration;
why do you say that; employment of  respondent; prefer 10% wage rise
or reduce work hours; approval of  Trudeau  handling job as PM;
approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader; approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP
leader; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; present preferred political party; party voted for in last 
Federal election; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of 
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in  household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership in household;
year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age group of   respondent; weights used.

205 Poll
443:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; do courts deal harshly with criminals; are
labour unions good or bad; are labour unions becoming too powerful; are
union leaders' views same as members'; Federal or Provincial inflexible
on constitution; will economic situation be better, worse; any increase
in racial intolerance; will racial problems increase next 5 years; why any
need to demonstrate for government action; how likely demonstrations
get action; taken any vitamin pills in the past week; take vitamins by
self or doctor's advice; incidentally, during the past year, have you any
of  the following things; approval of  Trudeau  handling job as PM;
approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader; approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP
leader; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; present preferred political party; party voted for in last
Federal election; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
house; number of  teenagers  in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent; weights
used.

Oct 1980

206 Poll
443:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Oct 1980
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Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  Christmas lighting re energy;
favor, oppose wage and price controls; approval of  Trudeau  handling
job as PM; approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader; approval  of  Ed
Broadbent as NDP leader; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; present preferred political  party; party voted
for in last Federal election; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation of   head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of   children under 10 years in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

207 Poll
443:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; in your opinion, what is the most important
thing facing this country today; ideal number of  kids for family  to have;
will 1981 be better, worse than 1980 looking ahead to
next year, 1981, do you think; will employment increase in 1981;  will
strikes, disputes increase in 1981; will there be economic prosperity in
1981; will 1981 be a peaceful year; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; marital  status of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent;  occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of   respondent; sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; type of  community; age group of  respondent;
weights used.

Oct 1980
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208 Poll
444:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; have wages gone up more than food
prices;confidence in U.S. be world problems; prefer constitution;
amended by U.K. or Canada; opinion of  beer sold in grocery stores; do
you ever have insomnia; what, if anything, do you  take for it or do for it;
opinion of  mandatory retirement at 65 will reg. differences; kill
confederation; approval of  Trudeau  handling job as P.M.; approval of 
Joe Clark as PC leader;  approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader;
resident province of   respondent; size of  respondent's community;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last Federal election; 
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age group of  respondent; weights used.

Nov 1980

209 Poll
445:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),

dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language of  questionnaire; what do you think is the most important
problem facing this country today? are govt. policies handling economy.
Can.'s rel. success to control inflation . Rating of  public school in
community . Who would make the best p.m. for Canada . Best party to
handle inflation. Best party to handle unemployment. Best party to
handle energy issue. Best party to keep the country together. Biggest
threat to Canada in the futur. Approval of  Trudeau  handling job as P.M.
. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent as
NDP leader . How would you rate job done by MP's . Is salary increase
for MP's justified. Would Mp perform better if more salary. Resident
prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Present
preferred political party . Party voted for last federal election. Marital
status of  respondent. Religion of  respondent. Education of 
respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house.
Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of  teenagers in
household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent . Sex of  res Weights used. respondent. Total annual family
income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent.

Jan 1981

210 Poll
446:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire . Opinion of  U.S.-Can. Rels. Under Reagan.
Are education costs in prov. Too high. Are kids better educated than
before. What criticism do you have about education today?. Should gov't

Feb 1981
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give in to kidnappers. Do newspapers do a good job reporting. Chance
of  children having a happy life. Opinion of  cap. punish. If police killed.
Opinion of  cap. punish. If anyone killed. Opinion of  cap. punish. For
terrorists. Approval of  2nd C.B.C. network. People or society blamed for
lawlessness. Most important thing unions do for mbrs.. Have you ever
been discriminated against. What was the charateristics. Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election. Resident
prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Marital status of 
respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent . Education
of  respondent.  Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of 
house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10
in household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent . Total
annual family income. Type of  community . Age group of  respondent.
Weights used.

211 Poll
447:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. What is your favourite sport to watch, either
television or as spectator?. Did you use seatbelt last time in car. Favor,
oppose mandatory use of  seatbelt. Least amount of  $ family of  four
needs. Opinion of  military service for men. Opinion of  military service
for women. Will regional. Differences kill confederation. Do you use
alcoholic beverages. Employment of  respondent. Chance of  becoming
unemployed . Chance of  finding job if unemployed . Is USSR content
with power of  influence. Should gov't guarantee jobs or opportun..
Should Canada help poor countries. Opinion of  Petrocan purchase of 
Petrofina. Approval of  Trudeau  handling job as p.m.. Approval of  Joe
Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Resident
prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election . Marital
status of  respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent.
Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of 
head of  house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children
under 10 in household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union
membership in household. Year of  birth of  respondent . Sex of 
respondent . Total annual family income . Type of  community . Age

group of  respondent. Weights used .

March
1981

212 Poll
448:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Will constitution patriation unite Canada.
Should charter of  rights be included. Sh'ld can. Ask Britain to amend
constit . Best option if U.K.. rejects patriation. How do you rate the
three major federal party on their performance in the constitutional
debate? Rating of  Trudeau . Rating of  Joe Clark. Rating of  Ed
Broadbent. Should Canada adopt Reaganomics. Effect of  Reagan's

April 1981
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policies on Canada. How much support for Clark as PC leader. Opinion
of  U.S. investment in Canada. Approve Can. Control of  U.S.-owned
firms . Community opinion of  teaching profession.  Gov't working
conditions vs. Private. Gov't pensions vs. Private. Gov't rate of  pay vs.
Private.  Do women in Canada. Get equal break as men. Do women
have equal opp. To become exec. Could women run a bus. As well as
men. Present preferred political party. Party voted for last election.
Residence prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community.
Marital status of  respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of 
respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent.
Occupation of  head of  house . Number of  residents in household .
Number of  children under 10 in household . Number of  teenagers in
household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income.
Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

213 Poll
449:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Handicapped kids be in ordinary schools.
Disabled kids be in ordinary schools.. Should cut taxes even if soc.
Servs. Cu . Do you favor drunk drivers be charged . Do you favor breath
tests for drivers . Do you favor more ad on dangers of  drink. Do you
favor price rise of  alc. Beverage. Is USSR or U.S. ahead in space
research. Self, spouse has best political judgemt.. Should MP vote own
or constituents' view. Should cigarette advertising be banned. Should all
liquor advertising be banned. Did you fill out tax return yourself. Did you
find tax return difficult. Type of  help received to fill tax return. Elderly
have home care, reside'l centres. Approval of  TTrudeau  handling job as
P.M.. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent as
NDP leader. Present preferred political party. Party voted for last federal
election. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's
community. Marital status of  respondent. Language of  childhood.
Religion of  respondent . Education of  respondent. Occupation of 
respondent. Occupation of  head of  house . Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth
of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income . Type of 
community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

May 1981

214 Poll
450:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Expect price or income to rise most .
Are govt. Policies handling economy . Canada's rel. Success to control
inflation. Smoked any cigareetes in the past week. Have smoking areas
or not in restaurant . Least amout of  $ family of  four needs. Favor,
oppose gov't wage, price controls. Is tv a good influence on family life.
Should unmarried couple live together. Is teen drinking a problem in

June 1981
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community. Opinion of  father as top boss of  family. Is there an energy
crisis in Canada. Will have energy shortage 5 years hence . Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election . Resident
prov. of  respondent . Size of  respondent's community. Marital status of 
respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education
of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house . Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth
of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income. Type of 
community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

215 Poll
451:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire . What do you think is the most important
problem facing this country? Prefer four 10-hr. Or five 8-hr. Day. Are
things better made than 10 yrs. Ago. Satisfaction with standard of 
living. Should drivers take physical regularly. Do farmers get square deal
from gov't . Rating of  business conditions. Prediction of  business
conditions. Expect price or income to rise most. 1st choice of  transport
for long trip. 2nd choice of  transport for long trip. Approval of  Trudeau 
handling job as P.M... Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of 
Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Present preferred political party. Party
voted for last federal election . Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of 
respondent's community. Marital status of  respondent . Language of 
childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent .
Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of 
residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in household.
Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in household.
Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family
income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

July 1981

216 Poll
452:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire.  Should husbands share in housework .
Does husband help - wife's opinion. Do you help with housework -
husband. Effect of  ordination of  women on church. Effect of  ordination
of  married men. Need for civilian review of  police. Should richer
provinces help poorer. Should eastern elec. Ballots be delayed. Opinion
of  permanent voter's list. Should MP's pensions rise with inflation. Tax
cents per $ wasted by federal Gov't. Tax cents per $ wasted by prov.
Gov't.. Tax cents per $ wasted by munic. Gov't.. How are you managing
in postal strike. Opinion of  offer made to postal workers. Opinion of 
Pierre Trudeau  as p.m.. Opinion of  Joe Clark as PC.. leader. Opinion
of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Present preferred political party. Party
voted for last election. Residence prov. of  respondent. Size of 
respondent's community. Marital status of  respondent. Language of 
childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent.

August
1981
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Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of 
residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in household.
Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in household.
Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family
income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

217 Poll
453:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire . Approval of  passenger rail service cuts.

Reduce taxes or keep up rail services. name the lieutenant governor of 
province. Should lt. Gov. Position be abolished. Should gov. Gen.
Position be abolished. Prefer using dominion day or Canada day.
Anyone say grace aloud at family meals . Reason for lib defeat in bi-
elections. Should workers have the right to strike. Should essential
services strike allowed. Gained or lost due to high interest rate. Did you
hold buying due to interest rate. What have you delayed or put off
doing?. Is nation better if public view followed. Approval of  Trudeau 
handling job as P.M. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of 
Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Resident prov. of  respondent . Size of 
respondent's community. Present preferred political party. Party voted
for last federal election. Female, male head of  household. Employment
of  respondent. Marital status of  respondent. Language of  childhood.
Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of 
respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth
of  respondent .
Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income. Type of  community.
Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

Sept 1981

218 Poll
454:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Seen any Canada cup hockey live, on tv.
Is international hockey more interesting. Best policy regarding nuclear
generation. Response if nuclear plant built in area. Is tv a good influence
on family life . Would you tell me why?. Will econ. get better, worse
next 6 mths. Should marijuana possession be criminal.
Confidence in U.S. re: world problems . Biggest threat to Canada in the
future. How interested would you be in pay tv. Will unions be more
powerful in future. Gov't help railway even if higher taxes. Approval of 
Trudeau  handling job as p.m.. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader .
Approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Resident prov. of 
respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Present preferred political
party. Party voted for last federal election. Male or female head of 
household. Employment of  respondent. Marital status of  respondent.
Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of 

Oct 1981
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respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house .
Number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in
household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total
annual family income. Type of  community. Could we contact you
again. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

219 Poll
455:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire . Agree, disagree with following proposals: 
Greater effort to reduce inequality: severre penalties for acts of  terrorism.
Expand public owned private industry. Greater gov't role in econ.
Management. Stronger measures to protect environment. Will reg.
Differences kill confederation. Is U.S. investment in Canada enough now .
Approval of  major control of  U.S. firms. Is part of  total family income
saved. Heard, read about acid rain problems . How urgent is problem of 
acid rain. Satisfaction with direction of  country. Reasons satisfied with
direction. Reasons dissatisfied with direction .
No opinion. Resp's position on political view scale. Did you use seatbelt
last time in car. Favor, oppose mandatory use of  seatbelts. Preferred
place of  residence in Canada. Is fed. Gov't handling economy properly.
Can.'s rel. Success to control inflation. Prov resident prov. of  respondent. 
Size of  respondent's community. Present preferred political party. Party
voted for last federal election. Female, male head of  household.
Employment of  respondent. Marital status of respondent. Language of 
childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation
of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income. Type of 
community . Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

Nov 1981

220 Poll
455:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Most important problem facing country.
Have wages gone up more than food prices. Opinion of  mandatory
retirement at 65. Do you agree with Levesque on constit. Is fed. Gov't
handling economy properly. What country’s goal should be next 10, 15
years. 1st choice - country's priority. 2nd choice - country's priority.
Is there more crime in area than before. Is area nearby unsafe for night
walking. Do you feel safe at home, at night. During the last 12 months
have any of  these to you? Done any of  these to youi due to concern
over crime. Should gun law be more restrictive. Opinion of  cap. punish. If
police killed. Opinion of  cap. punish. If anyone killed. Opinion of  cap.
punish. For terrorists. Approval of  Trudeau  handling job as p.m..
Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP

Nov 1981
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leader. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community.
Present preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election.
Female, male head of  household. Employment of  respondent. Marital
status of  respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent.
Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of 
head of  house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children
under 10 in household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union
membership in household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of 

respondent. Total annual family income. Type of  community . Age group
of  respondent. Weights used.

221 Poll
457:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Do you talk politics with friends.
Should married women work if no kids. Should married women work if
kids. Party to handle inflation. Party to handle unemployment. Party to
handle energy. Party to keep country together. Is your standard of  living
up or down. Are Canada  U.S. closer or further apart. Are Canada, U.K.
closer or further apart. Approval of  Pierre Trudeau . +5 to -5. Approval of 
Joe Clark. +5 to -5. Approval of  Ed Broadbent. +5 to -5. Aware of 
physical abuse of  children. Are you involved in charity. Should paid
maternity leave be available. Present preferred political party. Party voted
for last federal election. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of 
respondent's community. Male or female head of  family. Type of 
employment of  head of  house. Marital status of  respondent. Language
of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent.
Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of 
residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in household.
Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in household.
Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family
income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

Jan 1982

222 Poll
458:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Confidence in U.S. re: world problems.
Biggest threat to Canada in the future. Heard, read about dangers of 
pollution. How serious are dangers of  pollution. Is standard of  living
going up or down. Should gov't reduce inflation, unemploy.. Would PC
gov't be better for economy. Would NDP gov't be better for economy.
Main cause of  present unemployment figs. Favor, oppose gov't wage,
price controls. Importance of  Can. owned industry, resr. Who would
make the best PM. For Canada. Approval of  Trudeau  handling job as
P.M.. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent as
NDP leader. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's
community. Present preferred political party. Party voted for last federal
election. Female, male head of  household. Employment of  respondent.

Feb 1982
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Marital status of  respondent. Language of  childhood.
Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of 
respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent. Sex of  respondent . Total annual family income. Type of 
community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

223 Poll
459:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Do you favor gov't censorship of  movies.
Do you usually work full or part-time. Is present job safe or chance of 
unempl. Chance of  finding another job if unempl. Do you use alcoholic
beverages.Least amout of  $ family of  four needs. Is atomic war risk
greater than before. Which, if any, Canadian Prime Ministers can name -
alive or dead? Who will be remembered as our best p.m..Who will be
remembered as our worst p.m.. What is the world's greatest problem.
Is family life today more successful. How interested are you in soccer .
Is now party influenced by like of  party. Resident prov. of  respondent.
Size of  respondent's community. Present preferred political party .
Party voted for last federal election. Female, male head of  household.
Employment of  respondent. Marital status of  respondent. Language of 
childhood. Religion of  respondent .Education of  respondent. Occupation
of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house . Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household.
Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in household.
Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family
income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

March
1982

224 Poll
460:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire . Family life more, less successful today .
Is municipal council spending too much. Wish you had learned fr., eng. In
school. If man works, wife shouldn't - agree . Community opinion of 
teaching profession. Ideal number of  children for family. Should unions
be politically active . How interesting is your work to you. Is USSR
content or seeking more power. Will regional problems break up Canada .
Is education better or worse than yours . Should gov't share child car
responsib. Present preferred political party. Like that party or dislike
others . Party voted for last federal election. Resident prov. of 
respondent. Size of  respondent's community . Type of  employment of 
respondent. Male or female head of  family. Marital status of  respondent.
Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of 
respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house .
Number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in
household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household . Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total

April
1982
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annual family income. Type of  community .
Age group of  respondent.

225 Poll
461:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Respondent's opinion of  own housing.
Prefer communism or nuclear war. Who dominates. husbands or wives.
Heard of  Falkland islands dispute. Who has legitimate. Claim to
Falklands. Should Argentina withdraw as U.N. asks. Have attended
church, synagogue recently. Influence of  religion on Canadian life.
Which, if any, of  these things did you do last sunday? Ever see, hear
religious broadcasts. Opinion of  Canadian constitution. Reasons for good
effect of  constitution. Reasons for bad effect of  constitution.
Do you smoke cigarettes. Ever smoke cigarettes regularly.
Why did you stop smoking. Opinion of  Canadian immigration policy.
Reasons for approval of  immig. Policy. Reasons for disapproval if immig.
Policy. Questions on the leaders of  federal political parties: Like Trudeau 
as lib leader next elect.. Like Joe Clark as PC leader next elect.. Like
Broadbent as NDP leader next elect.. Preferred party with suggested
leaders. Present preferred political party. Party voted for last federal
election. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community.
Are you head of  family: male or female. Type of  employment of  head of 
house. Marital status of  respondent . Language of  childhood. Religion of 
respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent.
Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in household.
Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of  teenagers in
household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of  respondent
. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income . Type of  community.
Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

May 1982

226 Poll
462:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Most important problem facing country.
Should gov't curb inflation or unemploy. Will recession be worse in next 3
months. Employment of  respondent. How easy to get another job if
unemploy.. Will you take job if less money, status. Will you take 10%
pay cut or lose job. Ever had opportunity to learn to swim . Respondent's
rating of  swimming ability. Ever been in small boat in last 2 years. Prices
or family income to rise most. Is fed. Gov't handling economy properly.
Can.'s rel. Success to control inflation. Is there an energy crisis in
Canada . Will there be serious energy shortage . Approval of  Trudeau 
handling job as p.m.. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader . Approval of 
Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Party & leader prefer if Trudeau  resigns.
Party & leader prefer if Clark resigns.
Party & leader prefer if these leaders. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size
of  respondent's community. Present preferred political party.
Party voted for last federal election. Female, male head of  household.

June
1982
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Employment of  respondent. Marital status of  respondent. Language of 
childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent.
Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house . Number of 
residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in household.
Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in household.

Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent . Total annual family
income . Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights use.

227 Poll
463:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Rating of  business conditions.
Prediction of  business conditions. Favor, oppose gov't wage, price
controls. Opinion of  nato withdrawal re: neutra. Satisfaction with can.
Defense policy. Is nuclear war risk greater than before. Do you
sympathize with arabs or israelis. Should U.N. hold referenda on
disarmamt.. Your vote on total nuclear disarmament. Is U.S.. investment
in Canada enough now. Approval of  maj. Control of  U.S. firms. Biggest
threat to Canada in the future. Satisfaction with direction of  country.
Reasons satisfied with direction. Reasons dissatisfied with direction .
Gained or lost in high interest rates. Did you hold buying due to interest
rate. Buying, repairing, maintaining home. Buy household appliances,
furnishing . Buying car, truck, vehicle. Other purchases. Holiday, trip,
travel. Not stated. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's
community. Present preferred political party . Party voted for last federal
election . Female, male head of  household. Employment of  respondent.
Marital status of  respondent . Language of  childhood . Religion of 
respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent .
Occupation of  head of  house . Number of  children under 10 in
household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household. Year of  birth of  respondent . Sex of  respondent  . Total
annual family income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent.
Weights used.

July1982

228 Poll
464:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. three most urgent problems in country: out of 
3 problems which is in 1st place. confidence in gov't handling inflation.
confidence in gov't handling unemploymt.. honesty and ethical standards
of  professions advertising executives . building contractors.  business
executives. doctors. engineers. journalists. labour union leaders. lawyers.
members of  parliament. police officers.
Psychiatrists. university teachers. Should civil ser. be forbidden to strike.
are student-teacher relats. closer today. are kids today taught as well as
before. Do you agree Can. workers not productive. Could you do more
each day if you tried. Should election be called prior year end . How
religious are you .Do you object if kid has diff. Religion. Any plans to
attend night school. What do you plan to take. Would econ., finance be

August
1982
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better under PC. Would econ., finance be better under NDP. Main cause
of  present unemployment. Which man would make best P.M. of  Can..
Approval of  6% limit on wage increases. Should prov. Gov't have wage
rise limit. Should private sec. Have wage rise limit. Resident prov. of 
respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Present preferred political
party. Party voted for last federal election. Female, male head of 
household. Employment of  respondent . Marital status of  respondent.
Language of  childhood. Religion religion of  respondent. Education of 
respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house.
number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10 in
household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Income total
annual family income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent.
Weights used.

229 Poll
465:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Is affect of  fed. Gov't on life greater.
Is gov't influence on life too great. How often do you think in metric.
Will Can. benefit from metric conversion. Amount of  money left after bills
paid. Any country prefer to be a citizen of. If yes, which country .
Do you or your spouse work outside home. How long can you get by
without earning. U.S.-Can. Success re: clear lake pollut. Importance of 
clearing great lake pollu. Opinion of  worker reps on company boards.
Opinion of  worker access to co. Finances. Do you favor vote on cap.
punishment . Do you favor return to cap. punishment. Satisfaction with
prov. Medicare plan. Are doctors compensated more than others. Will
recession be worse in next 3 months. Approval of  Trudeau  handling job
as P.M.. Approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader. Approval of  Ed Broadbent
as NDP leader. Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's
community. Present preferred political party . Party voted for last federal
election. Female, male head of  household. Employment of  respondent.
Marital status of  respondent. Language of  childhood.
Religion of  respondent. Education of  respondent. Occupation of 
respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in
household. Number of  children under 10 in household. Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income. Type of 
community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

Sept
1982

230 Poll
465:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Any increase in racial intolerance.
Will racial problems increase next 5 yr. If racial problems increase, why.
Should gov't guarantee opportun. Or jobs. Is lasting israel-arab peace
possible. Do you sympathize with arabs or israelis. Is change of  finance
min. Good for econ.. Employment of  respondent. Do you find your work

Sept
1982
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interesting. Improving or deteriorating: morals. Improving or deteriorating:
honesty. Improving or deteriorating: happiness. Improving, deteriorating:
peace of  mind . Are you, anyone affected by unemployment. Should
gov't curb inflation or unemploy.. Will economy be better, worse next 6
mo.. Should Petrocan be in exploration. Should Petrocan be in intern'l
purchases. Should petrocan be in retail sales.
Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community . Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election.
Female, male head of  household . Employment of  respondent. Marital
status of  respondent . Language of  childhood . Religion of  respondent.
Education of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of 
head of  house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children
under 10 in household. Number of  teenagers in household . Union
membership in household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of 

respondent. Total annual family income. Type of  community. Age group
of  respondent. Weights used.

231 Poll
466:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Will 1983 be better or worse than 1982.
looking ahead to next year, 1983. Will strikes, disputes increase in 1983.
Will 1983 be a peaceful year. Chance of  a world war 10 years hence.
Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Female,
male head of  household. Employment of  respondent. Marital status of 
respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education
of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of 
house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10
in household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in
household. Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual
family income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent. Weights
used.

Oct 1982

232 Poll
467:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Biggest threat to Canada in the future.
Do courts deal harshly with criminals. Are conditions in penal instituts.
harsh . If too harsh, why do think this is so. If too liberal, why do think
this is so. Are labour unions good, bad for Canada. Are labour unions
becoming too powerful. Are union leaders' views rep. of  members .
Approval of  tax breaks, grants to firms. Satisfaction with direction of 
country. Is fed. Gov't handling economy properly. Will recession be worse
next 3 months. Best policy regarding nuclear generation . Response if
nuclear plant built in area.  Will regional differences kill confederation. Do
you get good value for Govt’services: Do you get value for the police. Do
you get value for medicare. Do you get value for garbage collection.Do
you get value for postal service. Do you get value for education. Do you
get value for fire protection. Would you increase immigration. Is standard

Nov 1982
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of  living going up or down. Trudeau  or lib gov't re: drop in support .
Resident prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election. Female,
male head of  household. Employment of  respondent. Marital status of 
respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Occupation
of  respondent. Occupation of  head of  house. Number of  residents in

household. Number of  children under 10 in household . Number of 
teenagers in household. Union membership in household. Year of  birth of 
respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family income. Type of 
community. Age group of  respondent. Weights used.

233 Poll
468:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Country's most important problem today.
Political party to handle this problem. How has economic situation
changed. Economic prospects in next year. Household finances versus
last year. Household financial prospects. Heard of  cruise missile
negotiations. Opinion of  cruise missile testing. Should unions press
wage claims. Would you accept small wage increase. Would you accept
no wage increase. Should Queen abdicate to Prince Charles. Is dominant
husband's role declining. Is decline in husband's role good. Is women
working hard on family. Party most likely to win next fed. Elect. Phrase
applies to Prime Minister P.Trudeau  - 1st choice . 2nd choice .3rd
choice. Phrase applies to Joe Clark PC leader - 1st choice. 2nd choice.
3rd choice. Phrase applies to Broadbent NDP leader - 1st choice.  2nd
choice. 3rd choice. Opinion of  Pierre Trudeau  as P.M.. Opinion of  Joe
Clark as PC leader. Opinion of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader. Present
preferred political party. Party voted for last federal election. Resident
prov. of  respondent. Size of  respondent's community. Male or female
head of  family. Type of  employment of  head of  house. Marital status of 
respondent. Language of  childhood. Religion of  respondent. Education

of  respondent. Occupation of  respondent. Occupation of  head of 
house. Number of  residents in household. Number of  children under 10

in household. Number of  teenagers in household. Union membership in

household.
Year of  birth of  respondent. Sex of  respondent. Total annual family

income. Type of  community. Age group of  respondent.

Dec 1982

234 Poll
469:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  Gov't handling of  inflation; opinion
of  Gov't re: unemployment; which federal political party do you think can
handle the problem of:  inflation? Unemployment?  Best party to handle
inflation; best party to handle unemployment; are Canada, U;S; closer or
further apart; are Canada, U;K; closer or further apart; confidence in U;S;
re:  international affairs; Gov't should attend inflation or unemployment;

Jan 1983
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main cause of  unemployment; you or family affected by unemployment;
will you, family be affected by unemployment; should court recognize
housework as contribution; heard of  test-tube baby method; opinion of 
test-tube method; heard of  surrogate motherhood; should surrogate
motherhood be allowed; who has first claim on surrogate child; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election; resident
province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; male or female
head of  family; type of  employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community. age group of  respondent.

235 Poll
470:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today;
should Govt; curb inflation or unemployment; will recession be worse in
next 3 months; your standard of  living going up, down;  Canada's rel;
success to control inflation; favor, oppose Gov't  wage, price controls;
which NHL team will win Stanley Cup; your  favourite National Hockey
League Team; should Professional Boxing be legal or illegal; treat
childless couple as single for tax; heard about PC Leadership
Convention; opinion of  PC gone  up, down since Convention; level of 
interest in Pay TV subscription; type of  Pay TV program wanted:  1st
answer; type of  Pay TV program wanted:  2nd answer; type of  Pay TV
program  wanted: 3rd answer; should television programs be censored;
TV programs not permitted - 1st answer; TV programs not permitted - 2nd
answer; TV programs not permitted - 3rd answer; importance of  increase
in Canadian Ownership; would you donate your vital  organs; have you
signed organ donation form; approval of  Trudeau  handling job as P;M;;
approval of  Joe Clark as PC leader; approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP
leader; Present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal
election; resident province; size of  community; male or female head of 
family; employment; marital status; language of  childhood; Religion;
education; occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of 
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership in household; year
of  birth; sex; total annual family income; type of  community; age;
weights used;

Feb 1983

236 Poll
471:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; confidence in U;S; re:  world problems; are
educational costs in province too high; are kids today taught as
well as before; is USSR content with power of  influence; use alcoholic

March
1983
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beverages or abstainer; least amount of  $ family of  four needs; preferred
PC leader; most important task for labour unions; do you favour
conscription for males; do you favour conscription for women; how strong
do you feel in Petrocan Privatization; do you make effort to buy from
Petrocan; present preferred political party; is like or dislike of  party
stronger; party voted for in last federal election; resident province; size of 
community; male or female head of  family; employment; marital status;
language of  childhood; religion; education; occupation; occupation of 
head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union
membership in household; year of  birth; sex; total annual family income;
respondent's gross income; age; weights used.

237 Poll
471:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; future development by Govt. or private;
Govt's 1st priority re:  raise funds; Govt's 2nd priority re: raise funds;
Govt's 3rd priority re:  raise funds; approval of  Catholic-Protestant
marriage; approval of  Jews & Non-Jews  marriage; approval of  marriage
of  whites & blacks; do women get  as good a break as men; do able
women have chance to be executives; can women run businesses as
well as men; preferred PC leader; will U.S. or USSR start nuclear war;
likelihood hostilities lead to world war; credibility of  U.S., USSR re: limit
arms; is Govt. support of  crisis firms enough; are Gov't subsidy terms
too generous; how should Govt. spend on child
 care; prefer own business or employee in firm; should inmates get
university education; present preferred political party; party voted for in
last federal election; resident province; size of  community; male or
female head of  family; employment; marital status; language of 
childhood; religion; education;  occupation; occupation of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of   birth; sex total annual family income; type of 
community; age group; weights used.

March
1983

238 Poll
473:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should drunk drivers go to jail; ideal number
of  children for family; attended church, synagogue last 7 days; should
church keep out of  politics; average family spend on food each week;
how strong is separatism among Quebec ers; are Native Indians well
treated by Government; would Canada be better off if Free Trade; should
P.M. encourage foreign investment; should P.M. go in direction of 
socialism; should P.M. expand social welfare; should P.M. encourage
courts to be tough; should P.M. reduce Government spending; region
benefitted most in  confederation; region benefitted least in confederation;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;

May 1983
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resident province; size of  community; male or female head of  family;
employment; marital status; language of  childhood; religion; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth;
sex; total annual family income; type of  community; age group; weights
used.

239 Poll
474:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today; will
economic situation get better, worse; are Government policies handling
inflation; true that unemployment level remain high; unemployment
remain high - main cause; unemployment remain high  - 2nd cause; are
elementary school kids made to work hard; are high school kids made to
work hard; emphasis on basic subjects in high school; approval of 
Trudeau  handling job as P.M.; why approve of  Trudeau  as P.M.; why
disapprove of  Trudeau  as P.M.; smoked any cigarettes in past week;
percentage Canadians   smoked in past week; favour, oppose law to
raise drinking age; attended church, synagogue last 7 days; is organized
religion part of  life now; is there an energy crisis in Canada; will have
energy shortage 5 years hence; made any plans for retirement; retire with
reasonable living standard; present preferred political party; party voted for
in last federal election; resident province; size of  community; male or
female head of  family; employment; marital status; language of 
childhood; religion; education; occupation; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in 
household; year of  birth; sex; total annual family income; type of 
community; age; weights used.

June
1983

240 Poll
475:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; rating of  community business conditions;
prediction of  business conditions; is chance of  nuclear war great; is
U.S. investment in Canada enough now; approval of  major control of 
U.S. firms; biggest threat to Canada in the future; satisfaction with
direction of  country; why satisfied with direction of  country; why
dissatisfied with direction of  country; wild code; user fee or taxes to
cover health care; know of  U.S. wish to test cruise in Canada; should
Canada allow U.S. cruise test; know of  new security intelligence agency;
approval of  security intelligence agency; reasons approve of  agency;
reasons disapprove of  agency; what circumstances abortion be legal;
should abortion by hospital be legal; legal if chance of
deformity; legal if woman's health endangered; legal if family can't afford
more; legal if within 3 months of  pregnancy; has your interest in politics
increased; can you name new elected PC leader; will Mulroney be asset

July 1983
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to PC; certainty Mulroney win election; present preferred political party;
party voted for in last federal election; resident province; size of 
community; male or female head of  family; employment; marital status;
language of  childhood; religion; education; occupation; occupation of 

head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in  household; union
membership in household; year of  birth; sex; total annual family income;
type of  community; age; weights used.

241 Poll
476:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; when did you last go to the movies; are
movies today more interesting; interest in major league  baseball; interest
in professional tennis; interest in canadian football league; are basics
taught in high school enough; should french be compulsory in english
school; should english be compulsory in french school; should lesser
offenders be out of  prison; which man would make the best P.M.; how
successful was "6 and 5" program; continue 6 and 5:  federal government 
employees; continue 6 and 5:  provincial government employees;
continue 6 and 5:  private sector employees; are Native Indians well
treated by Government; how strong is separatism among Quebec ers;
approval of  shorter work week; would workers take cut if shorter week;
will computers make life easier or not; reasons computer make life
easier; reasons computer make life complicated; wild code; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election; resident
province; size of  community; male or female head of  family;
employment; marital status; language of  childhood; religion; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth;

sex;  total annual family income; type of  community; age; weights used.

August
1983

242 Poll
477:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; concern over Great Lakes pollution; is
foreign development of  resources good; is metric conversion difficult; how
often do you think in metric; will metric conversion benefit Canadians  ;
amount of  money left after bills paid; satisfied with world position of 
Canada; party to get most votes in next election; should parliament be
dissolved; will you support party if woman leader; reason drop in liberal
party support; is automation proving a good thing; will future be better due
to automation; why will live better in the future; why will not live better in
the future; wild code; should retail  stores open on Sunday; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election; resident
province; size of  community; male or female head of  family; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 

Sept
1983
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teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth;
sex; total annual family income; type of  community; age; weights used.

243 Poll
477:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; do you have any hobbies; what is your
favorite hobby; are North American Cars better made; check out
U.S. or foreign car of  buying; approve amnesty for illegal immigrants;
approve probability method for pensions; how serious is computer system
break in; should illegal data access be a crime; have any dealings with
computer systems; best policy regarding nuclear generation; response if
nuclear plant built in area; attended church, synagogue last 7 days; is
organized religion part of  life now; economy better, worse in next 6
months; will B.C. cuts in services prove severe; favour or oppose same
cuts in own province; any one in family affected by unemployment;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;
resident province; size of  community; male or female head of  family;
employment; marital status; language of  childhood; religion; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household;  number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth;
sex; total annual family income; type of  community; age; weights used.

Sept
1983

244 Poll
478:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; will 1984 be better or worse than 1983; Will
strikes, increase, decrease in 1984; will 1984 be a peaceful or troubled
year; scale 0-100:  Chance of  World War; will unemployment increase in
1984; will 1984 be a year of  economical prosperity; present preferred
political party; party voted for in last federal election; resident province;
size of  community;  male or female head of  family; employment; marital
status; language of  childhood; religion; education; occupation;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number
of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth; sex; total annual family
income; type of  community; age; weights used.

Oct 1983

245 Poll
478:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country; most
important problem facing own province; favour or oppose beer
sale in groceries; favour or oppose language choice in education;
Canada-U.S. relations under Reagan; do you drink alcoholic beverages;
how often do you have an alcoholic drink; how serious is alcoholism in
Canada; do you agree:  Hospital treat alcoholism; approval of  Trudeau 
handling job as P.M.; approval of  Mulroney - opposition leader; approval

Oct 1983
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of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader; Federal-Quebec  relations if Bourassa
PM.; has postal service improved in past 2 years; change due to postal
workers, management; acid rain restriction on Canadian firms; present
preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election; resident
province; size of  community;  male or female head of  family;
employment; marital status; language of  childhood; religion; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; year of  birth;
sex;  total annual family income; type of  community; age; weights used.

246 Poll
479:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;
resident province; size of  community; male or female head of  family;
employment; marital status; language of  childhood; religion; education;
occupation; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth;
sex; total annual family income; type of  community; age; weights used.

Nov 1983

247 Poll
480:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; opinion of  Trudeau  gone up or down;
Trudeau  visited England/Britain; Trudeau  visited Italy; Trudeau  visited
Netherlands/Holland; Trudeau  visited West Germany; other country,
none, don't know; how economy has changed over 12 months; how
economy will develop over 12 months; is your household finance better
now; how will your household finance change; heard, read about cruise
missile tests; should Canada allow U.S. cruise test; should licensed
driver take physical; rating of  your mail service; will kids be aggressive
from TV violence; will kids be aggressive from video games; parents or
Government stop TV, video violence; what age do you, spouse plan to
retire; do you or spouse have retirement plans; should Canada have a
larger population; is Federal Government influence on life great; no
privacy Government can learn about you; poor think lottery win way to get
ahead; Government urges hate people of  other country; anyone who
criticizes Government is punished; Government says way to peace is
waging war; Government urges give up freedom for security; people asked
to sacrifice, Government not; Government uses statistics to hide bad
economy; Government hopes someday test-tube reproduction; the
country is ruled by a dictator; do Americans have great deal of  freedom;
do British have a great deal of  freedom; do French have a great deal of 
freedom; do West Germans have great deal of  freedom; do East
Germans have great deal of  freedom; do Poles have great deal of 
freedom; do Russians have great deal of  freedom; do Chinese have great

Dec 1983
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deal of  freedom; do Japanese have great deal of  freedom; do Italians
have great deal of  freedom; do Canadians   have great deal of  freedom;
do Mexicans have great deal of  freedom; do Indians have great deal of 
freedom; do Iranians have great deal of  freedom; have you read George
Orwell's book 1984; have you seen movie on Orwell's 1984; approval of 
Trudeau  handling job as P.M.; approval of  Mulroney - opposition leader;
approval of  Ed Broadbent as NDP leader; present preferred political
party; party voted for in last federal election; resident province; size of 
community; male or female head of  family; employment; marital status;
language of  childhood;  religion; education; occupation; occupation of 
head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union
membership in
household; year of  birth; sex; total annual family income; type of 
community; age; weights used.

248 Poll
481:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; did you use seat belt last time in car; which
party can best handle inflation; which party can best handle
unemployment; best party to handle foreign affairs; which party can
handle medicare; are Canada and U.S. relations closer; confidence in
U.S. re:  World problems; which pension policy to rely on most; which
pension policy to rely on 2nd most; can you  name newly appointed
Governor General; approval of  Jeanne Sauvé as next Governor General;
why approve of  Jeanne Sauvé as Governor General; why disapprove of 
Jeanne Sauvé as Governor General; do people have favourable opinion of 
NDP; is life improving for most in the world; should wealthy give more to
poor nations; will 1 Government rule all nations in future; health care plan
by province or by taxes; sale of  alcoholic drinks on election day;
approval of  Trudeau  handling job as
P.M.; approval of  Mulroney - opposition leader; approval of  Ed Broadbent
as NDP leader; present preferred political party; party voted for in last
federal election; resident province or respondent; size of  respondent's
community; male or female head of  family; employment of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;

occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent;
sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age
of  respondent; weights used.

Jan 1984

249 Poll
482:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should Euthanasia be legal if requested; do
you agree with no fault divorce act; prohibit private campaign

Feb 1984
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contributions; reduce taxes or keep up Government services; have
nuclear war or live under communism; opinion of  Trudeau  after peace
talks; amount of  money left after bills paid; should unions be in political
activities; who would make the best P.M. for Canada; approval of  major
control of  U.S. firms; have orshare ticket in recent Lotto 649; should
there be limit for lottery prize; won any lottery prize in past 12 months;
how much did you win; favor or opposed to Government-run lotteries;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; membership in household; year of 
birth of  respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type
of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

250 Poll
483:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should Petrocan be sold to private; make any
effort to buy gas from Petrocan; use any alcoholic beverages or
abstainer; is chance of  nuclear war greater now; give married woman
less work priority; least amount of  $ a family of  four needs; is bilingual
Canada visitor attractive; would economy be better if PC than Liberal;
would economy be better if NDP than Liberal; which country held 1984
winter Olympics; country to hold 1988 winter Olympics: name city to hold
1988 winter Olympics; present preferred political party; party voted for in
last federal election; resident province or respondent; size of 
respondent's community; Male or female head of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion
of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number
of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent;  weights used.

March
1984

251 Poll
483:5

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; Government balance budget or reduce
unemployment; favour or oppose doctors' extra billing; should taxes
increase to compensate MD's; favour or oppose user fees by hospitals;
taxes to cover difference in hospital revenue; heard about Liberal
leadership convention; will you support elected liberal leader; is
prostitution a serious problem; rate Trudeau  compared to past P.M.'s;
any dealings with Revenue Canada person; was Revenue helpful, neutral
or hostile; private, Government or both to develop Canada; approve
tobacco firms as sports sponsors; approve alcohol firms as sports
sponsors; present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal

March
1984
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election; resident province of  respondent; size of
 respondent's community; male or female head of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion
of  respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number
of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

252 Poll
485:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; heard of  Federal Liberal leadership
convention; whom you vote for as Federal Liberal leader; will you support
elected Liberal leader; should P.M. encourage foreign investment; should
Government stop spending, create jobs; should Government lead Canada
to socialism; should Government expand or reduce welfare; least amount
of  $ family of  four need; how important is your religious beliefs; do you
believe in God; do you believe in life after death; attended church,
synagogue last 7 days; is organized religion part of  life now; ideal
number of  kids for family to have; are living conditions better, worse now;
how likely of  nuclear war in lifetime; likelihood of  survival if nuclear war;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; male
or female head of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

May 1984

253 Poll
485:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today; will
economic situation get better, worse; is Government handling
economy properly; do courts deal harshly with criminals; do you consider
yourself Liberal, PC or NDP; employment of  respondent; would you work
if enough to live forever; smoked any cigarettes  in the past week; guess
% of  Canadians   smoked in past week; should terminally ill be given
heroin; any bail if prior sex offense record; any bail if no prior sex offense
record; should convicts be out on weekend leaves; favour, oppose
permanent Olympic games site; present preferred political party; party
voted for in last federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; male or female head of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of   residents in household;

May 1984
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number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent;
sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age
of  respondent; weights used.

254 Poll
486:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last  federal election;
resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; male
or female head of  family;  employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of   residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership in
household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

June
1984

255 Poll
486:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; interest in Olympic games without USSR;
Prefer permanent Olympic site or as is; is U.S. investment in Canada
enough now; approval of  major control of  U.S. firms; satisfaction with
direction of  country; is chance of  nuclear war greater now; halt
U.S.-USSR nuclear weapons development; support nuclear weapons
freeze for all; who would make the best P.M. for Canada; any real
difference between Liberal and PC; any real difference between NDP and
Liberal; any real difference between PC and NDP; rating of  community
business conditions; prediction of  business conditions; biggest treat to
Canada in the future; are Labour Unions good, bad for Canada; are
Labour Unions too powerful; are Union Leaders' views representative; man
or woman gains more from marriage; present preferred political party;
party voted for in last federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; male or female head of  family;
employment of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

June
1984

256 Poll
487:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today;
present preferred political party; party voted for in last federal election;

July 1984
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resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's community; male
or female head of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status of 
respondent; language of  childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent;
sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age
of  respondent; weights used.

257 Poll
488:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligibility & interest in federal election; will
you vote and certainty of  voting; present preferred political party;
probable preferred party if undecided; party voted for in last federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age of  respondent; weights used.

August
1984

258 Poll
488:5A

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; eligibility & interest in federal election;
will you vote and certainty of  voting; present preferred political party;
probable preferred party if undecided; party  voted for in last federal
election; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; language of  childhood; education of  respondent; union
membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; age of  respondent; weights used.

August
1984

259 Poll
488:
5BC

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; satisfied with honesty of  people; satisfied
with future facing family; satisfied with your family's income;  has
teaching profession opinion gone up; is discipline in public schools strict;
is discipline in secondary schools strict;  should french be compulsory in
english schools; should english be compulsory in french schools; man or
woman gains more from  marriage; is U.S. investment in Canada enough
now; approval of  major control of  U.S. firms; should homosexuals be
allowed ordination; is area nearby unsafe for night walking; preferred area
of  residence; will youth have difficulty finding jobs; employment of 
respondent; what percentage wage increase expected; what percentage
wage increase workers should aim; what percentage price increase
expected; resident province of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; male or female head  of  family; employment of  respondent;
marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion of 
respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;

August
1984
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occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number
of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

260 Poll
491:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; should Petrocan be sold to private; will
regional differences break confederation; is your standard of  living going
up; biggest threat to Canada in the future; which man would make the
best P.M.; any respect for churches, religion; any respect for public
schools; any respect for labour unions; any respect for the Supreme
Court; any respect for large corporations; any respect for political parties;
any respect for the House of  Commons; any respect for newspapers;
approval of  budget for forces' uniforms; are there more acts of  violence
today; cause of  more acts of  violence today; what added penalty for
armed criminals; what penalty for carrying illegal arms;  will 1985 be
better or worse than 1984; will strikes increase, decrease in 1985; will
1985 be a peaceful year; on a scale
chances of  war next 10 years; will unemployment increase in 1985; will
1985 be a year of  economic prosperity; present preferred political party;
party voted for in last federal election; resident province of  respondent;
size of  respondent's  community; male or female head of  family;
employment of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 

community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Nov 1984

261 Poll
492:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem in Canada today;
satisfied with PC Government record to date; will taxes rise or fall in
1985; will U.S. increase her power in 1985; will USSR increase World
Power in 1985; increase family allowances to needy; increase old age
pensions to needy; is use of  soft drugs a serious problem; confidence in
U.S. re:  World Problems; would Canada be better off if Free Trade; are
Canada-U.S. relations closer; present preferred political party; party voted
for in last federal election; resident province of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; male or female head of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of  childhood; religion
of  respondent; education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in household; number
of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;

Dec 1984
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union membership in household; year of  birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

262 Poll
493:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; what wish would like to see fulfilled;  do 
people  hold  favourable   opinion  of   pc;  do  people  hold favourable
opinion  of  lib; do people  hold favourable opinion of  ndp; approval of 
Mulroney handling  job as pm; approval of  Turner as  opposition leader; 
approval of   Broadbent as  leader of  ndp; main cause of  unemployment 
figures; confidence in gov't handling unemploymt.;   rely  on   pension 
plans   by  indiv.  Or  govt.;  advertising in papers adds to interest;
advertising in mags. Adds  to interest; advertising in  radios adds to
interest; advertising in  t.v.  Adds  to  interest;  ussr  &  the  west live
peacefully together; all countries stop nuclear manufacture; civilization as 
is will be  in ruins; our standard of  living  will be doubled; we will  be
working  a three  day week;  a cure  for cancer  will be found; 
expectancy  of   life  will  be  100  years;  is mandatory retirement  at 65 
good idea;  present preferred political party; party  voted  for  last   federal 
election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent; size  of  respondent's
community; male  or female head of    family;   employment   of   
respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent;  language  of    childhood; 
religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership  in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Jan 1985

263 Poll
494:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  heard  or  read  about  dangers  of 
pollution; how  serious are dangers of   pollution; is pollution a problem  in
your  area; should  Canada have  a larger population; should  government 
share  in  child  care;  is  it wrong to have premarital sex; is united
nations doing a good job; how important to make u.n. a success; world a
better place to live in 10 years; most  urgent  problem  for  family  in
1985; should women compete  equally  for jobs; confidence  in U.S. re: 
world problems; would you settle in another country; should women take
a job if have no kids;  should women  take a  job if  have kids; present
preferred political party; party voted  for last federal election; resident
prov.  of   respondent;  size  of   respondent's community; male or female
head  of  family; employment of   respondent; marital status  of  
respondent;  language  of   childhood; religion of  respondent; education
of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of  
house; number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children under

Jan 1985
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10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership 
in household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights
used.

264 Poll
494:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of   questionnaire; willing to sign  organ donation form; have you 
signed organ donation form;  ever have alcoholic drinks or abstainer; are
children  today better educated; most important union  activity at 
present; least  amount of   $ per  week family needs; heard or read
anything  about cuts to cbc; react favorably or  not to CBC   budget cut;
should  workers have right to strike; permit  essential  workers  right  to
strike; compulsory military training  for  males;  compulsory  military
training for females; prefer to  work under man or  woman; are taxes too 
high or about right;  programs  that  CBC   produces  best;  programs 
that  CBC  produces  poorest; rate job  parents do for  child's future; rate
job  schools do  for child's  future; present preferred political party; party 
voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male or female head of    family;   employment  
of  respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent; language  of    childhood; 
religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  residents  in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership  in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Feb 1985

265 Poll
496:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  govt.  Or  private  development  of  Canada;
should Mulroney encourage foreign inves.; likelihood of  a nuclear  war  in 
lifetime;  know  any  physical  abuse of  kid by
Parent; know  of  physical abuse of   wife by spouse; encouragement of  
child to  be girl  guide; did  you belong  to girl guides\boy scouts; do you
think you  might have spring fever; what provinces are the  prairie
provinces; what province in  Canada is gaspe in; what  province  is  lake 
louise  in;  Canada or U.S. has more of  niagara  falls; know of 
reagan\Mulroney meet at  Quebec ; know of  appointment of  acid rain 
envoys; appointment of  acid rain envoys positive; confidence in govt.
Handle of  unemploym.; any in family affected  by  unemployment;  are 
you  employed full-time outside home; is present job safe or may be
unemployed; if unemployed how long before  a new job; present  preferred
political party; party voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of 
respondent; size  of  respondent's community;  male or female  head of 
family; employment of  respondent;  marital status of  respondent;
language of   childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of 

April
1985
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respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household;number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household; year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual family  income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent;
weights used.

266 Poll
497:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  smoked  any  cigarettes in the past week; 
percent  of   adults  who  smoked  past  week; attended any church,
synagogue  past week; is organized  religion part of  life today;  ideal
number of   kids for family  to have; average family spend  on food each 
week; resident prov.  of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
male or female head of  family; employment of    respondent;  marital 
status   of   respondent;  language  of  childhood;  religion  of  
respondent;  education  of   respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation  of  head of  house; number of   residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household;  number of  teenagers in 
household; union membership in household; year  of   birth  of  
respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of  
community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

May 1985

267 Poll
497:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  is   our  law  and  justice  system efficient; 
is  our  law  and justice  system  fair;  are judges influenced by
government; do courts favour rich or are impartial; is  the distribution of  
wealth fair; guess  % of  Canadians   below poverty line;  is % below
poverty increasing  over time; poor due to self  effort, circumstances;
heard of   cruise missile tests in Canada;  should Canada  allow U.S. 
Missiles test;  heard of  U.S.space  defence  or  star  wars;  should 
Canada  be  in star wars research;  will space  defence make  the world 
safer; seen, read fraser  report  on  prostitution;  should  prostitution from
home allowed; would  you favour legalized brothels;  is prostitution a
problem  in community;  should pornography  without kids allowed; 1st
reason why disagree to sale of  porn.; 2nd reason why disagree to sale of 
porn.; 3rd reason why disagree to sale of  porn.; which country is 
Canada's best friend canadian  culture influenced by U.S. tv;  is tv a good 
influence on family life;  1st reason why not  a good influence;  2nd
reason why  not a good influence; 3 rd reason  why  not  a  good 
influence; present preferred political  party; party  voted for last federal 
election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of  respondent's community;
male  or female head of    family;   employment   of    respondent; marital 
status  of  respondent; language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent
education of  respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head 
of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children

May 1985
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under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; Union
membership  in household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

268 Poll
498:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  most  important  problem  in Canada today; 
heard  of   michael  wilson's  may  23 budget; will budget measures 
strengthen  economy;  budget  measures help\hurt family finance;  is
govt.  Handling the  economy properly; will economic situation  be  better; 
present  preferred political party; party voted  for last  federal election; 
resident prov. of  respondent size  of  respondent's community;  male or
female  head of  family; employment of  respondent;  marital status of 
respondent; language of   childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education
of  respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of 
house; number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household;  number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household; year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual family  income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent;
weights used.

June
1985

269 Poll
498:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  drinking  been  a  cause  of  family trouble; 
ever have  alcoholic drinks  or abstainer;  do you ever drink more than you
should; resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's community;
male or female head of  family; employment of    respondent;  marital 
status   of   respondent;  language  of  childhood;  religion  of  
respondent;  education  of   respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in 
household; union membership in household; year  of   birth  of  
respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of  
community;  age of  respondent; weights  used.

July 1985

270 Poll
499:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;  how   is  business  conditions  in
community; business conditions be in 6 months; is U.S. capital in
Canada  enough  now;  Canada  buy  back  control  of   U.S. firms;
approval of   Mulroney handling job as pm.;  approval of  Turner as
opposition leader;  approval of  ed Broadbent  as ndp leader; rate 
performance  of  telephone  operators; rate  performance of  inside post 
workers;  rate  performance  of   municipal  employees; rate  performance 
of   policemen;  rate  performance  of   firemen; rate  performance  of  

July 1985
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retail   employees;  rate  performance  of   bank clerk\tellers; rate
performance  of  outside post worker; approval of   pc record since 
election; any increase  in racial tolerance;  will  racial  problem  increase 
next  5  yrs.;  should marijuana possession  be  a  crime;  do  you 
believe  in the devil; do you believe in hell; do you believe in heaven; do
you believe in god; do  you  believe  in  reincarnation;  favour,  oppose 
govt.  Pay  housewives;  biggest  threat  is  govt.\labor\business;  heard
of  south african racial policies;  should Canada cut ties with south africa; 
favor, oppose  women in  combat roles; present preferred political party;
party voted  for last federal election; resident prov.  of   respondent;  size 
of   respondent's community; male or female head  of  family;
employment of   respondent; marital status of   respondent;  language  of  
childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation
of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership  in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

271 Poll
500:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of  questionnaire; plan to attend night school; course to take  at
night  school; are  aggressive kids  due to  tv violence; should govt. 
Control tv violence; should  province separate from Canada; chance  of 
atomic war greater  today; will computers lead to  cashless  society;  will 
society  be better off if cashless; cause of   crime: less respect for laws; 
cause of  crime: laws too lenient; cause of  crime: bad  example by
parents; cause of  crime: crime coverage  on tv; cause of  crime:  crime
coverage on papers; cause of  crime: violence in  tv shows; guess the
number of  people in Canada;  no. of  metropolitan areas  over 1 million;
percentage of  population  in rural areas; satisfied  with honesty of 
people; satisfied  with  future  facing  family; satisfied with family's
income;   should   govt.   Reduce  unemployment\deficit;  present
preferred political party; party voted for last federal election; resident 
prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male or female
head  of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of  
respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent; 
education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of 
head of   house; number of   residents in household;  number of  children
under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in household;  union 
membership  in  household;  year  of   birth of   respondent; sex  of 
respondent; total annual  family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

August
1985

272 Poll
501:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  taken any  holiday away this summer;

Sept
1985
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people more romantic over last  10 yrs.; heard of  U.S. icebreaker  in 
n.w.  Passage;  should  Canada  control the n.w. passage; are there 
more homosexuals  today; cause  of  homosexuality; canadian way  of 
life influenced  by U.S.; police  high speed chase a last  resort;  vote  for 
or  against  death  penalty; heard or read of  disease  known as aids; 
how great a  concern for spread of  aids; Number of  people  who died
from aids; Queen or  gov. Gen. as head of   state; any  change in  safety
of   air travel;  airline safety precautions  satisfactory;  will  your  air travel
increase; rate safety  record  of   major  airlines;  present preferred
political party; party  voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of 
respondent; size  of  respondent's community; male  or female head of   
family; employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of  Respondent; 
language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of 
respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house; 
number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in
household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

273 Poll
501:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  most  important  problem  in Canada today; 
approve gulf stations  owned by petrocan;  do you favour privatizing
petrocan;  heard of  racial policies  of  south africa; should  Canada 
interfere  in  south  africa;  resident  prov. of  respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male  or female head of    family; employment  
of    respondent;  marital  status  of   respondent;  language  of   
childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age  of  respondent; weights used.

Sept
1985

274 Poll
503:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of    questionnaire;   heard   about  the  organization
greenpeace;   approval\disapproval   of    greenpeace  work;  will  regional
difference  break up Canada; is  your standard of  living going   up\down; 
attended  church\synagogue   in  last  7  days;
Mulroney\Turner\Broadbent  best  for  p.m.; business\labour\govt. The
biggest threat; satisfaction  with beer retail in prov.; like changes made 
to way beer is sold;  satisfaction with wine retail  in prov.; like changes
made to  way wine is sold; hours of  sports watched  on  tv  per  week; 
watched blue jays baseball playoffs;  satisfaction with  way country is
going;  federal govt. Handle of  tuna fish  issue; will tuna fish issue  affect
purchase; heard of  the  achille lauro  ship episode;  U.S. justified  in act

Nov 1985
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against terrorism; will  1986 be better than  1985; will strikes increase in
1986; will  1986 be a peaceful year; certainty  of  a world war in next 10 
yrs.; certainty of  a world war  in next 10 yrs.; will  unemployment
increase in 1986; will 1986 be a year of  prosperity; present preferred 
political party; party voted  for last federal election;  resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male   or  female  head 
of    family;  employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; 
number of  residents in  household;  number of  children  under 10 in 
household; number of  teenagers  in household;  union membership  in
household; year of  birth  of   respondent;  sex  of   respondent;  total
annual family  income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights
used.

275 Poll
504:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  most  important problem  in Canada today;
Canada and U.S. drawing closer together; biggest threat is
govt.\labor\business;  kids now  have more  chance of  happy life; rate 
quality  of   community  public  schools;  are union leaders
trouble-makers;  will  unions  be  more  powerful  in  ten  yrs.; mandatory 
retirement  at  65  a  good  idea;  present  preferred
Political party; party voted  for last federal election; resident prov.  of  
respondent;  size  of   respondent's community; male or female head  of 
family; employment of   respondent; marital status  of   respondent; 
language  of   childhood; religion of  respondent; education of 
respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of   head  of   house; 
number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in
household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Dec 1985

276 Poll
505:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; has family made  plans to attend expo 86;  if 
no  expo  plans,  do  you  intend  to go; govt. Policies handling  
economy   properly;    confidence   in   handling   of  unemployment;
smoked any cigarettes in the past week; do you ever  use   alcohol  or  
abstainer;  are   opinions  of   federal  pc's favourable;  are  opinions   of  
federal  lib's  favourable;  are opinions of  federal ndp's favourable;
confidence in U.S. handling world  probs.;  approve  de  havilland  sale to
U.S. firm; should husbands share general housework; frequency of 
husband's help in housework;  how  often  do  you  help with housework;
approval of  Mulroney  as  prime  minister;  approval  of  Turner as
opposition leader;  approval  of   Broadbent  as  leader  of   ndp; should
all cigarette ads be banned; should all liquor ads be banned; present

Jan 1986
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preferred political party; party voted for last federal election; resident 
prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's community; male or female
head  of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of  
respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent; 
education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent;  occupation  of 
head of   house; number of   residents in household;  number of  children
under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in  household;  union 
membership  in  household;  year  of   birth of  respondent; sex  of 
respondent; total annual  family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

277 Poll
506:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;  importance   of   U.S.\soviet  arms control;
heard  of  resumed arms control  talks; arms control talk increase chance
of  war; Canadians    feel about war & arms control; frequency of  talk
with others about war; most important source of  info  about  arms;  least 
important  source  for arms info; will economy  be better if  lib govern; will 
economy be better if ndp govern; best  federal party to handle  inflation;
best fed. Party to handle unemployment; best fed. Party to handle intnl.
Affairs;  best  federal  party  to  handle  medicare; best federal party to
reduce deficit;  best federal party to  handle U.S. trade; heard, read 
about problems of   acid rain; seriousness  of  fed. Govt. On acid rain;
seriousness of  U.S. govt. On acid rain; Canada or U.S. gain most from
free trade; effect of  free trade on family income; do you see a specific
doctor  if needed; any change if doctor opt out  of   medicare;  cause  of  
rising  liability  insurance cost; present preferred  political party; party
voted  for last federal Election;  resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of 
respondent's community;  male   or  female  head  of    family; 
employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;  number of  residents in 
household;  number of  children  under 10 in  household; number of 
teenagers  in household;  union membership  in household; year of  birth 
of   respondent;  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family  income; type
of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Feb 1986

278 Poll
507:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; heard about wilson's budget on feb.26; will 
budget  strengthen  the  economy;  will budget help or hurt family 
finance;  do  you  ever  use  alcohol or abstainer; least amount of  $ a
family of  four  needs; do women get as good a break as men;  rate the
job Canada  post is doing; super  mail boxes to cut delivery costs;
replace home delivery with mail boxes; do you  have  a  banking 
machine  card;   times  card  used  in  last  5 Transactions;  should
workers  have the  right to  strike; should public  service  workers  strike; 

March
1986
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children today better educated than  you;  rate  job  of   news  presenting
by newspaper; present preferred political party; party voted for last federal
election; resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's
community;  male or female head  of  family; employment of  respondent;
marital status   of   respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of 
respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent;
occupation  of  head of   house; number of   residents in household; 
number of  children under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in
household;  union  membership  in  household;  year  of   birth of 
respondent; sex  of  respondent; total annual  family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

279 Poll
508:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  are taxes  too high  or about right; feel
strongly about privatizing petrocan; are chances of  nuclear war  greater 
today;  divide  accum.  Assets  equally in divorce; family  better off  under
which  pol. Party;  should mp vote with  constituents'  views;  Canada 
withdraw  from  nato,  be neutral;  public  sector  working  conditions 
better;  are  public  sector pension plans better; is the public sector rate
of  pay better; is Television  a  good  influence  on  family; couples live
together before  marriage; participation in  public opinion survey; nation
better  off if  leader follow  poll; present  preferred political party; party 
voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of  Respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;   employment 
 of  respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent; language  of    childhood; 
religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership  in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

April
1986

280 Poll
509:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

 Language of  questionnaire; 1st  choice: career for young men; 1st

choice: career  for young men; 2nd choice:  career for young men; 2nd 
choice: career for  young men; 1st  choice: career for young women; 1st
choice: career for young women; 2nd choice: career for young  women; 
2nd  choice:  career  for  young  women;  attended church\synagogue in
last 7 days; is religion increasing influence on  life; can religion  answer
today's problems;  ideal number of  children  for a family;  amount family
spends  on food each week;  death penalty  or life term for  murderers;
smoked any cigarettes in  the past  week; likelihood  of  smoking  a year 
from now; how informed  up to U.S.  Bomb of  libya;  was U.S. justified in
libya bomb  raid; will  U.S. raid  deter further  terrorism; scientific 

May 1986
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experiments affected weather;  present preferred political party; party 
voted  for  last   federal  election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;   employment 
 of    respondent;  marital  status  of   respondent;  language  of   
childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household;  union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

281 Poll
510:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country; how
are  business conditions in community;  likelihood of  nuclear war in
lifetime; heard of  sinclair stevens' resignation; pc acted responsibly in 
stevens affair; lib acted  responsibly in stevens affair; ndp  acted
responsibly in stevens  affair; stevens resign or  time  to  clear  himself; 
should  nuclear  power  generation  increase;  reaction  if  nuclear  plant 
built  in area; views on nuclear  power after chernobyl;  will the economy 
be better in 6 months; satisfaction with standard  of  living; area of  aid
needed by developing  nations; heard of  south  africa's racial policies;
how  should  Canada  deal  with  south  africa; present preferred  political
party; party voted  for last federal election; resident prov.  of   respondent; 
size  of   respondent's community; male or female head  of  family;
employment of   respondent; marital status
 of   respondent;  language  of   childhood; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head 
of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union
membership  in household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

June
1986

282 Poll
511:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  how will  unemployment change  in 12 
mos.; level  of  family finance in 12  months; identify with which political 
party; agree  with sale  of  pornography  to adults; is level of  U.S.
investment enough now; buy control of  U.S. firms in Canada;  approval of 
 pc govt.  Record since  1984; confidence in U.S.  Dealing  of   problems; 
is  U.S. and Canada drawing closer; cents in tax $ wasted by  federal
govt.; cents in tax $ wasted by province govt.;  cents in tax $ wasted  by
local govt.; prefer 40 hour week in 4 days or 5 days; present preferred
political party;  party  voted  for  last   federal  election;  resident  prov.  of 
respondent;   size   of    respondent's   community;  language  of 
childhood; religion of   respondent; education of  respondent; year of  

July 1986
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birth of  respondent;  sex of  respondent;  total annual family income; age
of  respondent; weights used.

283 Poll
512:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Unions\corporations donate to  pol. Parti; grade to rate public school  in
community; easier  to find job  if <25 or  >50 in age;unemployed in  <25
yrs. More serious now;  unemployed in >50 yrs. More serious now; best
man  to be Prime Minister of  Canada; price  protection  for  new  drug 
developed;  attitude  on commonwealth organization;   concern   re  
commonwealth   dissolving;  should homemakers  be in pension  plan;
govt. Or  family pay homemakers'  cpp;  govt.  Or  family  pay  for  child 
care; present preferred  political party; party voted  for last federal
election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of  respondent's community;
language of   childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent;  occupation of   head of   house;
sex of  respondent;  year  of   birth  of  respondent; total annual family
income; age of  respondent; weights used.

August
1986

284 Poll
513:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  approval  of   pc govt. record since 1984; 
is now a  good time to  buy major items;  will economy get better in 12
months; best man  to be Prime Minister of  Canada; is patronage  in
ottawa  increasing;  is  patronage in own province increasing;  do you 
have a  license to  drive a  car; day use of  headlights  more  than  before;
compulsory  device  to  turn  on headlights; favour raising driving  age to
18 years; would Canada be  better  off  in  free  trade;  is  Canada taking
its share of  refugees;  policy to accept  more or fewer  refugees; do you
ever use  alcohol or abstainer;  favour raising legal  drink age to 21yr.; 
present  preferred  political  party;  party voted for last federal   election; 
resident   prov.  of    respondent;  size  of  respondent's community; male
or female head of  family; employment of    respondent;  marital  status  
of   respondent;  language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent; 
education  of   respondent; Occupation of  respondent; occupation  of 
head of  house; number of  residents in household; number of  children
under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in  household; union
membership in household; year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of 
respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of   community;  age of 
respondent; weights used.

Sept
1986

285 Poll
514:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  hours worked  in workplace\home past
week; hours worked a week compared to last yr.; should smoking be
allowed  in workplace;  should smoking  be allowed  in airplanes;

Oct 1986
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Smoked  any cigarettes  in past  week; is international terrorism
increasing;  thought of   terrorism alter  travel plans;  there is epidemic  of 
illegal drug  use; people of   responsibility be drug tested;  employers
right to  test for drug  use; will economy get better in next 6 months; have
you heard or read about ufo's; ever seen things  you thought to be ufo's; 
are ufo's real or people's  imagination;  are  there  people  on  other 
planets; vote for or  against  death penalty; present  preferred political
party; party voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent;
size  of  respondent's community;  male or female  head of  family;
employment of  respondent;  marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation
of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household;  number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; year  of   birth 
of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of 
 community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

286 Poll
515:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  highest  temperature reached today;
retailers  be  allowed  to  open  on  sunday;  confidence in U.S.dealing of 
problems; balance  budget or reduce unemployment; does Canada
express  its own views; if Canada's  views influenced - by  whom;  should 
more  taxes  go  to  amateur  sports; should govt. Promote  sports to
girls;  any worry about  money for retirement; which  source to  rely on 
for retirement;  sector not sharing in charity  funding; favour  more funds 
for public  schools; favour more  funds  for  high  schools;  favour more
funds for post-high educ.; educ.  Funding from taxes or  reallocation; paid
paternity leave  for  fathers;  length  of   paid  paternity  leave; present
preferred political party; party voted for last federal election; resident 
prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male or female
head  of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of  
respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent; 
education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of 
head of   house; number of   residents in household; number of  children
under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in  household;  union 
membership  in  household;  year  of   birth of  respondent; sex  of 
respondent; total annual  family income; type  of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

Nov 1986

287 Poll
516:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  approval  of   pc govt. record since 1984; 
is now a  good time to  buy major items;  will economy get better  in 12 
months; heard  any results  of  liberal convention; know if lib voted for
leadership review; did the delegates choose leader wisely; under which
party will family be better; do courts deal  harshly  with  criminals; 

Dec 1986
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satisfaction  with  direction of  country;  region  gained  most  from
confederation; region gained least from  confederation; is Mulroney an
asset  to the pc party;  is John Turner  an asset to the lib party;  is
Broadbent an asset to the ndp party;  present preferred political party;
party voted for last federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; male or female head of  family; employment of   
respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent;  language  of  childhood; 
religion  of   respondent;  education  of   respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household;  year  of   birth 
of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of 
 community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

288 Poll
517:

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of  questionnaire;  are acts  of  vigilantism justified?; concerned
about retailers using firearms; heard about troubles in south  africa; 
sympathize  with  whites  or  blacks in s.a; will blacks  use peace  or
violence  in s.a;  should Canada  gov't put pressure  on s.a.;  should
Canada  gov't apply sanctions; biggest  threat-business, labour or govt; 
people hold good opinion of  fed p.c.;  people hold  good opinion  of  fed 
libs; people  hold good opinion of   fed n.d.p.; plan to contribute  to r.r.s.p;
afraid to walk  in  this  area  at  night;  is  fed  govt handling economic
situation;  present  preferred  political  party; party voted for last  federal 
election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; male or female head of  family; employment of    respondent; 
marital  status   of   respondent;  language  of  Childhood;  religion  of  
respondent;  education  of   respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in household;

number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in 
household; union membership in household; year  of   birth  of  
respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual family  income;  type  of  
community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

Jan 1987

289 Poll
518:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country;
Canada  better without  tariffs with  U.S.; which  fed party best
handles--inflation;    unemployment;    international    affairs;
environmental problems; reducing the fed deficit; trade relations with
U.S.; sign form to  donate your organs?; already signed form to donate
organs?; air Canada  be sold to private sector?; should married women
with kids  work?; should married women without kids work?; animals be
used in medical research?; canadian way of  life influenced  by U.S.?; 
concerned by  new public  health problems; which problem  concerns

Feb 1987
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you?; which other  problem concerns you?;  how  much  do  you  know 
about  aids?; political party currently  favoured?;  like your party  or
dislike others?;  party voted for last  federal  election;  resident  prov.  of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; male or female head of 
family; employment of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent; 
language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; Occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household; year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual family  income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent;
weights used.

290 Poll
519:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire; top  priority at Canada-U.S. summit?;
immigration be  increase or decreased?; heard  ads for condoms to
prevent  aids?;  approve  or  disapprove  of   condom ads?; should
workers  have right  to strike?;  public employees  have right to strike?;
are taxes too high  or about right?; union dues used for non-union 
activities; how  should voluntary  dues be allocated?; heard about 
wilsons feb 18 budget?;  will budget strengthen can. Economy?; will
budget help or  hurt your family?; how much family of   four  need  each 
week?;  use  alcoholic  beverages?; present preferred political party;
party voted for last federal election resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size
of  respondent's community; male or female head  of  family; employment
of  respondent; marital status   of   respondent;  language   of   childhood; 
religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent occupation  of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of   house; number of   residents in
household; number of  children under 10  in household; number of 
teenagers in household;  union  membership  in  household;  year  of  
birth of  respondent; sex  of  respondent; total annual  family income;
type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

March
1987

291 Poll
520:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;  should   prisoners  have  week-end
leaves?; parole  of  prisoners too harsh?; do  you know  if victims are 
compensated?;  system  adequate  in  compensating  victims?; approve  
of   immigration  policy?;   are  majority  of   refugees
 legitimate?; majority of  refugees meet requirements?;  do you worry
about--making ends meet?; getting proper food?; having reasonable 
housing?; having  enough money in old age?;  your health?; how do you 
feel  about  the  work  you  do?;  how do you view the death penalty?;
does death penalty  deter murder?; vote for reinstating death penalty?; 
not deter criminals, favour or  oppose?; if deter criminals, favour  or 
oppose?;  how  should  person be executed?; petro-can be  sold to

April
1987
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private business?; is  Mulroney an asset to p.c.'s?; who  would make
better leader for  p.c.'s?; is Turner an  asset to liberal party; who would
make better leader for liberal; is Broadbent an asset to  n.d.p.?; who
would make a better leader of   n.d.p.; present  preferred political  party;
party  voted for  last  federal  election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; male or female head of  family;
employment of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent;  language 
of   childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of   respondent;
occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in household;

year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  Respondent; total annual family 
income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

292 Poll
521:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire ideal number of  kids for family? Have you
smoked cigarettes in past week? How likely will you be smoking in one
year approve of  ban on cigarette ads? If ban made law, what effect will it
have; would you support ban on sale of  tobacco; how much do you
spend on food per week? Qualtiy of  food better today or 5 yrs ag; have
you heard of  northwest passage? Is passage part of  Canada's waters?  
Heard or read about dangers of  pollution; how serious are dangers of 
pollution?   Is pollution a problem in your area?  Heard of  Canada's
charter of  rights?  Are your rights better protected now? Approve of 
dome pet. Owned by U.S. firm?  Heard about race in high tech industry?
How important for can. To lead hi tech?  Concerned can. Falling behind in
tech?  Attend church in last seven days?  Present preferred political
party; Party voted for last federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; Male or female head of  family;
employment of  respondent; marital status of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion of  respondent Education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent   occupation of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household;  number of 
teenagers in household;  union membership in household; year of  birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

May 1987

293 Poll
522:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing Canada?; how
are business conditions in community; how will business be in six 
months?; like more  U.S. investment in  Canada?; should can.buy back
U.S. owned firms?; do you know about gary hart in U.S.?;  is  press  like 
this  useful  activity?;  heard of  animal rights movement?;  are  you 
smpathetic  with  the movement?; approve of  violence  to  meet  goals?; 
approve  of   Mulroney?;  approve  of  Turner?;   approve   of   

June
1987
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Broadbent?;   opinion  on  unemployment Insurance?; will economic
situation  improve in can.?; approve of  payment to japense Canadians  ?; 
familiar with Meech Lake accord?; good  thing for  Quebec  to  sign
accord?;  are feds giving up too much  power ?;  approve of   Quebec  as 
distinct society?; present Preferred political party; party voted for last
federal election; ever voted for p.c.'s in past?; ever voted for liberals in
past?; ever  voted for  ndp in  past?; ever  vote for p.c.'s in future? Ever
vote for liberals in  future?; ever vote for ndp in future?; Resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male or female head  of 
family; employment of  respondent; marital  status   of   respondent; 
language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of  head of   house;
number of   residents in household;  number of  children under 10  in
household; number of  teenagers in  household;  union  membership  in 
household;  year  of   birth of  respondent; sex  of  respondent; total
annual  family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights
used.

294 Poll
523:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; how  satisfied are you with medicare? How 
should old people be  helped?; does  fed govt affect people more  now?;
is influence  of  fed govt  too great?; postal workers have  right to  strike?;
how  strongly do  you feel  about this?; opinion  on p.c. govt  since
1984?; who  will start nuclear war?; how likely is  a third world war?; who
do  you believe on nuclear issue?; would ideal leader lead Canada ...?;
have you heard about aids?; are  blood test for aids  accurate?; should
certain people be  tested?;  should  employers   have  right  to  test?; 
should immigrants be tested for aids?; personally aware of  child abuse?;
personally  aware  of   wife  abuse?;  present preferred political party;
party  voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of  respondent; size 
of  respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;  
employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent;  language 
of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

July 1987

295 Poll
524:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire;  approve increased military spending?;
should Canada keep troops in  nato?; politically, are you on left or  right?;
on scale  where would you  place p.c.'s?; where would
You  place  liberals?;  where  would  you place the ndp?; private clubs 
exclude on sex?;  private clubs exclude  on race?; private clubs   exclude 

August
1987
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 on   religion?;   private   clubs   exclude  on  nationality?; rights  of 
french out Quebec   protected?; rights of  english  in  Quebec  
protected?;  opinion  on refugees landing in n.s.?; should illegals have 
same rights?; approve of  spending to save wilderness?;  have you visited
a  national park?; approve of  tobacco   sport   sponserships?;   approve  
of    brewers   sport sponserships?;  present preferred political  party; like
of  party or dislike of  others?; is  party or leader more important?; party
voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; Size  of 
respondent's community;  male or female  head of  family; employment of 
respondent;  marital status of  respondent; language of   childhood;
religion  of  respondent;  education of  respondent; Occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; year  of   birth 
of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total annual  family  income;  type 
of   community;  age of  respondent; weights used.

296 Poll
525:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language of  questionnaire; is Canada  a rich nation?; is Canada a fair 
society?; do  you mind  the rich  getting richer?; can govt  close gap 
between rich & poor?; how  will future be for todays's kids?;  is  life 
better  today  than  30  yrs  ago?;  approve of  Mulroney?; approve  of 
Turner?; approve of  Broadbent?; who would make  best  leader  for 
Canada?;  how  important  is  a  college education?;  what  advantages 
of   college  are important; Canada  better under free trade?; stock prices
increasing or decreasing?; in  6  mths,  stocks  increase  or  decrease?; 
should prov. Have english  and  french?;  which  change  to senate would
you like?; should  senate  block  legislation?;  present preferred political
party; party voted for  last federal election; economy better off now than 3
yrs ago?;  can. International position better?; can. & U.S. better working
relation?;  people in Quebec  more satisfied?; Patronge  within feds
increased?;  better federal prov relations; success  in reducing deficit; 
favoritism towards regions grown?; success  in  making  tax  system 
fairer?;  success  in  reducing unemployment  rate?;  resident   prov.  of  
respondent;  size  of  respondent's community; male or female head of 
family; employment of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent; 
language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household;number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household;year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual  family  income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent;
weights used.

Sept
1987

297 Poll
526:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Oct 1987
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Language  of   questionnaire;  good  to  know  sex of  child before birth?; 
how serious  are feds  about acid  rain?; how serious is U.S.  About acid
rain?;  economic situation in  next six months?; which  statement
describes  Mulroney?; which  statement describes Turner?;  which
statement describes  Broadbent?; heard about race probs  south africa?; 
what should  can. Do  about south africa?; which fed party  best
handle--inflation?; unemployment?; reducing federal  deficit?;  trade 
relations  with  U.S.?;  international affairs?; environment?; if lib govt,
economy better or worse?; if ndp govt, economy better or worse?; in last
year, had home broken into?; money or property  stolen?; home or car
vandalized?; other crime?;  none  of   the  above;  who  responsible  for 
child care facilitie;  honesty  rating  -  advertising  executives;  honesty
rating   -  building  contractors;   honesty  rating  -  business executives;
honesty rating - doctors; honesty rating - engineers; honesty rating -
union leaders; honesty rating - lawyers; honesty Rating  -  journalists; 
honesty  rating  - members of  parliament;honesty rating - police officers;
honesty rating - psychiatrists;university  teachers?;  ussr  trying  to 
increase  world power?; present preferred  political party; party voted  for
last federal election;  resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of 
respondent's community;  male   or  female  head  of    family; 
employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of 
childhood;   religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent;
occupation of   respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;  number of 
residents in household;  number of  children  under 10 in  household;
number of  teenagers  in household;  union membership  in household;

year of  birth  of   respondent;  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family 
income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

298 Poll
527:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; will 1988 be better than 1987?; will strikes   
increase   in    1988?;   will    1988   be   peaceful internationally?; 
chances  of   world  war  in  next ten yrs?; no danger of  war; will
unemployment  increase in 1988?; will 1988 be economically
prosperous?; car  drivers require regular medicals?; you have license  to
drive a car?; do you  drive within the speed limit?; who  would you have
dinner with?;  are you informed about free  trade?; how  do you  feel about 
the deal?; concerned about Canada's  independence?; heard  about
troubles  in persian gulf?;  what should  U.S. do about gulf?; economic 
situation in next six  months?;   have   you   been   discriminated 
against?;  type  of  discrimination?; how would you invest $5,000?; is
country heading into  recession?;  will  the  depression  be  serious?; 
have you started christmas  shopping?; when did you  buy first xmas
gift?; when  do you plan  to start?; present  preferred political party;  party 

voted  for  last   federal  election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male  or female head  of  family;   employment  
of    respondent;  marital  status  of  Respondent;  language  of   

Nov 1987
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childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  Children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

299 Poll
528:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of  questionnaire;  satisfied with direction of  country?;       
Approve of  p.c. govt since 1984?; confidence in U.S. handle world
probs?;  is Mulroney an  asset to p.c.'s?;  is Turner an asset to liberals?;
is  Broadbent an asset to the  ndp?; wrong to have sex before  
marriage?;    improving   or   not--morals?;   honesty?; happiness?; 
peace of   mind?; should  Canada become  a republic?; interest in
politics in  last 5 yrs?; present preferred political party; party  voted for
last federal  election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of  respondent's
community; male  or female head of  family;   employment   of   
respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent;  language  of    childhood; 
religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in 
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in household; union membership  in household; year of   birth
of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Dec 1987

300 Poll
529:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of  questionnaire; approve olympic games in Canada?; will
olympic  games improve relations?;  most people favourable toward pc
party?; most people  favourable toward lib party?; most people favourable 
toward  ndp  party?;  free  trade; federal governmemt handling  econony 
well;   Mulroney  1st  mention;  Mulroney  2nd mention; Mulroney 3rd
mention; Mulroney 4th mention; Mulroney 5 th mention; Mulroney 6th
mention; Mulroney 7th mention; Mulroney 8 th  mention;  Turner  1st 
mention;  Turner  2nd  mention; Turner 3rd mention;  Turner  4th 
mention;  Turner  5th  mention; Turner 6 th mention;  Turner 7th  mention;
Turner  8th mention; Broadbent 1st mention; Broadbent 2nd  mention;
Broadbent 3rd mention; Broadbent 4th  mention;  Broadbent  5th 
mention;  Broadbent  6th  mention; Broadbent  7th mention;  Broadbent
8th  mention; married women in workforce  good?; biggest threat  to
future; heard  of  crtc cable expansion?;  favour or  oppose cable 
expansion; reagan gorbachev  agreement affect peace?; present preferred

political party; party voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of 
respondent; size  of  respondent's community;  male or female  head of 
family;  employment of  respondent;  marital status of  respondent;
language of   childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of 

Jan 1988
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respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in  Household; union membership in
household; year  of   birth  of   respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual family  income;  type  of   community;  age of  respondent;
weights  used.

301 Poll
530:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  most  important problem; party best handle 
inflation;  party  best  handle  unemployment; party best handle
international affairs;  party best handle pollution; party best handle deficit;
party  best handle trade with us; conditions warrant election?;  majority in
next parliament?;  party get most votes  in  election;  government 
subsidized  day-care; now vs 10 Years  ago:  how  hard  do  people; 
economic situation in next 6 months; concern about  computer credit
information; mid-east peace  possible?;  sympathy  with  mid-east 
peoples;  present preferred  political party; party voted  for last federal
election; resident prov.  of   respondent;  size  of   respondent's
community; male or female head  of  family; employment of   respondent;
marital status of   respondent;  language  of   childhood; religion of 
respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent;
occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household;
number of  Children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union membership  in household; year of   birth of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Feb 1988

302 Poll
531:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of  questionnaire; is  heavy drinking a serious problem?; is  the
use of   soft drugs a  serious probl; is  the use of  heavy drugs a serious
prob; opinion re. How news is reported; who would
Make  the  best  prime  minister?;  can  you recall the name of  a cabinet 
min; do you  know what his  responsibility is?; have you heard  about 
cruise  missle  tests;  should Canada permit cruise tests?;  what  should 
happen  with  nuclear  energy?;  do you or partner work outside of 
home?; how long could you last if ui runs  out?; have you  heard or read
about ufos?; have  you seen a ufo?;  do  you think  ufos are  real or 
imagined?; are  there people on other  planets?; should immigration  be
increased?; confidence in U.S. re world problems; do you use alcholic
beverages?; change indisposible  income  since  last  y;  present 
preferred political  party; party  voted for last federal  election; resident
prov. of   respondent; size  of  respondent's community; male  or female
head  of    family;   employment   of    respondent; etc.

March
1988

303 Poll This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes), April
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532:1 dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; is  heavy drinking a serious problem?; is  the
use of   soft drugs a  serious probl; is  the use of  heavy drugs a serious
prob; opinion re. How news is reported; who would  make  the  best 
prime  minister?;  can  you recall the name of  a cabinet  min; do you 
know what his  responsibility is?; have you heard  about  cruise  missle 
tests;  should Canada permit cruise tests?;  what  should  happen  with 
nuclear  energy?;  do you or partner work outside of  home?; how long
could you last if ui runs out?; have you  heard or read about ufos?; have 
you seen a ufo?;  do  you think  ufos are  real or  imagined?; are  there
people on other  planets?; should immigration  be increased?; confidence
in U.S. re world problems; do you use alcoholic beverages?; change in
disposible  income  since  last  y;  present  preferred political party; party 
voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of 
respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;   employment 
 of    respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent;  language  of   
childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

1988

304 Poll
533:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  are bank  charges too  high?; should
parliament look  into bank fees?; attend church  in last 7 days?; is
organized religion important to you?; which would you choose?;  future of  
canada should depend on...?;  ideal number of  children to have?; approve
of  p.c.  Party govt since 1984?; will computers make your  life easier?; is
a computer  available to you?; smoked cigarettes  in past  week?;
approve  of  anti-smoking  bylaws?; is bylaw  an  infringment  of   rights?; 
canada  better or with free trade?; will  free trade increase your  income?;
should abortions  be legal...?;  vote against candidate because  of  aborti;
present preferred  political party; why  would you vote  for this party?;
other  reasons?;  other  reasons?;  party  voted for last federal election; is
mulroney an asset  to conservative par; is turner an asset  to liberal
party?;  is broadbent an  asset to ndp?; should turner resign  as leader of 
libera; is  turner resigns, would you  vote differ;  resident prov. of 
respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male   or  female  head 
of    Family;  employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; 

number of  residents in household;  number of  children  under 10 in 
household; number of  teenagers  in household;  union membership  in
household; year of  birth  of   respondent;  sex  of   respondent;  total

May 1988
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annual family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights
used.

305 Poll
806:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire; most  important problem facing canada tod; 
which party  can best  handle that  problem; how  would you describe
business conditi; how will business conditions be in six m;  is there
enough  u.s. investment in  canada; should canada buy  control of  u.s.
compan; do you think abortion should be legal...;in   which 
cases--serious   birth  defect?;   womans  health  is  endangered?;
agreed  upon by woman & doctor?;  if family has very low income?; 
within 5 months of  conception?;  within 3 months of  conception?;  if
conception due  to rape or  incest?; none of  the above?;  dont know?; 
should abortion  be put  to free vote in c; please  name  a  cabinet 
minister  in ottawa; second name; third; name; under free trade would 
canada be...?; will free trade have effect  on your  inco; will  canada
become  part of  u.s. in next; approve  or disapprove of   this?; approve of  
amnesty for illegal  immigrant; opinion on paying parents  to have kids i;
reasons for  vote?;  reasons for  vote--second mention?;  should mulroney
step  down as leader?; if p.c.s had new leader how would you vo; should
turner step down as leader?; if  lib had new leader how would you  vote; 
should  broadbent  step  down  as  leader?; if ndp had new leader  how
would  you vote;  present preferred  political party;
 party  voted  for  last   federal  election;  resident  prov.  of respondent;
size  of  respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;  
employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of   respondent; 
language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of 
respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation ofhead  of   house; 
number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in
household; year of   birth of  respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

June
1988

306 Poll
807:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire;  good value for--the police; medicare;
garbage collection; postal  service; education; fire protection; approve
marriage  between  catholics  &  pro;  approve  marriage between blacks
& whites;  ; which leader closest to on--abortion; budget  deficit;
environmental  protection; daycare;  free trade;  the homeless;
federal-provincial relations; national defense; how  would  you  rate  u.s. 
President  reagan;  how  would  you  rate mulroney;  is  canada  &  u.s. 
Growing  closer;  should there be federal  election  in  6  mo;  who  will 
win  most votes in next election;  will  one  party  get  majority  of  seats;
is political corruption   in  ottawa...?;   are  feds   engaged  in  political
pork-barre;  do  you  favour  or  oppose  this  practice; approve

July 1988
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pre-election spending in your ar; will young people own their own home; 
options  to  help  own  home--rhosp;  mortgage  deduction;  increase
taxes  on real estate speculator; none  of  the above; no subsidies 
required;  dont  know;  are  bank charges too high; is criticism of  banks
fair or not; favour forced military service at age 18; favour military service 
for women at 18; are you willing to fight for your  country; reason for
vote-first response; reason  for  vote-second  response;  present 

preferred  political party; party  voted  for  last   federal  election;  resident 
prov.  of  respondent; size  of  respondent's community; male  or female
head of    family;   employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of 

respondent;  language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent;
education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  
head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union 
membership in household;  exact age of   respondent; sex of  
respondent; total annual family income; type of  community; age of 
respondent; weights used.

307 Poll
807:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; for federal tax dollar, how many cents w;  for
prov tax  dollar, how many  cents wast; for municipal tax dollar, how
many cents; do cdn farmers require special assistanc; will droughts be
one time  thing or conti; heard about trouble in persian gulf?; if yes, what 
should U.S. do for intl shi; downing iranian  plane due  to U.S.  Milit;
downing  iranian plane = U.S. aggression;  downing iranian  plane =  to
protect  U.S.; cant say  what caused  downing iranian pla; how strongly 
do you feel about your  choi;  how  often  do  you  drink  alcohol;  do  you 
smoke cigarettes; if  yes, about how many  a day; if no,  have you ever
smoked;  do  you  have--arthritis; bronchitis; diabetes-requiring  insulin; 
diabetes-not  requiring  insulin; hemophilia; epilepsy;  attended
out-patient's  clinic? In last 5; attended  an std or vd clinic  in last  5; ever 
had heterosexual  intercourse; how old were you  when you first had 
sex; how many times  you had sex in last  7 day;  no. of   heterosexual
partners  in -  lifeti; no. of Heterosexual partners  in last 5 y;  no. of 
heterosexual partners in  last 2  y; no.  of  heterosexual  partners in  last
12; no. of heterosexual partners  in last 6 m;  no. of  heterosexual
partners  in last 3  m; no. of  heterosexual partners in  last 4 w; 1st time ;
had sex-partner 1-month of   even; 1st time had sex-partner 1-year of  
event; partner's age  at the time;  last time had sex-partner  1-month  of 
eve;  last time  had sex-partner  1-year of  even; 1st time  had sex-partner
2-month  of  even; 1st  time had sex-partner 2-year  of   event;  partner's 
age  at  the  time;  last time had sex-partner 2-month  of  eve; last time 
had sex-partner 2-year of  even;  1st time  had sex-partner  3-month of  
even; 1st  time had sex-partner 3-year of  event; partner's age at the time;
last time Had sex-partner 3-month of   eve; last time had sex-partner
3-year  of  even;  1st time had sex-partner 4-month  of  even; 1st time had

July 1988
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sex-partner 4-year of  event; partner's age at the time; last time had
sex-partner 4-month of   eve; last time had sex-partner 4-year  of  even; 
1st time had sex-partner 5-month  of  even; 1st time had sex-partner
5-year of  event; partner's age at the time; last time had sex-partner
5-month of   eve; last time had sex-partner 5-year of  even;  1st time had
sex-partner 6-month  of  even; 1st time had  sex-partner 6-year of  event;
partner's age at the time; last time had sex-partner 6-month of   eve; last
time had sex-partner 6-year of   even; ever had  an extra-marital affair; 
how many people had affairs with;  how satisfied are you with  sex life;
ideally, how often  want sex  per week;  ever paid\been  paid for sex; if
yes, when  was the last  time; how many  sex-for-money partners?; ever
had lesbian\homosexual sex?;  currently taking any medicine; ever
injected  yourself  with  drugs;  ever  shared  a needle; present preferred
political party; party voted for last federal election; resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community; male or female head  of 
family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of   respondent; 
language   of   childhood;  religion  of respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of head of  house;
number of  residents in household; numberof children under 10  in
household; etc.

308 Poll
808:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; how do you feel about toronto?; how do you 
feel about montreal?;  what is most  urgent health problem?; how 
concerned about aids  are you?; refuse  to work with someone  with
aids?; persons own fault they have aids?; treat aids victims with
compassion?;  govt is doing all it  can?; aids is punishment for  moral
decline?;  hospitals should  dismiss workers  with ai; which  applies  to 
you?;  approve  of  Mulroney?; approve of  John Turner?; approve of  ed
Broadbent?; which leader could do the best job?;  which leader  is most 
trustworthy?; which  leader is most inspiring?; is Turner right to  use
senate to block b; free trade main  issue  who  would  you  supp;  which 
is  closest  to  your feelings?;  should  illegal  immigrants  obtain  legal 
s; should illegal  immigrants have  rights?; wished  you had  learned other
language?; how much emphasis on  second lang in this; emphasis on
english  in  Quebec   is...?;  basic  content of  daydream--money?; 
love?; power influence?; lack of  responsibility?; other?; like to see  for
canadian  senate?; should  senate turn  back biils?; how much faith  do
you have in  parole sys; how strongly  do you feel about  your  choi; 
what  stronger  like  of   party or dislike o;  present preferred  political
party; party voted  for last federal election;  resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's  community;  male   or  female  head 
of    family;  employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent;
language of  childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; 
number of  residents in  household;  Number of  children  under 10 in 
household; number of  teenagers in household; union  membership in

August
1988
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household; exact age of   respondent; sex  of  respondent;  total annual 
family income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

309 Poll
808:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; what  is the most important problem in ca;
which party can best handle that problem; should federal govt spend 
more on region;  should federal govt  force unemployed to; should  out of 
prov  unemployed have same;  in which province did you  grow  up?;  in 
which  province  did  you grow up?; vote for Mulroney  to get  free trade 
bill; if  ndp might form govt, more likely to  v; present preferred political 
party; party voted for  last  federal  election;  resident  prov.  of 
respondent; size of  respondent's community; male or female head of 
family; employment  of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent; 
language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household;  number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household;  exact age  of  respondent; sex of   respondent; total annual
family  income; type of  community; age of  respondent; weights used.

August
1988

310 Poll
809:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  respect in  public school  system; is
discipline too  strict; is discipline too  strict in high school; opinion  on
teachers  salaries; reasons--teachers  doing bad job; teachers paid fair
wage already; few teachers have low pay; none; other; dont know;
greatest  hockey player; who will gretsky trade  benefit;  did gretsky 
have right  to change;  should violence be tolerated;  will Canada win  any
gold; how  many medals in total; should  spend  more  to  help  athletes; 
favour  toronto bid for olympics; how would you vote  in u s; who was
greatest president; better  off  with  free  trade;  election  on free trade;
are you informed about free trade;  undue attention by politicians; which 
regions;  legality   of   abortions;  what circumstances--serious defect;
womans health in danger; woman & doctor agree; low family income; 
within 5  months; within  3 months;  conception by rape; none of  the
above; dont know;  aware of  child abuse; what did you  do--nothing; 
contacted police;  contacted children's  aid; spoke with parent involved;
other; should we call election; which party would win;  will party win
majority;  Mulroney handling job okay; Turner handling job okay; 
Broadbent handling job okay; who would do best job; who is  most
trustworthy; who is most inspiring; how Strong  do  you  feel;  like  party 
or  dislike  others; present preferred political party; party voted for last
federal election; resident  prov.  of  respondent;  size of  respondent's
community; male or female head  of  family; employment of  respondent;
marital status   of   respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of 
respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent;

Sept
1988
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occupation  of  head of   house; number of   residents in household;
Number of  children under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in
household;   union   membership   in   household;  exact  age  of 
respondent; sex  of  respondent; total annual  family income; type  of 

community; age of  respondent; weights used.

311 Poll
761:T

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; how interested are you in election; do you 
plan to vote;  present preferred political  party; which way are you 
leaning; party voted for last  federal election; what is main  issue; who
would  make best p.m.;  who will win most seats;  will anyone get
majority;  Mulroney-a strong and decisive leader; Mulroney-is honest and 
trustworthy; Mulroney-has clear positions on issues; Mulroney-cares 
about the average canadia; Mulroney-be proud  to  have  as   p.m.; 
Mulroney-stick  to  his  principles; Mulroney-has  extravagant  personal 
tastes;  Turner-a strong and decisive  leader;  Turner-is  honest  and
trustworthy; Turner-has clear  positions  on   issues;  Turner-cares  about 
the  average canadian;  Turner-be proud to  have as p.m.;  Turner-stick to
his  principles;  Turner-has extravagant  personal tastes; Broadbent-a
strong and decisive  leader; Broadbent-is honest and trustworthy; 
Broadbent-has  clear positions  on issues;  Broadbent-cares about the 
average   canadi;  Broadbent-be  proud  to   have  as  p.m.;
Broadbent-stick  to  his  principles;  Broadbent-has  extravagant personal
taste; which party do  you support; do you feel close to party; are there
more patronage apoint.; exact age of  respondent;  total income
over\under $30,000; total income over\under $40,000; total  income 
over\under  $20,000;  present  preferred political  party; party  voted for
last federal  election; resident prov. of  respondent;  size of   respondent's
community;  sex of  respondent; total family income (based on q12a-c);
age of  respondent;

Oct
1988

312 Poll
765:T

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

How interested are you in  election; do you plan to vote; present 
preferred political party; which way are you leaning; party voted for last
federal election; what  is main issue; how concerned are
 you about - abortion?; cost  of  housing, how concerned about; day care, 
how  concerned  about;  free  trade,  how concerned about; honesty  in
government,  how concerned  abo; the environment, how concerned  
about;  traffic  congestion,   how  concerned  about; reuniting 
immigrants,  how  concerned  abou;  use  of  super mail boxes,  how 
concerned  a;  who  would make best p.m.; Mulroney-a
Strong  and decisive leader;  Mulroney-is honest and trustworthy 
Mulroney-has clear positions  on issues; Mulroney-cares about the 
average   canadia;  Mulroney-has   extravagant  personal  tastes;
Turner-a  strong  and   decisive  leader;  Turner-is  honest  and

Oct
1988
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trustworthy;  Turner-has clear positions  on issues; Turner-cares about 
the  average  canadian;  Turner-has  extravagant  personal tastes; 
Broadbent-a  strong  and  decisive  leader; Broadbent-is honest and
trustworthy;  Broadbent-has clear positions on issues;  Broadbent-cares  
about   the   average   canadi;   Broadbent-has extravagant  personal
taste; which  party do you  support; do you feel  close to  party; religious 
affiliation; ethnicity  - first mentioned; ethnicity -  second mentioned; total
income over\under $30,000; total income over\under $40,000; total
income over\under $20,000; present preferred political  party; party voted
for last  federal election; religious affiliation; exact age of  respondent; 
respondents sex; total family income (based on q12a-c); region of 
interview; age of  respondent (grouped); weight variable.

313 Poll
810:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language of  questionnaire; eligible to vote in 1988?; if yes, are you 
interested in election?;  how interested are  you?; will you vote?; if  yes,
how certain are you  to vote?; if undecided which party  do you  favour?;
which  party are  you closest to?; favour  delaying election results?; who 
would make best Prime Minister?; support policy against apartheid?;  are
you aware of  wife abuse?  Agree with  sentences of  wife abusers?; 
heard about compensation for japanese cd; approve of  compensation?;
will compensation lead to  comp  for  other;  should  pm lead Canada
towards socialism?;  should  he  be  committed  to  expanded  welfa;
encourage foreign  investment;  should  taxes  be  cut  &  spending
reduced?; should family  allowance go  only to  needy; pensions  to only
those who needed them?;  is govt spending too much?;  do people really
nee welfare?;  favour  guarenteed   annual  income?;  favour  forcing 
welfare people to work?; present preferred political party; party voted  for
last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent;

Oct 1988

314 Poll
766:T

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; watch tv leaders  debate?; did others  in
house watch debate?; who do you think won the debate?; did the debate
affect the way you will  v; before the debate who were you
 voting fo; if no affect,  who vote for today?; separate debate on the  free 
trade  issue?;  resident  prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; sex of  respondent; age of  respondent;

Oct 1988

315 Poll
767:T

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   interview;  interest  in  election;  do you plan to vote?; 
present  preferred  political  party;  which  way are you leaning if 
undecided|; like for party  or dislike others; party voted  for  last  federal 
election;  vote in last prov election;  party voted for in last provincial elect;

Oct 1988
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will you watch debates;  all or part of  debates; should they debate free
trade seperately;  who would be best p.m.; would Chretien   be better;
peterson better than;  martin  better  than;  Trudeau   better  than; pcs
had diff leader how  vote; lib had diff  leader how you vote;  if libs had 
Chretien    how vote;  if libs  had peterson  how vote; if libs had martin 
how  vote;  if  libs  had  Trudeau   how  vote; if ndp had different leader
how vote; Canada better off with free trade; are you in favour of  free trade;
who gains most from free trade; free  trade lead to- jobs; fta threaten
Canadas culture; fta personally  benefit you;  fta make Canada too 
american; which region benefit Most  from fta;  which region  hurt most 
from fta;  total income  over\under $30,000; total income over\under
$40,000; total income  over\under  $20,000;  present  preferred  political 
party; party voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent;
size of  respondent's community; language of  questionnaire?; exact age
of   respondent; respondent's sex; total  family income (based on
q16a-c); age of  respondent; weight variable.

316 Poll
810:4

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

language  of   questionnaire;  eligible  to  vote;  interested  in election;
how interested in  election; will you vote; how certain you  will vote; 
which way  are you  leaning; who would make best p.m.; have you seen
polls in  last few days; who was in lead; was it  a big  lead; are  results of 
 polls accurate;  are results of  polls  interesting;  have  you  been 
influenced by polls; do you  discuss  polls; pay  too much  attention to 
polls; banned during elections;  present  preferred  political  party; party
voted for Last  federal  election;  resident  prov.  of  respondent; size of 
respondent's community; male or female head of  family; employment  of  
 respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent;  language  of  childhood; 
religion  of   respondent;  education  of   respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household; number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; exact age  of 
respondent; sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; age of  respondent; weights used.

Oct 1988

317 Poll
811:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  eligibility to  vote in  nov 21 1988 elect; 
interest  in  election;  degree  of  interest in election; likelihood  of  
voting;  certainty  of   voting; present preferred political  party;  likely 
party  if  uncertain on 3a; when party choice chrystalized; party voted for
last federal election; party whose  policies  closest  to  responde;  party 
resp picks to win  election; party  resp picks to get majority;  leader best
for job of  pm;  satisfaction with choice of   party leader; satisfact with
discussion  of   issues;  if  free  trade  issue influenced vote; opinion  of  
free  trade  agreement;  who  won english tv debate, leaders;  media

Nov 1988
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treating Mulroney  fairly?; media treating Turner  fairly?;  media  treating 
Broadbent  fairly?;  reports  party to depose  Turner  credible?;  reports 
create  sympathy  or doubt?; Mulroney  avoiding media?; Mulroney 
avoiding average Canadians  ?; exposure  to  media  campaign 
advertising; political advertising Excessive?; opposes negative polit 
advertising; too much neg pol advert  this  campaign?;   prefers  2  party 
system;  preference  surviving  parties  if  2;  predicts  1989  better;worse
than 88;  more-fewer  strikes  in  1989?;  more  international  discored in
1989?;  prob  of   world  war  next  10  years.; present preferred political
party; party voted  for last federal election; resident prov. of  respondent;
size  of  respondent's community; resp ownsex  head  of   family?; 
employment  of   respondent; marital status of  respondent;  language  of  
 childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of  
residents  in  household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in household; union membership  in household;
year of   birth of  respondent; sex  of  respondent; total annual family
income; type of  community; age  of  respondent; weights used.

318 Poll
811:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;   are  you   eligible  to  vote  in fed.election;
are you interested  in election; how interested are you in election; do you
think  you will vote; how certain are you that you will vote; party leaning
towards at present; why did you choose  the party; did  you vote in  last
provincial election; do you think you are p.c., liberal or nd; do you feel
closer to p.c,  liberal  or nd; which  party will win  most seats; will one
party get a  majority of  seats; who would  make best Prime Minister; is
Canada  and  U.S.  Growing  closer  togeth;  has free trade issue
influenced your  vot; are you in favour  of  free trade; will free trade--create 
more jobs;  threaten Canada's  culture; personally  benefit  you &  your
family;  make Canada  too american; is there enough  U.S.  Investment 
in  Canad;    should Canada buy back U.S. companies; will free trade be 
positive on your inco; will Canada become part of  U.S. in 50 ye; do you
approve of  Canada being part of  u; Canada better off by dropping tariffs
on; have you seen ads  for a political party; which  parties have you seen
or heard ads;  which party has most informative  ads; Brian Mulroney is a
strong and  decisive; Brian  Mulroney is  honest and  trustworthy; Brian
Mulroney  has clear positions  on th; Brian  Mulroney cares about the 
average c;  Brian Mulroney  has extravagant  personal; Brian Mulroney 
proud  to  have  as  pm;  Brian  Mulroney sticks to his principles; John
Turner is a strong and decisive lea; John Turner is honest and
trustworthy; John Turner has clear positions on the i;  John Turner  cares
about  the average  cana; John  Turner has extravagant personal  tas;
John Turner proud to  have as pm; John Turner  sticks to  has principles; 
Broadbent strong and decisiv leader; Broadbent is honest  and
trustworthy; Broadbent has clear  positions on  the iss; Broadbent cares 
about the average canadi; Broadbent has  extravagant personal taste;

Nov 1988
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Broadbent  be proud to have as pm; Broadbent sticks to his principles;
will unemployment increase  in  1989;  compared  to  1988  how  will
economy be in; present preferred  political party; party voted  for last
federal election;  resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's 
community;  male   or  female  head  of    family;  employment  of 
respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of  childhood religion 
of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation of  respondent;
occupation  of  head of  house;  number of  residents in Household; 
number of  children  under 10 in  household; number of  teenagers in
household; union  membership in household; exact age of   respondent;
sex  of  respondent;  total annual  family income; Type of  community;
age of  respondent; weights used.

319 Poll
811:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  eligibility to  vote in  nov 21 1988 elect; 
interest  in  election;  degree  of  interest in election; likelihood  of  
voting;  certainty  of   voting; present preferred political  party;  likely 
party  if  uncertain on 3a; when party choice  chrystalized; strength,  like
own  party vs dislike othe; party voted for last federal election; leader best
for job of  pm; party  voted for last  prov election; main  issue of 
campaign r`s opinion;  supporter of  what  party?; party feels  closest to;
who  won english tv debate, leaders; party resp picks to win election;
party  resp picks to  get majority; satisfact  with discussion of  issues;  if 
free  trade  issue  influenced vote; opinion of  free trade agreement; region
main  free trade beneficiary; region main  free  trade  loser;  more  jobs= 
free  trade  effect;  threat to cultural  sover.= free  trade ef;  personally
benefit you\family= free trad; make Canada too  american= free trade eff;
likely free trade  effect on  famly income;  will Canada  become part of 
U.S. next 50; approves Canada becoming  part of  U.S.; effect on Canada
if  free  trade  total;  exposure  to media campaign advertising;  which
party's  ads seen\heard?; which party  has most informative advert?; feels
competent to assess  free trade agr; Mulroney - is strong  & decisive 
leader; Mulroney  - is  honest & trustworthy;  Mulroney -  has clear
position on issues;  Mulroney - cares about average  canadian;  Mulroney 
-  has  extravagant  personal tast; Mulroney  - is leader  to be proud  of;
Mulroney -  sticks to his principles;  Turner -  is strong  & decisive 
leader; Turner - is honest  &  trustworthy;  Turner  -  has clear position on
issues; Turner -  cares about average canadian;  Turner - has extravagant
personal  tastes; Turner  - is  leader to  be proud  of; Turner -sticks  to 
his  principles;  Broadbent  -  is  strong & decisive  leader;  Broadbent  - 
is  honest  & trustworthy; Broadbent - has  clear  position  on  issues; 
Broadbent  -  cares  about  average  canadian; Broadbent  - has
extravagant personal  tas; Broadbent - is leader  to be proud of;
Broadbent  - sticks to his principles; present preferred  political party;
party voted  for last federal election;  resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size
of  respondent's community;   language  of   childhood;   religion  of  
respondent; education  of   respondent;  exact  age  respondent

Nov 1988
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(calculated by
Gall;  sex  of   respondent;  total  annual family income; type of
Community;  age of   respondent; day  of  week  of  interview; 811:3
Long or  short interview, or 776:t ;  weights based on region age

And sex. 

320 Poll
776:T

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  eligibility to  vote in  nov 21 1988 elect; 
interest  in  election;  degree  of  interest in election; likelihood  of  
voting;  certainty  of   voting; present preferred political party; likely party
if uncertain on q3; party voted for last federal election; leader best for job
of  pm; opinion of  free trade  agreement; q7b threat  to cultural sover.= 
fta effec; q7d make Canada  too american= fta effect;  q7c threaten
medicare\soc  serv=  fta  effe;  party  leader  most  believed  re fta;
present  preferred political party; party voted for last federal election;
resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's community; 
language  of   childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education of   
respondent;  exact  age  respondent  (calculated  by Gall; sex of 
respondent; total annual family income; age of  respondent; day of  week 
of  interview;  777:t, or  811:e long  or short  interview ; weights based on
region, age and sex.

Nov 1988

321 Poll
812:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  will  relationships  change if bush become;
is  christmas a religious or  festive occa; has christmas become  too
commercialized; should  an inquiry be  held into drug
Use; did ben Johnson knowingly  take drugs; should ben Johnson be
forced to testify; should  Canada legalize abortion pill; are you aware  of  
any  abuse   of   the  elderl;  should  non-degraditive pornography be al; is
prostitution a serious problem in thi; what should be down--charge 
customers; licence prostitutes as business operators;  tighten laws on 
street soliciting; set  up red light  districts; other specify; don't  know; are
we heading to cashless society?;  will  society  be  better  or  worse off?;
is shopping pleasant  or  unpleasant;  should  there  be mandatory
prayer; in favour  of  free  trade agreement;  should there  be referendum
on  fta?; when young how interested  parents in fed; which should get
priority...?; how concerned about federal deficit?; how concerne is  fed
govt  about deficit?;  if libs  had martin, how would you

Dec 1988

322 Poll
901:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language  of  questionnaire;  turks &  caicos join Canada, favor?;Quebec 
 culture rights  vs anglophone  lang; female  party leader affect  support; 
familiarity  with  Meech  lake  accord;  favors national  referendum  on 

Jan 1989
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Meech  lake;  evaluation  of  Meech Lake accord for Canada; eval 
requiring all provinces ratify Meech; Meech  lake  accord  devolves  too 
much  fed; approves distinct society  clause;  national  standards  re 
social  programs  vs;  approves  government sharing child care r;
government subsidized child care for pre;  government purchase of 
nuclear  submarine; english only commercial signs in Quebec ; bilingual
commercial signs in Quebec ,  ap;  churches\organized  religion, 
confidence;  public  schools, confidence  in; labor  unions, confidence  in;
the Supreme Court, confidence  in; large  corporations,  confidence  in;
political  parties,  confidence  in;  House   of   Commons,  confidence  in;
newspapers,  confidence in; canadian  airports adequately staffed re.;
more  empphasis on self-expression: welco; less emphasis on money: 
welcome  social  c;  more  acceptance  of  sexual freedom: welco; more
emphasis on traditional family ties; more respect for authority: welcome 
soci; less emphasis on  working hard: welcome s;  more acceptance  of 
marijuana  US age: welco;  approval of  free trade  agreement  with  us;  
best  prime  minister  for  Canada: Mulroney;  saves  part   of   family 
income  regularly;  business conditions  in community,  evalua; six 
months prognosis canadian  economy;  favors saving vs  making major
purchases; entertainment equipment:  probab.  of   purc;  financial
investments: probab. of  purcha; holiday  trip: probab. of  purchase in  6
m; home: probab. of  purchase in 6 month; home furnishings: probab. of 
purchase in; major home appliances: probab.  of  purcha; new/used auto:
probab. of   purchase  in  6;  sports\leisure  eq.:  probab.  of  purchase;
informed enough  to assess changes to tax;  taxes are too high or about 
right?;   finance  minister  has  made   taxe  system  fa; businesses: pay 
fair share of  taxes?;  working class people: pay fair  share of; middle 
class people: pay  fair share of  t; upper  class  people: pay  fair share  of 
ta;  income taxes  lessens r-s Incentive  to  wo;  percent  of   taxes 
wasted  by federal gover; percent  of  taxes wasted  by provincial go; 
percent of  its taxes wasted  by r-s local;  1st choice tax  to raise to
reduce budget; 2nd  choice tax  to raise  to reduce  budget; personal
concern re Size  of   deficit;  federal  govt  concern  for  size of  deficit;
Deficit solution:  up taxes\cut spending; day  care: gov spending Should  
increase?;  defense:  gov   spending  should  increase?; education:   gov  
spending   should   increase?;   environmental protection:  gov  spending 
s;  family  allowances:  gov spending should i; farm subsidies:  gov
spending should incr; health care: gov  spending  should  increas;  old 
age  pensions: gov spending
should in; unemployment insurance: gov spending sho; welfare: gov
spending  should increase?; 1st  choice for fed  spending cuts to
redu;  2nd choice for  fed spending cuts  to redu; 3rd choice for
fed  spending cuts  to redu;  married or  living as  married with
someon; year married or started living as marrie; how romantic is
spouse/companion; how romantic is respondent; has excitement left
marriage/relationshi;  would marry/live  with same  person again;
spouse/companion  remembered  r-s  last  bir; did spouse remember
last  wedding anniver; does  spouse/companion pay enough attenti;
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importance  of  sex  in  relationship; last time spouse/companion
gave  r specia; r  still in love  with spouse/companion?; present
preferred political party; party voted for last federal election;
resident  prov.  of  respondent;  size of respondent's community;
male or female head  of family; employment of respondent; marital
status   of  respondent;  language   of  childhood;  religion  of
respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation  of respondent;
occupation  of head of  house; number of  residents in household;
number of children under 10  in household; number of teenagers in
household;   union   membership   in   household;  exact  age  of
respondent;  age group  of respondent;  sex of  respondent; total
annual family income; type of community; weights used.

323 Poll
902:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;   governor  gen   should  alternate
english\fr; favors as next  governor general; refugees: is Canada taking 
fair  share  co;  refugees:  Canada  should  accept more; amnesty for
illegal  immigrants; approves government's changes in  immigra; 
legalization  of   abortion;  approves legal abortion if defect in  fet; appr-s
legal abortion if  womans health e; appr-s legal  abortion  if  dr  &  woman 
agre; appr-s legal abortion if poverty;  appr-s legal abortion  if in 5  months
of; appr-s legal  abortion  if in  3 months  of; appr-s  legal abortion  if rape
or incest;  appr-s  legal  abortion  if  none of  above; appr-s legal abortion: 
dont  know;  believes  elvis  presley  is  alive; team believed  to win
stanley  cup; approves how  local police perform duties; is there racial
prejudice in local polic; believes russia
Content with  world influ; has racial  intolerance increased last 5;   will 
racial   conflict  in   Canada  increase;   victim  of  discrimination, racial 
age sex; best prime  minister for Canada; etc.

Feb 1989

324 Poll
903:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; most important problem facing country; 
should sunday shopping  be allowed; eval  of  pc gov in ottawa since 
1988  elec;  satisfact  w  hospital\medical  care  plan i; satisfact  w
health care  services in prov;  preferred future form canadian senate;
canadian  economic sanctions against sout; heard about racial  policies
of  south afr; what  Canada should do about south  africa;  should 
Canada  permit  cruise  missle testi; how serious  is Canada about  acid
rain; how  serious is us gov about  acid rain; agree w ont  pr of  orientals
genetic super; should this pr of  be fired - as  premier p; auto insurance
rates: satisfaction  with;  local  telephone  service:  satisfaction  wi; bank
service charges: satisfaction with; automobile repair costs: satisfaction
wi; grocery products: satisfaction with; biggest future threat to Canada,
business; should workers  have right to strike, gen; right to strike vital
services, should w; dues for non-union functions: voluntary\;  explicit 

March
1989
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objection\consent  required  if  v;  union

325 Poll
904:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire.  Are  Canadian  airports  adequately
staffed. Safety of  commercial airplanes vs 5 yrs. Did Ben Johnson take 
banned  drugs.  Sanction  for  athletes using banned drugs. Heard  about 
Young  Offenders  Act  re  defn. Will this increase juvenile  crime?.  Are 
salaries   of   federal  MP-s  too  high?. Favors one  year  conscription 
for  18  yo  ma.  Favors  one year conscription  for 18  yo f.  Favors
having  women serve in combat  role.  Favors  as  next  leader  of   NDP. 
For  Canada  upgrading diplomatic  rel w PL.  Aware of  Salman 
Rushdie's Satanic Verses. Should  book be  sold in  Canada. Import  of 
a national passenger train ser.  For expansion of  passenger  rail service.
Heard about talk re  discontinuation of  V. Is  discontinuing VIA good\bad
for Canada. Business conditions in this community. Six month economic
prognosis for  Canada. Good\bad time for R  to make major purcha.
Entertainment equipment: probab  of  purch. Financial Investments:
probab  of   purchas.  Holiday  Trip:  probab of  purchases within. Home: 
probab  of   purchases  within  6  month. Home Furnishings: probab of 
purchases wi. Major Home Appliances: probab of  purchas.  New\used  
Automobile:   probab   of    purchases.  Sports\leisure Equipment: probab
of  purc. Trust\confidence in airline companies. Trust\confidence  in 
automobile  manufactu.  Trust\confidence in banks. Trust\confidence in
department stores. Trust\confidence in hospitals.    Trust\confidence    in  
 fast    food   companies. Trust\confidence in mining companies.
Trust\confidence in tobacco companie privatization  of  Canada Post. For 
privatization of  Canadian National R.  For privatization of  VIA  Rail. For
privatization of  Hospitals.   For  privatization  of    Provincial  Hydro  Co. 
For privatization  of   Petro  Canada.  Is  the  business community in
Canada too. How serious a problem is hunger in Canad.   Government:
respons  4  solving  hunger  pro.  The  General Public: respons 4 solving
hu. Social Agencies  such as food banks: resp. Charities:  respons 4
solving hunger  prob. Food Companies: respons 4 solving hunger.  Private 

Industries:  respons  4  solving hu. The hungry people themselves:
respons  4. Present preferred political party.
party  voted  for  last   federal  election s.  satisfaction w cost  of  beer.
satisfaction  w cost of  air   travel.  satisfaction   w  cost   of   gasoline  
for  cars. satisfaction w cost of  liquor.  satisfaction w cost of  new
homes. satisfaction  w  cost  of   long  distance tel. more confidence in
buying from big\small. public +\-  served by merger of  molsons &. public 
+\- served by  merger of  wardair  a. public +\- served by  merger  of 
imperial.  too many  recent corporate  takeovers\ goo. should  fed gov
have  sold 50% of   air cana. for privatization of  national  & internat. for 
privatization of  atomic  energy of  ca for.  resident  prov.  of  respondent.
size  of  respondent's community. male  or female head of    family.  

April 1989
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employment   of    respondent.  marital  status  of  Respondent. 
language  of    childhood.  religion  of   respondent. Education of 
respondent.  occupation of  respondent. occupation of  Head  of   house. 
number  of   residents  in  household. number of Children under 10 in
household. number of teenagers in household; etc. 

326 Poll
905:3

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language of  questionnaire; help with income tax return; found tax return
unnecessarily difficult; source  of  tax return help; lloyd axworthy, 
heard\read  something  abo;  Jean Chretien, heard\read something 
about;  sheila  copps,  heard\read something about; joe ghiz,  heard\read 
something  about;  paul martin jr., heard\read something  ab;  david 
peterson,  heard\read something abo; Brian tobin,  heard\read  something 
 about;  heard\seen  something  re wilson's  recent; will budget 
measures strengthen canadian; will  budget  help\hurt  own  family; 
prominent  canadian  chosen  for dinner&dis; canadian corporations 
spending on politi; government strict enough checking unempl; do large
number of  Canadians   cheat  on  ui;  favoured  as  next  liberal  party 
leader; better Prime Minister  Mulroney\  Trudeau ;  liberal  party  shld 
altern. betw english\;  Mulroney,  cares  about  average  canadian?;
Mulroney, offers  new ideas to  the canadi; Mulroney,  is a strong
decisive leader?; Mulroney, proud to  have as prime ministe; Mulroney,
has been in politics too long?; Mulroney, is honest and trustworthy?;
Chretien  ,  cares  about  average  canadian?; Chretien  , offers new ideas 
to  the  canadi;  Chretien  ,  is a strong decisive leader?;  Chretien  ,
proud  to have as prime ministe;  Chretien  , has been in politics too
long?; Chretien  , is honest and trustworthy?; martin, Cares  about
average canadian?;  martin, offers new  ideas to the Canadian; martin, is
a  strong decisive leader?; martin, proud to have as Prime Minister?;
martin,  has been in politics too long?; martin,  is honest and 
trustworthy?; present preferred political party; party  voted for last federal 
election; resident prov. of  respondent; size  of  respondent's community;
male  or female head of   family;   employment   of    respondent;  marital 
status  of  respondent;  language  of    childhood;  religion  of  
respondent; education of  respondent;  occupation of  Respondent;
occupation of  head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household;
number of  children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in
household; union  membership in household;  exact age of   respondent;
age of  respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family 
income; type of  community; weights used.

May 1989

327 Poll
906:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; heard about the  dangers of  polution;
seriousness of  dangers of   pollution; pollution a problem in your area; 
province with  friendliest people;  province with greatest future;

June 1989
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familiarity with meach  lake accord; approval of  distinct society 
clause;  will  meach  lake  accord  be  a  good thing f; doctors: 
under\overpaid; school  teachers: under\overpaid; sales clerks:  
under\overpaid;    lawyers:   under\overpaid;   nurses: under\overpaid; 
professional  hockey  players:  under\overp; bus drivers:  
under\overpaid;   dentists:   under\overpaid;   police officers: 
under\overpaid;  Mulroney\Chretien    better  to resolve queb;  should
possession  little marijuana  be cr; Toronto:  can locate on map;
victoria:  can  locate on map; calgary: can locate  on map;  ottawa:;can
locate on map saint:John  can locate on map; winnipeg:   can  locate 
on  map;  windsor:   can  locate on map; saskatoon:   can locate  on
map;  st.John's:  can  locate on map; Montreal:   can  locate  on  map; 
halifax:   can  locate on map; Edmonton:  can locate on map; approval
of  how wilson handling job as  f;  are  pictures  of   nudes  in
magazines obect; are topless  nightclub  waitresses  objecti;  choice 
for  best  pm: Mulroney, Chretien  ,  m;  should   euthenasia  be  legal; 
present  preferred political party; party voted  for last federal election;
resident prov.  of   respondent;  size  of   respondent's community; male
or female head  of  family; employment of   respondent; marital status
of   respondent;  language  of   childhood; religion of  respondent;
education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  
head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number o
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union  membership in household;  exact age of   respondent; age of 
respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family
income; type of  community; weights used.

328 Poll
907:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language   of   questionnaire;  satisfaction   with  direction  of
country;  future  prospects  for  children  of   today;  the  most important 
problem facing  this c;  concern with the environment; concern  with 
honesty  in  government;  concern with free trade; concern with cost of 
housing; concern with abortion; concern with
the  Meech  lake  accord;  concern  with  day  care; concern with
federal  deficit;  concern  with  treatment  of   native  canadia;
Concern  with  government  taxation  levels; concern with illegal drug
use; concern with growth  of  the federal gover; concern with
threat of  nuclear war; concern  with the threat of  Quebec  separa;
Is  country  is  heading  into  a  recession;  how  serious  will
depression  be;  canadian  way  of   life  influenced  by  us  to; preferred 
quality in  pm candidate:  exper; epidemic  of  illegal
drug  use in  Canada; do  political parties  favor one region\pr;
 region  favored  by  canadian  political  par; will confederation break up 
due to regio; restrictions on  industry to cut back on;  is  government
doing  enough for  environme; likelihood of  Quebec 
separating;  are lang rts  of  non-que. francophones  pr; are lang
rts of  que. anglophones protect; aim of  present que. gov: ind\sov

July 1989
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ass\sta;  are you  in favor  of  que.  separating; to  what degree Quebec 
 separation  opposed;  ;  increased  taxes  for  day  care
centres; supporter  of  lib, pc or ndp  party: self; party closest
 to, if not a supporter;  is Quebec  requesting too much re. Meech;
Favors pm who would  expand\reduce social; party favored assuming
Chretien   liberal; present  preferred political party; party voted for last
federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; male or female head of  family; employment of   
respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent;  language  of  childhood; 
religion  of   respondent;  education  of   respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of   residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household;  number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; exact  age 
of   respondent;  age  of  respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent; 
total  annual  family  income;  type  of   community; weights used.

329 Poll
907:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; feelings about british; feelings about the 
americans; feelings  about the  germans; feelings  about the russians;
feelings about the french; feelings about the japanese; knowledge 
about world war  ii; sources of   knowledge about wwii; interested  in 
the  second  world  war; willingness to fight for country;  possibility of  
world war  iii; view  european alliance could  have  prev  w;  nato  is 
responsible for peace in europe; should nato still be maintained; nato
should keep nuclear weapons in  euro;  resident  prov.  of   respondent; 
size of  respondent's community;  male   or  female  head  of    family; 
employment  of  respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of 
childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent;
occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;  number of 
residents in household;  number of  children  under 10 in  household;
number of  teenagers in household; union  membership in household;
exact age of   respondent; age  of  respondent  (Grouped); sex of 
respondent.

July 1989

330 Poll
908:2 

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; allow abortion if  women requests but 
man; preference: raise income tax  vs. Gst: ne; do you think that taxes
are too high or;  when abortions should be legal; r reports temperature 
in  fahrenheit\  cen;  preferred  work week: 4 10-hr days\5  8-hr; 
smoked  cigarettes  in  the  past  week;  attended church\synagogue in
last 7 days; preferred immigration policy for  Canada; is  Canada
spending too much defense  and; should fed gov spend more poorer
regions;  preferred fed gov policy re migration un; fair to give migrants to
prov same job o; province in which r spent most  of  childh; heard about 
chantal daigle's abortion ca;  opinion  re  abortion  in  1st  3  months of 

August
1989
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p; present preferred political party; party voted  for last federal election;
resident prov.  of   respondent;  size  of   respondent's community; male
or  female head  of  family; employment of   respondent; marital status
of   respondent; language  of   childhood; religion of  respondent; 
education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of 
head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union  membership in household;  exact age of   respondent; age of 
respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family
income; type of  community; weights used.

331 Poll
909:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire;  favors naming ottawa-hull as Canada's  ca;
are unions a good thing  for Canada as a; have you, yourself, smoked
any cigarette; should Quebec  have a special status; should nurses be
allowed to strike; favored as new leader of  federal new dem; pick as
new ndp leader  from list; do women in Canada get as good a  break a;
can women  run most businesses as  well as; does  woman have 
same chance at executive; is  working wife harmful to the family; would
you prefer to work for a man or a; most men you know think they are
better; men still want women to do housework  men priviledged in
Canada today; men dont take women seriously at work; child care
retards  careers of  women; importance protecting anglophone  rights;  
importance  protecting  francopone  rights;  should  your  province  have 
two  official l; are children today
being better educated; has  opinion of  teachers increased in you;
Approval  of  way  Mulroney is  handling his;  opinion of  the free trade 
agreement  with;  are  you  in  favour  of  new gst; do you believe food is
becoming unsafe;  do you prefer montreal expos or toronto; how well do
you  like Brian Mulroney; quality liked most about Brian  Mulroney;
quality liked second  most about Mulroney; quality  liked third  most
about  Mulroney; quality disliked most about Mulroney; quality disliked
2nd most about Mulroney; quality disliked  3nd  most  about  Mulroney; 
how  well do you like Jean  Chretien  ;  quality liked  most about 
Chretien  ; quality liked 2nd most  about  Chretien  ;  quality  liked  3nd 
most about Chretien  ; quality disliked  most about Chretien  ; quality 
disliked 2nd most  about Chretien  ; quality disliked 3rd most about
Chretien  ; presentpreferred political party; party voted for last federal
election; resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's
community; male or female head  of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status   of   respondent;  language   of   childhood; 
religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation  of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of   house; number of   residents in
household; Number of  children under 10  in household; number of 
teenagers in household;   union   membership   in   household;  exact 
age  of  respondent; age of  respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent;
total annual family income; type of  community; weights used.

Sept 1989
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332 Poll
910:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire. Is  Halloween trick & treat safer than 10.
Believes in werewolves. Believes in witches with supernatural po.
Believes  in vampires. Believes in  the devil or anti-Christ. Believes in 
the Loch Ness monster.  Should Canada pay allegiance to  Queen\be. 
Region  benefitting  most from Confederati. Region benefitting  least
from  Confederat. Is  Canada better  off under freer  trade  w.  Is  FTA 
creating  more  jobs in Canada. Is FTA  threatening cultural sovereignty.
Is FTA benefitting you and your  family.  Is FTA making  Canada too
American.  Change in relations betw English  & Frenc. Rating of  
record of  PC gov  since Nov 88. Change in relations betw fed&prov 
govs s. Favours as next leader of   the  NDP.  Did   Broadbent's 
resignation  hurt  NDP.  Smoked cigarettes in the past week. Is Liberal
leadership spending limit too.  Should it  be changed  given NDP 
limits. Does  family save something  each week\mon.  Description of  
business conditions in th. Economic  prospects for Canada during  the.
Personally a good time to make major pur. Entertainment equipment:
probab. of  buyi. Financial  investments: probab. of   buying. Holiday
trip: probab. of  buying within 6. Home: probab. of  buying within 6
months. Home furnishings:  probab.  of   buying  with.  Major  home
appliances: probab.  of   buying.  New\used  automobile:  probab. of 
buying w.  Sports\leisure equipment: probab. of  buy. Do you think that
taxes are too  high. Has Finance Minister made  tax system fai.
Concern about  size of  federal  deficit. How concerned  is fed govt
about deficit. Should gov increase taxes\cut spending t; Biggest threat 
is big business\labour\go. Are labour unions are a good thing. Is
business  community in  Canada too  powe. Advertising executives:
honesty  rating. Building  contractors: honesty  rating. Business
executives:  honesty rating.  Doctors: honesty  rating. Engineer. Labour 
union leaders:  honesty rating.  Lawyers: honesty rating. Journalists: 
honesty  rating.  Members  of   Parliament:  honesty rating.  Police
officers: honesty  rating. Psychiatrists: honesty rating.   University  
teachers:   honesty   rating.  Do  you  or  husband\wife work outside
the. How  long could you get by without earnin. present  preferred
political party; party  voted for last federal   election;  resident   prov.  of 
respondent;  size  of  respondent's community; male or female head of 
family; employment of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent; 
language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household;  exact  age  of   respondent;  age  of  respondent (grouped);
sex of respondent;  total  annual  family  income;  type  of community;
weights used.

Oct 1989

333 Poll
911:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Nov 1989
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Language  of   questionnaire;  personal  weight situation; are you
currently  on a diet  to maintain; should  french be a compulsory
subject;  should english  be a  compulsory subject; canadian govs
doing  enough  to  fight  aids;  behaviour change because of  aids risk;
are native indians  well-treaded by the g; familiarity with Meech Lake
accord;  is Meech Lake accord a good  thing for ca; do you approve 
Quebec  distinct society c;  is Quebec  requesting too much  to  sign 
th;  perceived  aim  of   present Quebec  governme; favoured as  next
ndp leader; knows name  of  new governor general of  ca; approval of 
hnatyshyn as new governor ge; robert bourassa: impression  of;  John  
buchanan:  impression  of;  gary  filmon: impresssion of; david
peterson:  impression of; bill vander zalm: impresssion  of; would 
women leader  incline r  to support; will 1990  be  better  than  1989  for 
you;  will  strikes\industrial disputes  increas;  will  1990  be  more 
peaceful international; chances\100  of   a  world  war  in  next 10 ye;
will unemployment increase  in  1990;  will  economic  prosperity 
increase in 1990;  present preferred  political party; party voted  for last
federal  election;  resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's
community;  male   or  female  head  of    family;  employment  of 
respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of  childhood;
religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;  number of  residents in
household;  number of  children  under 10 in  household; number of 
teenagers in household; union  membership in household; exact age  of 
 respondent; age  of  respondent  (Grouped); sex of  respondent;  total
annual family income; type of  community; weights used.

334 Poll
912:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; should sunday shopping  be allowed in thi; 
primary  responsibility  to  protect  enviro;  has recently bought
"environmentally fri;  should Mulroney appoint stan waters
to t; type of  senate reform favored; Mulroney\Chretien\Mclaughlin
would make; concern about  the environment; concern about honesty in 
government; concern about  free trade; concern  about cost of  housing; 
concern about  abortion; concern  about the  Meech Lake accord; 
concern about  day care;  concern about federal deficit; concern   about 
treatment   of   native   canadi;  concern  about government  taxation 
levels;  concern  about  illegal  drug use; concern about growth of  the
federal gove; concern about threat of  nuclear  war;  concern  about  the 
threat  of  Quebec  separ; wit Chretien   as  lib leader, which party; 
should abortions be legal; attitude  re  Quebec   separation;  degree  of  
support  of  Quebec separating;  degree  of   opposition  to  Quebec  
separatin; grant devine,  impression of;  donald getty,  impression of; 
joe ghiz, 
impression  of;  frank   mckenna,  impression  of;  clyde  wells, 
impression  of;  will  confederation   break  up  because  of   d;
Mulroney\Chretien     better  to   resolve  queb;   is  premaritial

Dec 1989
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heterosexual sex wrong;  present preferred political party; party voted 
for last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent;  size  of 
respondent's community;  male or female  head of  family; employment
of  respondent;  marital status of  respondent; language of   childhood;
religion  of  respondent;  education of  respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of  residents in
household; number of  children under 10 in household;  number of 
teenagers in  household; union membership in household; exact  age 
of   respondent;  age  of  respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent; 
total  annual  family  income;  type  of   community; weights used.

335 Poll
001:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire; does R`s most read  newspaper do good 
job; should  canadian nata troups remain in  eu; do you think the cold 
war has ended,  or; favoured as  successor to John Turner?; most
important  problem facing Canada tod;  doing most to promote world 
peace?; favors replacing  manuf sales tax  w gst?; present  preferred
political party; party voted for last federal election; resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community; male or female head  of 
family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of   respondent; 
language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent; education of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  
house; number of   residents in household; number of  children under 10 
in household; number of  teenagers I household;   union   membership  
in   household;  exact  age  of  respondent; age of  respondent
(grouped); sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; weights used.

Jan 1990

336 Poll
002:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; influence of  movies  on young people; 
reason why r thinks movies bad for young; direction of  economy of 
Canada  next  6  mo;  preferred  party  if Chretien   is Lib leader;
preferred party if copps if lib leader; preferred party if martin jr is lib lead;
worst cause  of  stress in r-s life; should Canada permit us cruise
testing i; who is Prime Minister of  Canada?; who is  president of  the 
U.S.?; who is  leader of  fed new democratic  part; who is Canada`s
external affairs ministe; who is premier of  r-s province?;  preference tax
cuts vs  govern. services; opinion  re  family  allowance  universality; 
opinion  re old age pension universality; opinion re free  trade
agreement with us; preferred successor  to  Turner  as  lib  lea; 
familiarity with Meech Lake accord;  effect  of   Meech  lake  accord  on 
Canada;  appoval of  "distinct  society" for Quebec ;  reasonableness of 
que`s requests to  sign;  aim  of   present  que  gov:  indep/sov-ass/pl;
present Preferred political party; party voted for last federal election;
resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male

Feb 1990
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or female head  of  family; employment of  respondent; marital status  
of   respondent;  language   of   childhood;  religion  of  respondent; 
education of   respondent; occupation  of  respondent;  occupation  of 
head of   house; number of   residents in household;  number of 
children under 10  in household; number of  teenagers in  household;  
union   membership   in   household;  exact  age  of  respondent; age of 
respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent; total annual family income;
type of  community; weights used.

337 Poll
003:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  is discipline  in homes  too strict;
Opinion  toronto hosting  1996 summer  olym; team  to win stanley
cup?;  better  hockey  player, Gretzky, Lemieux?; mental handic child
go to ordinary school; physical disabled child go to ordinary  sc;
successor to Turner as liberal leader?; fear to walk at night in 
neighbourhood?; is r  employed outside the  home?; is present  job
safe/danger  of  unemployme; chances of   changing job within 5  yrs?; 
what do  you like  most about  your job?;  do you  like or dislike your
boss at  work; use of  alcoholic beverages?; airports should be 
privatized; atomic energy of   Canada should be privat; Canada  post 
should  be  privatized;  canadian national railways should be pri; via rail
should be privatized; hospitals should be privatized;  provincial  hydro 
companies  should  be  pri; petroCanada should  be privatized; what
about  U.S. capital investment  in  ca; have  you heard  about wilson`s 
new budget;  budget will strengthen  canadian  economy;  will  budget 
help  or  hurt your family;  should Canadians   own  51%+ of  banks?; 
chance of  nuclear  war in r-s lifetime; familiarity with Meech Lake
accord; is Meech Lake accord good for Canada?; approval of  distinct
society clause for; are Quebec `s constitutional requests rea; aim of 
the present Quebec   government?;  present  preferred  political  party;
party voted  for last  federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size 
of  respondent's community;  male or female  head of  family; 
employment of  respondent;  marital status of  respondent; language of  
childhood; religion  of  respondent;  education of  respondent;
occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of 
residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in household; 
exact  age  of   respondent;  age  of  Respondent (grouped); sex of 
respondent;  total  annual  family  income;  type  of   community;
weights used.

March
1990

338 Poll
004:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of  questionnaire;  is hunger  a serious  prob in Canada
today; food  banks: responsibilty 4 solving  hung; hungry people:
responsibility 4  solving; adequacy of  gov  response to hunger in ca; 

April 1990
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favors  richer  province  helping  poorer one; would r oppose nuclear
plant  in own area; favors as  successor to Turner as Lib par;  familiarity
with  Meech Lake  accord; is  Meech Lake accord
good  for Canada?; why  Meech accord good:  1st reason given; why
Meech accord  good: 2nd reason given; why  Meech accord good: 3 rd

reason given;  why Meech accord bad: 1st  reason given; why Meech
Accord  bad: 2nd reason  given; why Meech  accord bad: 3rd reason
given; why  no opinion on Meech: 1st  reason give; why no opinion on 
Meech: 2nd reason  give; why no  opinion on Meech: 3rd reason give; 
should there  be referndum  on Meech  accor; should Quebec  have
special  status within; re rcmp  officers wearing turbans on duty;  re
Mulroney  handling job  as prime  minist; re mclaughlin handling job as
leader ndp; will Canada break up\solve problems? purchases at borde;
has Mulroney or Trudeau  been better p.m.; are you in favor of  Quebec 
separating?; should protests on parliament  hill be al; have you
heard\read of  dangers of  pollut; how serious are dangers of  pollution?;
is  pollution a problem in your area?;  how serious is fed gov about acid
rain p; how serious is U.S. gov about acid rain; ristrictions on Canadian  
industry re aci; is gov doing  enough for  clean environ.  i; is creating
jobs\protecting environ more; re paying $100 tax to protect environmen;
re paying $500  tax to  protect environmen;  re paying  $25 tax  to
protect environment;  mining  companies:  -  good  job  protecting; steel
companies: - good job protecting e; logging companies: - good job
protecting; oil companies: -  good job protecting env; automobile
manufacturers:  - good  job pro;  farmers: -  good job protecting
environme;  nuclear energy  companies: -  good job  pro; pulp and paper 
companies: - good  job pro; choice  for more electr energy coal\hydro; 
choice  for  more  electr energy coal\nucle; present preferred political
party; party voted for last federal election; resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community; male or female head  of 
family employment of  respondent; marital status   of   respondent; 
language   of   childhood;  religion  of  Respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  
house; number of   residents in household;  number of  children under
10  in household; number of  teenagers in household;   union  
membership   in   household;  exact  age  of  respondent; age of 
respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent; total Annual family income;
type of  community; weights used.

339 Poll
005:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; have you smoked any cigarettes in past w; 
attended place  of  worship  in last  7 days; for r-s province joining 
U.S.a.?; favoured successor  to Turner as  lib part; for  free trade

May 1990
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agreement mexico Canada u; familiarity with Meech Lake accord?; is
Meech Lake accord good thing for cana; for a national referendum  on 
Meech  accor;  ;  should  senate  block gst?; for
sovereignty-association for Quebec ?;  should que be in parliament if
sov-assoc; should que get  transfer pay. if sov-asso; r thinks self 
supporter  of   wh  political;  if  dk,  to which party is r closest?;
publication of  polls  be banned during el; influence of   polls on r-s
vote?; were recent polls accurate reflection of; are poll results 
interesting to r?; are public  opinion polls a good thing?;  confidence  in: 
newspapers?;  confidence  in:  house of   commons?;  confidence in: 
public opinion  polling co; confidence in: political parties?; confidence 
in: the gallup poll?; present  preferred political party; party voted for last
federal election; resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size of  respondent's
community;  male or female head  of  family; employment of 
respondent; marital status   of   respondent;  language   of   childhood; 
religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation  of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of   house; number of   residents in
household; number of  children under 10  in household; number of 
teenagers in household;   union   membership   in   household;  exact 
age  of   respondent; age of  respondent (grouped); sex of  respondent;
total annual family income; type of  community; weights used.

340 Poll
006:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of  questionnaire; satisfaction with how Canada is going;
work week  preference: 4 10-hr days vs  5; roman catholic priests be
allowed to mar;  concern: the environment; concern: honesty in
government;  concern:  free  trade;  concern:  cost  of   housing;
concern: abortion;  concern: the Meech Lake  accord; concern: day
care;  concern: federal deficit;  concern: unemployment; concern:
government  taxation levels; concern:  illegal drug use; concern: growth
of  the federal  governmen; concern: threat of  nuclear war; concern: 
the  threat  of   Quebec   separation;  concern:  rate of  inflation;
concern: senate reform; favored as successor to Turner as  lib pa; 
familiarity with  Meech Lake  accord; is  Meech Lake accord  good 
thing  for  cana;  favors  separation  of   Quebec ?; satisfaction   w: 
police   services;  satisfaction   w:  medical  services;  satisfaction  w: 
garbage  collection; satisfaction w: postal services; satisfaction w:
elementary schools; satisfaction w:  fire department;  satisfaction w: 
libraries; satisfaction w: high    schools;   satisfaction    w:  
sidewalk\street   repair; satisfaction w:  recreation programs; if Meech 
fails what Quebec  should  choose;  approval  of   mulr  ey`s handling
Meech Lake ; who  asked  for  too  much  re  Meech  que\rest; 
impression of  robert  bourassa; Jean Chretien  ; impression of  gary
filmon; impression of  frank mckenna; impression of   Brian Mulroney;
impression of  david  peterson; impression of   clyde wells; present
preferred political  party; party  voted for last federal  election; resident
prov. of  respondent; size  of  respondent's community; male  or female

June 1990
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head of    family;   employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of 
respondent;  language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent; 
education of  respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  
head  of   house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of 
children under 10 in household; number of  teenagers in household;
union  membership in household;  exact age of   respondent; age of 
respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family
income; type of  community; weights used.

341 Poll
006:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  satisfaction  with  direction  of
country; familiarity with Meech Lake accord; is Meech Lake accord
a  good thing  for ca;  are you  in favor  of  Quebec  separating?;
present preferred  political party; party voted  for last federal election; 
resident  prov.  of  respondent;  size of  respondent's community;  male 
or  female  head  of    family;  employment  of
respondent; marital status  of  respondent; language of  childhood; 
religion  of  respondent;  education of   respondent; occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;  number of  residents in
household;  number of  children  under 10 in  household; number of 
teenagers in household; union  membership in household; exact age of  
respondent; age  of  respondent  (Grouped); sex of  respondent;  total
annual family income; type of  community; weights used.

June 1990

342 Poll
007:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language of   questionnaire; should sunday shopping  be allowed in thi;
is country heading into  a depression\rec; do you believe in the devil?; 
do you believe in hell?;  do you believe in heaven?; do  you believe  in
god?;  do you  believe in reincarnation?; can birth  control  pills  be 
used  safely?; best Prime Minister for  Canada:Mulroney\;  satisfaction 
with  bus service?; satisfaction with   animal  control?;  satisfaction  
with  street  lighting?; satisfaction  with  recreation  facilities?;  better 
to  resolve que-Canada problems-mu; will confederation break
up\problems sol; Concern  that aids  will become  an epidemi;  wouldnt
work beside someone  who has aids;  getting aids is  person`s own
fault; aids sufferers deserve  compassion; government is doing  all it
can re Aids;  aids is punishment  for decline in  morali; hospitals need
right to fire aids employ; is fed gov handling economic situation p;  will
Quebec  be  better off under  sovereig; present preferred political party;
party voted  for last federal election; resident prov.  of   respondent; 
size  of   respondent's community; male or female head  of  family;
employment of   respondent; marital status  of   respondent;  language 
of   childhood; religion of  respondent; education of  respondent; 
occupation of  respondent; occupation of   head  of   house;  number  of 
 residents  in  household; number of  Children under 10 in household;

July 1990
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number of  teenagers in household; union  membership in household; 
exact age of   respondent; age of  respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of  
respondent;  total annual family income; type of  community; weights
used.

343 Poll
008:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  does  man  or  woman gain more from
marriag;  should  mercy  killing  be allowed?; biggest threat-big
business\labor\govern; native idians  well-treated by govs in ca;
disputed oka  land recognized as mohawk o;  que police correct to
barricade  oka  rese;  inflation:  best  fed  party  to  handle?; 
unemployment:  best fed party  to handle?; international affairs: best 
fed  party  to;  environmental  problems\pollution\clean a; reducing  the
federal deficit:  best fed p;  trade relations with the  united states:; 
keeping the  country together:  best fed p; should  transfers 2  poor
regions  increase; shld  feds encourage  unemployed 2  move\st; fair 4
out\prov migrants  same job opps a;  province  r spent  most of  
childhood; right independantistes run for  fed parli;  does death  penalty
lower  murder rate?; vote on  death penalty if referendum held; if new
evidence shows it doesnt  lower   Mu;   if   new   evidence   shows  it 
lowers  murder  r;  respect\confidence  in:  airlines;  respect\confidence
in: banks; respect\confidence in:  federal governmen;
respect\confidence in: oil   companies; respect\confidence   in:   steel  
companies; respect\confidence in:  automobile conmpa;
respect\confidence in: your  provincial  g;  should  Chretien   
immediately run 4 seat i; hours\week  spent  watching   tv\taped  movie; 
hours\week  spent reading  books?; present  preferred political  party;
party voted for last federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size
of  respondent's community; male or female head of  family;
employment  of    respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent; 
language  of  childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education  of  
respondent; occupation of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  house;
number of  residents in household; number of  children under 10 in
household; number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in
household;  exact  age  of   respondent;  age  of  respondent (grouped);
sex of  respondent;  total  annual  family  income;  type  of  
community; weights used.

August
1990

344 Poll
009:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language of  questionnaire; plans to attend night school\part-time l;
night  school, for work\non-work reasons?;  would you increase
immigration at this t; wh  gov shld have responsibility 4 immigr;  is 
USA influence in  Canada too much?;  is r''s respect 4 united  nations
changin; freer  trade benefited USA\Canada more?; prefers  montreal
expos\toronto blue jays; favors montreal expos moving to USA?; 

Sept 1990
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approve  Canadian    armed  forces  in  persian;  technology  changed
your job  last 5 yrs?; how long will  r prob work in same  job?; shld
abortion b legal under any circumst; if serious defect  in  baby-abortion
ok; woman''s  health endangered-abortion ok; if  agreed  upon by 
woman &  dr.-abortion o;  if family  cant afford
child-abortion ok;  if within 5 months  of  conception-abortion; ifwithin  3 
months  of   conception-abortion;  if  conception due to
rape\incest-abortion;  is legal  abortion ok  under listed condit; does 
bush influence Mulroney  too much?; USSR  trying 2 increase
influence\content; present preferred political party; party voted for last
federal election;  resident prov. of  respondent; size of  respondent's
community; male or female head of  family; employment of   
respondent;  marital  status   of   respondent;  language  of   childhood; 
religion  of   respondent;  education  of   respondent;  occupation of 
respondent; occupation  of  head of  house; number of
 residents in household; number of  children under 10 in household;
number of  teenagers in  household; union membership in household;
exact  age  of   respondent;  age  of  respondent (grouped); sex of 
respondent;  total  annual  family  income;  type  of   community;
weights used.

345 Poll
010:2

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure). 

Language of  questionnaire; safety  of  halloween compared w 10 yrs 
ag;  best thing about  living in Canada?(1st  m; best thing about  living
in  Canada?(2nd m; best thing  about living in Canada?(3rd m;  approve 
of   record  of   p.c.  gov  since  last; is political corruption  in  Ottawa  
increa;  desired  changes  for Canadian   senate?; shld senate retain
power to hold up legi; oppose p.m.''s  additional senators to br; approve
withdrawal of  1400 troops from e;  approval of   Mulroney handling  job
as  p.m; approval  of  way Chretien    handling job  as; approval  of  way
Mclaughlin handling  job;  approval  of   instituting  7%  g.s.t.?;  current 
preferred ontario party; party voted  for in last ontario election; private
enerprise\gov to develope ontario;  favors raising minimum wage in
ontario?;  favors  prov-run  auto  insurance  in  ontari; present  preferred
political party; party voted for last federal election; resident  prov.  of  
respondent;  size of  respondent's community; male or female head  of 
family; employment of  respondent; marital status   of   respondent; 
language   of   childhood;  religion  of   respondent;  education of  
respondent; occupation  of  respondent; occupation  of  head of  
house; number of   residents in household; number of  children under 10 
in household; number of  teenagers in household;   union   membership  
in   household;  exact  age  of  respondent; age of  respondent
(grouped); sex of  respondent; total annual family income; type of 
community; weights used.

Oct 1990

346 Poll
011:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Nov 1990
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Language  of  questionnaire;  are you  a strict vegetarian?; worst thing 
about living in  Canada?(1st; worst thing  about living in Canada?(2nd; 
worst thing about  living in Canada?(3rd; direction Canadian   economy
next 6  months; direction level\violent crime in communi;  for free  trade
agreement  with U.S.A.?;  if opposed to fta, abolish\improve & ret; fta 
will create jobs in Canada?; fta threatens Canada''s cultural soverei; fta
personally benefits you &  family?; fta is  making Canada too 
american?; approves Canada joining U.S.A.?;  is Canada better off
under  free trade ag; rate Mulroney with p.m.s over past years; taxes
now fairer for average Canadian  ?;  have you exercised  in last 24 
hours?; shld Mulroney step down as leader\p.c.?;  vote intention if
Mulroney resigned?; present  preferred provincial  party-ont o;  party
voted for last ontario election; shld sunday  shopping be allowed rs
area?; what shld  ont gov do  re free trade  agree; will 1991  be better
than 1990 for respon; industrial disputes increase in 1991?; will 1991
will be a peaceful year?; chances of  a world war in next 10 yrs?;  will
unemployment increase in  1991?; economic prospects for 1991 cf 
1990?;  how  has  Canadian    economy  changed this yr; how has
household  finances  changed  this;  present  preferred political party;
party  voted for last federal  election; resident prov. of   respondent; size 
of  respondent's community; male  or female head of    family;  
employment   of    respondent;  marital  status  of  respondent; 
language  of    childhood;  religion  of   respondent; education of 
respondent;  occupation of  respondent; occupation of  head  of  
house;  number  of   residents  in  household; number of  children under
10 in household; number of  teenagers in household; union 
membership in household;  exact age of   respondent; age of 
respondent  (Grouped);  sex  of   respondent;  total annual family

income; type of  community; weights used.

347 Poll
012:1

This Poll includes at least 3 digital files: cod (definition of data codes),
dat (database), cf (computer file structure).

Language  of   questionnaire;  type  of   Christmas tree this year;
christmas celebration change due2  recess; buy fewer; not buy any
gifts; not send christmas  cards; recession wont affect christmas
celebrat; favors maritime provinces  uniting; is gov spending too  much 
on welfare?;  do most  on welfare  really need  it?; favors passing 
Meech Lake accord;  for Canadian   armed  forces in war vs iraq;  for 
condom  disp  machines  in  high scholol; aware gov-s citizens forum
(spicer); will forum help Canadian   unity\waste of; does Mulroney care
about average canadia; does Mulroney offer new ideas?; is  Mulroney
honest and trustworthy?;  does Chretien   care about  average  canadia; 
does  Chretien    offer  new  ideas?;  is Chretien    honest  and 
trustworthy?;  does  mclaughlin care about average  Canad;   does 
mclaughlin offer  new ideas?; is mclaughlin honest  and trustworthy?; 
most important  problem facing country to; environment:  degree of 
concern by  r; honesty in government: degree  of  concern; free  trade:

Dec 1990
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degree of   concern by r; cost of   housing: degree  of  concern by r;
abortion:  degree of  concern by  r;  Canadian   unity: degree  of 
concern by  r; day care: degree of  concern  by   r;  federal  deficit: 
degree   of   concern  by  r; unemployment: degree of  concern by r;
government taxation levels: degree of  co; illegal drug use: degree of 
concern by r; growth of  the federal government: degree;  threat of 
nuclear war: degree of  concern;  the  threat  of   Quebec   separation: 
degree;  rate  of  inflation: degree of  concern by; senate reform: degree
of  concern  by  r; threat  of  war  in persian  gulf: degree of; is
protecting  environment\jobs  more impo; has  bought environmentally
friendly  prod;  are  companies  making  green  products  genu; 
coca-cola:  company doing good job  enviro; general foods: company
doing good  job en;  general motors: company doing good  job e;
imperial oil: company  doing good job  env; mcdonald`s: company 
doing good job envir;  are  green  products  really  better  for  env; does
your community have blue box progra; does your household have blue
box  for  re;  banning  aerosol  spray  cans-helpful  for  e;  banning
styrofoam    cups-helpful    for    envir;   banning   disposible
diapers-helpful for e;  mandatory recycling of  bottles-helpful f;
mandatory recycling of  newspapers-helpfu; mandatory recycling of 
cans-helpful  for;  reduced  packaging  of   products-helpful  fo; closing
nuclear power plants-helpful for; increased regulation by the 
government-h;  increasing  fines  for  companies  that poll;  mandatory 
jail terms  for excutives  of  co;  making donations to environmental 
groups; banning products  from countries that neg; mandatory 
reduction in  automibile emissi;  should "o Canada" be sung  before 
sports;  present  preferred provincial political p; party voted for last
provincial election; re ont`s not supporting  new opera house; re ont's
funding free-standing abortion; present preferred political party; party
voted for last federal election;resident  prov.  of   respondent;  size  of 
respondent's community; male or female head  of  family; employment
of  respondent; etc. 

348 1-43 Codebooks for Poll 142 - Poll 270 1945-1958

349 44-94 Codebooks for Poll 273 - Poll 332 Jan. 1959 -
Oct. 1968

350 95-152 Codebooks for Poll 333 - Poll 395 Jan. 1969 -
Dec. 1976

351 153-
208

Codebooks for Poll 396 - Poll 444:4 Jan. 1977 -
Nov. 1980

352 209-
275

Codebooks for Poll 445:1 to Poll 504:1 Jan. 1981 -
Dec. 1985

353 276-
334

Codebooks for Poll 505:1 to Poll 912:1 Jan. 1986 -
Dec. 1989
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354 335-
347

Codebooks for Poll 001:2 to 012:1 Jan. 1990 -
Dec. 1990

355 1 Interview questionnaires for Polls 529:1 to 812:1 (1988) and for Polls
001:2 to 012:1 (1990). Questions asked during person to person
interviews (textual paper documents)

1988 and
1990


